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Editorial

Light at the End
of the Tunnel?
Skeptics sometimes feel we are beating our heads against a wall in our
campaign to have alternative and
complimentary therapies regulated
to standards no less rigorous than
those applying to orthodox therapies.
All is not bleak however, as a story,
“Too many quacks in natural
health”, in the SMH (May 31) gives
us some cause to hope that our efforts might be bearing fruit.
A national survey of the industry,
conducted by Associate Professor
Alan Bensoussan, head of the Centre
for Complementary Medicine Research at the University of Western
Sydney, found that:
The number of adverse events associated with herbal medicines, nutritional substances and homoeopathic
medicines recorded in Australia is
substantial and the types of events
reported are not trivial.
That is hardly news to Skeptics
who have been following the debate,
but it is encouraging that the study
was reported in Complimentary
Therapies in Medicine. We can only
hope that practitioners in the field
are taking notice. After all, substantial numbers of non-trivial adverse
effects should give anyone pause for
reflection.
Also quoted in the story was
Susan Dean, president of the National Herbalists Association, who
said there was a need to differentiate
between poorly qualified practitioners and those required to have a

certain level of education and who
abided by ethical standards.
Prof Bensoussan was further reported as saying that, as there was
no authority with which a practitioner needed to register, there was
nothing to prevent anyone doing a
weekend course in something
vaguely relevant and then hanging
up a shingle and proclaiming themselves as naturopaths or some other
kinds of practitioner. Nor was there
anything to prevent any dodgy practitioner from forming an important
sounding association with no standards at all, thereby giving their practice a seeming credibility it did not
deserve. He concluded:
There is a need to examine whether
statutory regulation of practitioners
of naturopathy and Western herbal
medicine is required to better protect
the public.
Indeed there is. For example,
someone who has completed a twoday course in First Aid would feel
the full majesty of the law if they
then proclaimed themselves as a
medical practitioner. And rightly so
— but the double standards applying
to the treatment of dodgy medical
practitioners and dodgy alternative
practitioners has not hitherto noticeably seemed to have concerned
spokespeople for the alternative industry. Maybe there really is a glimmer of hope.
The study in question is reported
to have surveyed 20 disciplines

which included, inter alia,
naturopaths, herbalists,
homeopaths, massage therapists,
nutritionists, counsellors, acupuncturists and aromatherapists, which
seems to be a pretty mixed bag of
potentially useful and seriously dubious practices. One wonders what
remarkable therapies constituted
the unnamed dozen specialities. We
couldn’t help being reminded of the
Billy Connolly sketch in which he
describes an horrific road accident,
with hundreds of dead and dying
lying around, emergency vehicles
with flashing lights everywhere and
a man pushing through the spectators shouting, “Let me through! I’m
an aromatherapist”.
We could hardly disagree with the
comments made in the story — as
far as they go — but they don’t go
nearly far enough. We would suggest
that rather than starting out by ensuring that anyone wishing to practice alternative and complimentary
medicine had undergone a long, ‘recognised’ course, or belonged to a recognised association, it would be better to first establish which of the
therapies offered had any validity.
There could be reason to suppose
that some of the many practices clustering under the ‘alt and comp’ rubric might well have some beneficial
effects, but until their claims have
been subjected to rigorous testing, it
is impossible to determine which.

Barry Williams
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News and Views

Around
theTraps
The State of Denmark
No doubt all readers of the Skeptic
(royalists to an entity, we are certain)
were as excited as we at Bunyip Manor
by the recent Danish Royal nuptials.
It’s not every day that a resident of
Tasmania gets elevated to the status
of Consort Apparent (Fred Thornett’s
claims to be the legitimate Pretender
to the Throne of the Romanovs not
withstanding).
However we have been concerned
that the Foreign Affairs Department
would have been remiss in its duties
if it failed to warn the father of the
bride of the perils involved in standing behind any arrases while attending the ceremonies. There is, after all,
ample historic precedent to attest to
the dangers of this activity. (If anyone
knows what an arras is, please send
your answer under plain brown cover.)

Bard baiting
Apropos which, did you all enjoy the
documentary Who Wrote Shakespeare?
shown on ABCTV in April? There was
be no doubt remaining that the answer
to the question posed was
“Christopher Marlowe”. Mind you,
there did seem to be just a trace of
what lawyers call “special pleading” in
the programme, in that the bulk of the
show was taken up with the evidence
(or assertions) of convinced
“Marlovians”, while the appearances
by those of more orthodox views
seemed to have been shown in the
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worst possible light (one was being
interviewed while he appeared to be
digging his spuds). Barrackers for the
Earl of Oxford, Francis Bacon, Ben
Jonson, and Banjo Paterson (the latter a very small group), were given
even shorter shrift.
We at the Skeptic are solid supporters of the view most persuasively put
by our esteemed editor, that Shakespeare was not written by Shakespeare, but by another writer of the
same name.

Tragic homeopathic failure
We are grateful to our colleagues at
the Skeptical Inquirer for advising us
of a protest by a group of 23 Skeptics
in Belgium. Objecting to a decision by
health insurance companies to cover
the costs of homeopathy in response
to popular demand, these Skeptics
took drastic action. They proposed to
commit mass suicide by drinking a
cocktail of lethal poisons including
arsenic, snake venom and deadly
nightshade. To make certain of success, they increased the homeopathic
potency to 30C, ie the cocktail was diluted one part per hundred and
shaken, and then repeated 30 times.
According to the SI report:
The media were invited to watch the
death agonies of the deranged suicides, who included a number of
prominent citizens, professors of
medicine, “and a few normal people
armed only with common sense.”

The media coverage was excellent,
but the suicide attempt was a
failure.

And again
Not to be outdone, certain luminaries of Australian Skeptics have been
performing similar acts of late. It
seems that President Richard Saunders finds he cannot meet any speaking engagements without publicly
quaffing handsfull of homeopathic
sleeping pills, while Vice Pres Peter
Bowditch, at a recent talk before an
audience of medical practitioners,
consumed so many preparations
“guaranteed to halt or reverse the
ageing process” that his listeners
were stunned that he did not conclude the presentation by sucking
his thumb and saying “Gooo”.

To sleep, perchance to diet
Recently the denizens of Bunyip
Manor received a fax offering us (if
we responded by faxing back and receiving a document at $5.50/min for
approximately 7 minutes) “The
Lemonade Diet” which is allegedly
“Taking America by Storm”. Designed by “Homeopath Stanley
Burroughs, who spotted the connection between weight loss, health and
natural eating”, it promises to, inter alia, “Reduce Weight ... Recover
from Sickness ... Clean out your system” which it achieves because it
“Dissolves toxins ... purifies your

glands... cleans your kidneys ... relieves pressure on nerves”, etc.
Well good for Stan. We’re amazed
that no one else had spotted that vital
connection before he did, but we often
tend to overlook the obvious. Why
didn’t our resident dietitian, Glenn
Cardwell, tell us? We must confess to
being a trifle bemused by ‘natural’ eating — what is unnatural eating, we
wonder? Stuffing tucker into your ear,
perhaps.
However the clinching argument
came with this question:
Why are the strongest animals in the
world vegetarians?
We don’t know, but doubt if we want
to try a diet that makes us look like
an elephant.

Ah fame, brief fame!
Perhaps we have all, at one time or
another, hankered after the chance of
becoming a cultural icon but found
that it has eluded us. By a strange series of circumstances, however, the
esteemed Editor of this publication
appears to have achieved just that.
It’s a long story that began a decade or so ago when he found himself
in one of Messrs Angus and
Robertson’s larger book emporia in the
centre of Sydney. The Ed would no
doubt claim he was carrying out research, but the Sage of Occam would
likely have attributed his motives
more accurately to “avoiding work”.
During his browsings, he was approached by a young lady with a camera who asked him if he would object
to having his photograph taken perusing a book. She was, she explained, a
freelance photographer working on an
assignment to get illustrations for a
feature on the book trade for the Financial Review.
Our Editor has many qualities
(some good, some not so) but resisting
the blandishments of attractive young
women is not one of them, so he readily agreed. Fortuitously, he mentioned
that he had just been asked for a photograph by a magazine for which he
had recently been interviewed, and
asked the young woman if he could
have a copy of one of her shots to send

to the journal. She was more than
obliging and shot off a whole roll of the
Ed in various dignified poses (one of
them adorns his article in this issue)
before giving him the film to be processed.
Nice work all round you might say,
but how did this result in cultural
iconhood? Well, it seems that the original pose of our Editor (poseur?) must
have resonated with whoever runs the
photo library in John Fairfax and
Sons. He appears to have been filed in
that worthy institution as “a typical
bookworm”, whose image is trotted out
any time one of the publications of that
stable runs an article on the book
trade.
That is why, Dear Reader, stories
that ran in both The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald in April carried a
picture of the Editor of the Skeptic perusing a book entitled The Encyclopaedia of Ships (which he did not buy, incidentally). Thanks to all those readers
who brought it to our attention.

A motherhood issue
We thank Michael Vnuk, a subscriber
from Qld, who sent us a clipping from
Brisbane’s Child, the free paper aimed
at new parents, which contained an interview with well-known humorous
author Kaz Cooke about her new book,
Kid Wrangling.
As a new mother, she spoke of agonising over the topic of immunisation.
Initially very wary, she researched the
subject and concluded that, despite the
seductive power of anecdote put out by
the anti-immunisation lobby, she came
down on the side of medicine. To quote
the article:
Reading the anti-immunisation books
and websites, my sense of what’s morally right was absolutely outraged by
the lies that were told and the way in
which statistics were manipulated to
support the argument.
She concluded that, try as she might
to present all sides of the issue, she
simply could not recommend any antiimmunisation book that she thought
was fair and informative.
Good on you Kaz, you’ll do us as a
Skeptic.

Undue praise
It was very kind of the Chair of the
Queensland Museum Board, Anne
Jones, in opening the Chinese Dinosaurs Exhibition at the Qld Museum,
to attribute sponsorship of the entire
exhibition to Australian Skeptics, but
sadly it wasn’t true.
We did sponsor an important part
of the display, the feathered dinosaur
fossils that have caused creationists so
much angst (or at least equivocal claptrap), but the real credit should have
gone to the Australian Museum and
its then Director, Mike Archer. Since
leaving the Australian Museum, the
exhibit has visited Wellington NZ and
is now in Brisbane, with further displays in prospect
Readers from the Sunshine State
are strongly advised to get along to see
this remarkable exhibition, but they
should be careful to avoid tripping over
apoplectic (or even apocalyptic) creationists littering the floor.

Something fishy
Special thanks to the magical Peter
Rodgers for sending us this piece of
wisdom:
You don’t have to go to Brisbane to
witness a miracle. I have just noticed that my Darwin Fish is bleeding fish oil.

Free Plug
We like to find and mention enterprises that sell items of interest to
Skeptics and we have discovered one
in Sydney recently.
Professor Plum’s at 1 Ernest Place,
Crows Nest (02 9906 7441) has a great
range of scientific models, toys, kits,
and items. We were delighted to find
an ‘action figure’ of Albert Einstein
there, as well as lots of fossils and
other items of interest. Just the place
to take your (grand)kids.
If there are any science shops or the
like in your locality, let us know and
we’ll give them a plug.

Bunyip
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Feature

Modern
Imaginings
of Islam
The text of a talk given to
the Queensland Skeptics
earlier this year.

Philip Almond is a Professor and the Head of
the School of History, Philosophy, Religion,
and Classics, The University of Queensland.
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Muhammad the Prophet
Thomas Carlyle in the 1840s looked
upon Muhammad, the Prophet, as
one of the great heroes who spoke
‘from Nature’s own heart.’ For others,
the Prophet was to be included in
‘the golden book of humanity.’ He
could be seen as containing all the
ideals of the West: brave and liberal
yet pious, noble but simple, irreproachable in morality. He had
many of the virtues central to the
ideals of a Victorian muscular Christianity. For many late Victorians,
he typified Victorian ideals of
gentlemanliness: simplicity in life,
gentleness to inferiors, children and
animals, modesty and gentle speech,
decisiveness in judgment, courage in
thought and action. The Eclectic
Magazine in 1850, for example, ascribed to him ‘the largest amount of
credit for every excellent human
quality that a man may possess outside of the pale of Christian discipleship.’ The Dublin University Magazine described him in 1873 as ‘one of
the greatest ever sent on earth.’

But other images of Islam and its
founder have been more common in
the West. It has been seen more often as demonic than divine, its
founder more a profligate than a
prophet. From its beginnings in the
Arabia of the seventh century AD, it
pushed against the borders of Christendom. Within 100 years of the
death of Muhammad in AD 632, an
Arabian Empire extended from India
and the borders of China to the
South of France. Since that time, for
the Christian West, Islam has remained often threatening, sometimes enchanting, but ever present.
Indeed, the West created its own
identity over against an Islam which
it saw as totally other, quintessentially alien, and likely to engulf it.
For Muslims, the Quran is the
final word of God, and Muhammad
the seal of the prophets. But readers
of the first English translation of the
Quran in 1649 were introduced to a
work described by its translator Alexander Ross as a ‘Gallimaufry of
errors’, a forgery concocted by

Muhammad from Jewish and Christian sources. Even Carlyle, admirer
of the Prophet that he was, was hard
put to admire it.
Yet with every allowance, one finds it
difficult to see how any mortal ever
could consider this Koran as a Book
written in Heaven, too good for the
Earth; as a well-written book, or
indeed as a book at all; and not a
bewildered rhapsody; written, so far
as writing goes, as badly as almost
any book ever was.
There was little inclination to
view the Quran as a work which,
both read and chanted for a thousand years, had inspired a civilisation equal to that of the West.
Muhammad fared little better in
Western eyes. Western imagination
rioted in its pictures of the Prophet.
Few Christians could ever be accused of erring on the side of charity
in their judgements of Muhammad.
For most, he was the imposter, for
many the anti-Christ. For some, he
was a sincere, if ultimately deluded
religious fanatic, prone to epilepsy.
The issue of his imposture was
traditionally linked with that of his
lust and ambition. The French philosopher Voltaire depicted him in
1742 as motivated only by lust, ambition, and sexual jealousy. That
Muhammad was both profligate
prophet and politician was an image
central to the discussion of Islam for
another one hundred and fifty years.
And it was the profligate, polygamous Prophet Muhammad who was
seen as having most influence on the
sensual Oriental mind.
The correlation of sensuality and
an exotic and Romantic Islam had
gained a firm foothold in the Western mind from the beginning of the
eighteenth century with the publication of the Arabian Nights. It was a
children’s classic by the end of the
18th century, and did much to soften
negative images of the Muslim East
and Islam. But it also provided evidence of the essential voluptuousness of Muhammad and the Arabian
imagination. It could produce
Tennyson’s Recollections of the Arabian Nights, imbue Goethe with its

exoticism, and influence Carlyle’s
portrait of the Prophet as noble
Arab. But it would also beget that
classic of the 19th century pornographic genre, The Lustful Turk.

The Religion of the Sword
The issue of Muhammad’s political
ambition was intimately linked to
that of his and later Islam’s use of
force to spread the religious, social,
and political unity that was Islam. It
was above all pictured as the religion
of the sword. Christians conveniently forgot the violent beams in the
eyes of their own tradition. Thus, the
West saw the success of Islam as due
solely to the sword, the success of
Christianity to the hand of God. The
image of a benign Christianity over
against a malevolent Islam was a
mythical one. It ignored the violence
and suppression often involved in
the extension of the Christian faith,
and the religious tolerance which
accompanied the gradual spread of
Islam.
The extraordinary success of Islam during the Prophet’s lifetime
and afterwards was, not surprisingly, a topic of considerable importance, both theologically and politically, throughout the medieval and
early modern periods and it continued to be so until the middle of the
19th century. Indeed, it can be reasonably argued that Christian selfidentity was forged in part by its
sense that it was always on the
verge of being overwhelmed by the
‘other’ of Islam. The tone in 18th and
19th century discussions of Islam
and violence was set by Humphrey
Prideaux in his influential work The
True Nature of Imposture Fully Displayed in the Life of Mahomet in
1697. He warned his readers that it
was the universal doctrine of all
Muslims that their religion was to be
propagated by the sword, although
he went on to point out that it was
God, in his all-wise Providence, that
allowed Islam to continue as a
scourge to Christians ‘who having
receiv’d so holy and so excellent a
Religion… will not yet conform ourselves to live worthy of it.’

The stress on the use of force in
Islam as a means of spreading the
faith was, of course, part of an argument concerning the relative truth of
Christianity and Islam. According to
this, the success of Islam was due
solely to the sword. The success of
Christianity, having abjured the
sword, was therefore due only to
divine favour. Such an argument
was implicit in all those which declared that Islam’s success was
mainly, if not solely, due to its innate
tendency to violence. Isaac Barrow
for example, in one of the 17th century’s most vituperative attacks on
Islam declared, ‘it diffused itself by
rage and terrour of arms; convincing
mens minds only by the sword, and
using no arguments but blows.’
The specific claim that Islam’s
success was due to the sword, Christianity’s to God, had been popularized in George Sale’s translation of
the Quran in 1734. According to him:
... it is certainly one of the most convincing proofs that Mahommedism
was no other than a human invention, that it owed its progress and
establishment to the sword; and it is
one of the strongest demonstrations
of the divine original of Christianity
that it prevailed against all the force
and powers of the world by the mere
dint of its own truth, after having
stood the assaults of all manner of
persecutions as well as other oppositions, for three hundred years together…
Sale’s argument continued to be
influential well into the 19th century.
Although the major source of the
Britannica’s entry on ‘Mahomet’ in
1797 was Humphrey Prideaux, the
above words of Sale were quoted
verbatim, without acknowledgement.
And they re-appeared in the 1810,
1817, 1823, and 1842 editions. Forty
years later, in a popular essay for
The Leisure Hour, William Muir declared that, as an instrument for the
propagation of the faith, ‘the use of
the sword is abjured by the Gospel,
while it is commanded by the Coran,’
although he recognised that, in the
case of Christianity, practice may
have often differed from precept.
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Islam
The Western image of a benign
Christianity over against a malevolent Islam was a mythical one. With
few exceptions, it ignored both the
violence often attendant on the extension of the Christian faith, and
the religious tolerance which often
accompanied the spread of Islam.
But the myth is a potent one, and
remains present within Western
mentalities still. For it did, and does
reflect the deep-seated Western horror, always potent in the collective
imagination and on occasion
grounded in reality, of being literally
overrun by the fanatical hordes.
During the 19th century, however,
such a fear began to fade. Norman
Daniel has pointed that, while the
image of Islam as essentially a religion of force remained throughout
the early part of the 19th century,
Islam came to be seen more in relation to entirely new political realities. In essence, the burgeoning cultural and political power of the West
rendered effete this traditional fear
of being engulfed by Asia in general,
or by Islam in particular. As Daniel
puts it:
Islam, the religion of force, was beginning to be dominated by the
greater force of Europe; the old enemy was becoming a subject, or, if
not a subject, he was being compelled to accept Western influences
as a result of Western prosperity.
In the Victorian period, the cultural hegemony of West over East
allowed for modifications to the image of Islam as a religion of force. On
the one hand it could be argued that,
while an aggressive Islam needed to
be opposed, a peaceful Islam was
impotent and only fit for cultural
improvement. Fruitful in aggression,
it is sterile when quiescent. On the
other hand, the role of force in Islam
could be down-played. From the
middle of the 17th century there had
been those who decried it as a vulgar
opinion that Muhammad spread the
faith by the sword. In 1829, Godfrey
Higgins saw the use of force as a
consequence of Islam’s success
rather than a cause, an argument
which was refined and popularised
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by Carlyle. It was the exigencies of
Muhammad’s situation in Mecca
which merited his use of the sword,
suggested R. Bosworth Smith.
To be sure, there were those who
remained unconvinced by Smith’s
apology. But despite this, Islam was
no longer seen as a threat to the
Empire or its possessions:
the fact that the name of our most
gracious Sovereign is now inserted
in the Khutbeh, or “Friday bidding
prayer,” in all mosques throughout
India, is a sufficient proof that Islam is not antagonistic either to
religious or political toleration, and
that the doctrine of Jehad, or holy
war, is not so dangerous or barbarous an one as is generally imagined.
Just how little of a political threat
Islam had become in the early part
of the Twentieth century is clear
from Edith Holland’s The Story of
Mohammed, written for the adolescent reader in a series entitled Heroes of all Time. Western enemies
had become much more present.
Like Smith, she suggested that it
was the circumstances of
Muhammad’s life that justified his
use of force. But, writing in the context of England’s conflict with Germany in 1914, she held up
Muhammad and his followers as
examples to be emulated. ‘Although,
we believe,’ she wrote, ‘that religion
should teach us peace, and not war,
yet we cannot but admire the zeal of
these early Moslems, who were ready
to give their lives, their property and
all they had, in the cause of their
faith.’ Just as, one might add, her
readers might be expected to give
their all in the cause of God and
country.

Orientalist Motifs
Although the traditional image of
Islam as a religion whose success
was attributable to force still held
sway throughout the 19th century, it
was balanced by a number of other
motifs. The view that Islam persuaded rather than intimidated coalesced with Carlyle’s charismatic
leader. Muhammad’s justified use of

force was counterpointed by Christianity’s unjustified use of it. Less
hysterical views of Islam were facilitated by a developing imperial confidence in which Islamic culture was
seen, not so much as a political
threat, but rather as a sphere of
Western patronage, both secular and
religious.
On balance, Islam was viewed as
having brought about a significant
improvement in the intellectual,
moral, and religious culture of preIslamic Arabia, even over the Christianity which it had there supplanted, a Christianity divided by
heresy and factionalism, and permeated by impiety, inequity, iniquity,
and idolatry. On the decadence of
Christianity in pre-Islamic Arabia,
sympathisers and detractors alike,
all were agreed. How else to explain
Islam’s success?
And there was a sense in which
18th and 19th century Protestantism
in its simplicity, both ritually and
doctrinally, in its commitment to the
Bible, in its antipathy to the perceived idolatries of both Western
Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy,
did have a formal similarity to Islam. Protestants really could empathise with the success of Islam over
such forms of Christianity. But many
of those who endorsed the Islam of
Muhammad’s time also saw it as
either having degenerated after his
death, or incapable of change. There
was little enthusiasm for later developments of it. A discourse of Islam as
static, stagnant, and unchanging, or
of modern Islam as decadent and
degenerate permeated many texts.
As Bryan Turner aptly puts it, ‘The
rise of Islam is thus the genesis of its
decline.’
The inability of Victorians, however much they admired Muhammad
and original Islam, to endorse its
contemporary manifestations arose
from a deep seated incapacity of
nineteenth century Europe generally
to treat Islam, indeed the East in
general, on equal terms. Indeed, the
greater value of the West over the
East, over all those it variously characterised as backward, degenerate,
or uncivilised, was a sine qua non of

most discussions of non-Western
forms of life.
The image of the progressive West
over against a static or degenerate
East lurked only just beneath the
surface. According to Kathryn
Tidrick, during the 19th century, ‘the
“unchanging East” came to be regarded as a spectacle; one for which
it was increasingly assumed, the
English were entitled to both a front
seat and a presence behind the
scenes.’ And the image of a vibrant,
active, progressive Christianity over
against a passive inert Islam was
congenial to a policy of British religious and political hegemony.
These were common motifs. And,
at that time, the demise of Islam
seemed inevitable. To Edward Freeman, for example, the West was progressive, legal, monogamous and
Christian, and the East was arbitrary, stationary, polygamous, and
Mahometan. Thus, Islam was often
seen as the source of all the evils
which, in the Western imagination
at least, had afflicted Islamic societies. It was Islam, extravagant but
not progressive, that had relieved
the Eastern mind from the discipline
of improving itself, and had left it in
its preferred state of untamed wildness. It was the prime source of the
political decrepitude and moral and
social evils of the Ottoman Turks. To
the Baptist George Smith it was
certain that ‘Islam and scientific and
political progress are incompatible,
as Christianity and scientific and
political progress are not incompatible.’
There was a number of aspects of
Islam which were often cited as the
cause of the stagnation and decadence of Islamic societies. Some saw
it in blind devotion to Muhammad,
others in the dead weight of Islamic
fatalism. William Palgrave, rather
uniquely, viewed the Muslim ban on
alcohol as a major cause in Islam’s
inability to progress, and to be tolerant. Still others saw the dead weight
of political despotism as inhibiting
change, and Islam as having fostered
it. Islam and progress were incompatible:

Chained to a black stone in a barren
wilderness, the heart and reason of
the Muhammadan world would
seem to have taken the similitude of
the objects they reverence; and the
refreshing dews and genial sunshine
which fertilise all else seek in vain
for anything to quicken there.
There were some attempts to defend Islam in principle from the alleged defects of its practitioners.
Bosworth Smith, for example, maintained that it was as unfair to judge
Islam in terms of Turkish despots,
maniac dervishes, and Persian libertines, as to judge Christianity in
terms of Anabaptists, Pillar Saints,
or Shakers. But there was a strong
tendency throughout the Victorian
period to blame Islam for all the
imagined ills of Oriental societies —
the moral degradation of women,
slavery, the physical and mental
debilities of men, envy, violence and
cruelty, the disquiet and misery of
private life, the continual agitations,
commotions, and revolutions of public life.

Conclusion
Thus, during the 18th and 19th centuries, Muhammad remained heretic,
Anti-Christ, ambitious imposter,
profligate politician. But these were
tempered by new images of the
Prophet as sincere hero, noble Arab,
and even true Prophet of God.
The reasons for this change were
many. Increased data about
Muhammad and the origins of Islam
made earlier stereotypes ineffective.
The demise of Christian
apocalypticism and the rise of secular historical method created the
Muhammad of history, relegating to
the shadows the Muhammad of
Christian legend. The Victorian penchant for great men coupled with the
Western fascination for an exotic
East engendered a sympathetic environment for the rehabilitation of
Muhammad and Islam. And the rise
of Western power over Islam made
for a context in which original Islam
could be treated benevolently, even if
modern Islam remained open to
criticism.

That Islam was, of its essence,
violent was a myth that faded in the
nineteenth century, as Islamic cultures began to be dominated by Europe. The old enemy were becoming
imperial subjects. And Islam could
be treated more benevolently.
But in a post-imperialist age,
Muslim nationalisms are again on
the rise, not only in the Middle East
and North Africa, but in Indonesia
and India. The power of the myth of
Islam as essentially violent has resurfaced. The image of Islam as a
religion essentially other resonates
again within the modern West. The
actions of some Muslims bring to the
surface of our consciousness the
deep-seated Western fear, always
potent in our imaginations, of being
overwhelmed by the East.
There has been a resurgence in
the West of viewing Islamic leaders
as demonic. Thus Libya’s
Muhammad Gaddafi, Iran’s
Ayatollah Khomeini, and Iraq’s
Saddam Hussein have all on occasion incarnated the mythical demon.
Osama bin Laden has already entered a mythical realm in which his
name and face have become symbolic
of evil. And Satan even appears to
some in the smoke of the Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre.
But demonisation is a two-edged
sword. In the name of God, such
Islamic leaders have also demonised
the West, and especially the United
States. For many in the Islamic
world, the United States represents
the demonic forces of economic exploitation and imperialist repression.
To act in the name of Allah is to
strike a blow against evil. One tradition’s martyr is the other’s fanatical
terrorist.
It is foolish to deny that there is a
violent edge to Islam, as there is to
Christianity and Judaism. In all
these traditions, there is the tension
between the idea of a God whose will
is always good and a God whose will
is always right. And where God is
seen as a being whose will can transcend the good, evil acts committed
in his name can abound. These are
Continued p 13 ...
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Investigation

The Fundamentalist

Curriculum:
What are they teaching? What are they thinking?

It’s hard to know exactly how many
Australian children are being taught
a fundamentalist curriculum. According to the website of the Australian Associations of Christian Schools
(AACS) — www.aacs.net.au — student enrolments in its 254 member
schools number over 72,000 (2002).
If we add the enrolments of nonmember schools and allow for students being ‘home-schooled’ by fundamentalist Christian parents, we
probably have a ballpark figure of
around 100,000.
Am I using the term ‘fundamentalist’ too loosely? The AACS ‘Statement of Affirmation’ commences with
this ringing declaration:
The Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments are God’s infallible and
inerrant revelation to man. It is thus
the supreme standard by which all
things are to be judged, and the
authoritative guide for all life and
conduct.
Call it ‘conservative evangelical
Protestantism’ if you like, but from
where I stand, that’s fundamentalism, brother! Or sister!
Brian Baxter is a Melbourne based writer
whose photographic image has been
appropriated by Dark Forces.
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Christian bookstore
I wanted to find out what these children are being taught, whether at

school or in the homeschooling environment. My first step was to visit a
local Christian bookstore and ask to
see their range of primary and secondary texts. ‘You should really try
Light Educational Ministries [LEM]
or Kingsley Educational’, said the
friendly assistant, ‘but first have a
look at these.’
‘These’ turned out to be four
shelves full of Answers in Genesis
material, interspersed with an occasional volume by Hugh Ross, a leading member of the rival ‘Old Earth’
creationist faction.
‘This should do you for Science’, I
was assured, ‘but for other subjects,
try LEM. They’re probably the best
distributors of Christian school texts
in Australia.’
Slightly dispirited, I went home
and sat at the computer for a few
hours, clicking through a large
number of Religious Right and more
general fundamentalist websites.
My bookstore assistant was right. If
you were after Christian school
texts, all roads led to LEM.

The American experience
Before pursuing this lead, I dug out
a couple of books on American fundamentalist schools, namely Alan
Peshkin’s God’s Choice: The Total

World of a Fundamentalist Christian
School (1986) and Albert Menendez’
Visions of Reality: What Fundamentalist Schools Teach (1993).
Peshkin, a professor of education
at the University of Illinois, spent
several semesters at a fundamentalist Baptist school, visiting classes,
attending services and generally
immersing himself in the lifestyle.
Here is part of the headmaster’s
first-day address to students:
Our classes here reflect the Word of
God. We believe that history, for example, is his story, the unfolding of
the word of Jesus Christ on the centre stage of the world. A man trying
to write a history textbook that
presents Jesus Christ as just another
historical figure has no concept of
real truth. We don’t teach that way in
our history classes …
Science is an understanding of God’s
handiwork. Men deny the Word of
God and try to make us believe that
all that we see about us has come
about just through a series of events.
Sometimes, the general term of evolution is used to apply to all this, but
the Word of God is different on that.
It clearly teaches that man was created from nothing …
The evolutionist says that the dinosaur and man were epochs of time
apart, but Dr Henry Morris, a bornagain man, a Christian man, has a
picture in one of his books you won’t
find in the average, secular high
school biology book. It shows in the
same petrified stream bed a footprint
of a man and a footprint of a large
dinosaur. So these creatures were on
earth the same time as man. (p.50)
The headmaster goes on to explain to his students that this photograph - doubtless one of the Paluxy
River fakes, now discounted even by
creationists — ‘clearly shows the
untruth of the evolutionary position’,
and concludes:
You’ll get that kind of information in
our school; you’ll see that kind of
thing emphasised.
The school librarian helps to pro-

tect the sensitive young minds of her
charges:
I look for evolution … I found a double page of monkeys developing into
man and, of course, we don’t approve
of that at all, so I just sealed the
pages together … If I find a naked
person, I draw a little bathing suit
on them or I put a little dress on …
One of the books sort of made light
of discipline and so we, instead of
having a little frowning boy in there,
you know, that had been punished
and he didn’t accept it, we put a
sticker on there with a smiling face.
(pp.262-3)

Bob Jones University Press
Peshkin’s school recommends that
its students aim to attend Bob Jones
University, a volubly fundamentalist
South Carolina college. Menendez
analyses several Bob Jones University Press (BJUP) texts in use
throughout American fundamentalist schools. A senior high school Biology text attempts to relate all areas
of scientific observation and knowledge to the inerrant Word of God:
As the author notes at the beginning,
‘The people who have prepared this
book have tried consistently to put
the Word of God first and science
second.’ This negative attitude toward science pervades the text. Students are urged to disregard
scientific facts and conclusions
widely held in the scientific community. ‘If the conclusions contradict
the Word of God, the conclusions are
wrong no matter how many scientific facts may appear to back them.’
(p.118)
And it’s not just Biology. Having
examined BJUP History texts dealing with the Reformation, Menendez
concludes that the treatment is
strikingly deficient:
No attention is given to the sociological, economic, cultural, geographic
or political factors which predisposed certain nations toward acceptance of Reformation theology and
social organisation. Students are
told that God intervened directly in

history to bring about this event,
and no further discussion is needed.
This is a grossly unacceptable way
to teach students the meaning and
matter of history. (p.40)

Light Educational Ministries
Although I discovered a number of
other Christian textbook suppliers in
Australia, I am going to focus here
on LEM for reasons which will become apparent.
LEM was founded in 1979 by Peter Frogley, a South Australian
teacher. In 1978, Frogley had spent
time in Hawaii as Principal of Youth
With A Mission’s (YWAM) International Christian School. YWAM has a
close association with the Religious
Right in both Australia and the US,
where it has developed distinct
Reconstructionist tendencies (Diamond, 1989, 206). Reconstructionism
is a contemporary Christian movement which aims at the eventual
restructuring of society in accordance with the strictures of Old Testament law, including the death penalty (by stoning) for ‘crimes’ such as
adolescent rebellion (Barron, 1992,
p.218)
According to LEM’s website —
www.lem.com.au — Frogley now
travels widely both nationally and
internationally, ‘teaching on Christian education and promoting the
organisation to schools, teachers and
parents. Peter is also an ordained
Minister and currently pastors
Ginnindera Christian Church in
Canberra.’ In 2000, Frogley was a
member of both the (Pentecostalist)
Bethesda Movement Churches Executive and the anti-feminist Above
Rubies magazine’s Australian Board
of Reference (Above Rubies, letter to
supporters, Feb. 2000, 2). His church
figured briefly in the news during
2001 when it issued a leaflet claiming that Harry Potter novels had
been seducing children into witchcraft and Satanism. Frogley rapidly
withdrew the leaflet when he found
that its information was based on a
satirical article appearing in an
American online humour magazine
(Sibley, 2001)
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Curriculum
LEM’s Curriculum and Library
Catalogue
The March 2004 catalogue lists
books designed ‘for Christian Schools
and home educators’ (p.1). If you
come across a book with the accompanying symbol ‘NSC’, you are advised that this stands for ‘Not Specifically Christian’, which indicates
that it has been selected as it ‘do[es]
not contain offensive material or
mention evolution’ (p.2). Thus reassured, we progress through over 30
closely-typed pages of texts.
Books issued by Bob Jones University Press are featured at every
grade level. Whether you’re teaching Bible Studies, Science, ‘Heritage
Studies’ or the Three Rs, BJUP has a
textbook for you, guaranteed evolution-free. Several other Christian
curricula are offered, including the
faintly disturbing ‘Rod and Staff’
collection of texts.
On p.33 we arrive at the Australian History offerings. One of these,
Understanding Our Christian Heritage, is written by Graham
McLennan, current Chairman of the
National Alliance of Christian Leaders and a senior figure in the Australian Religious Right for many
years. Another book, Southland of
the Holy Spirit, is authored by Elizabeth Rogers Kotlowski. Kotlowski
and McLennan are both big fans of
the late Francis Schaeffer, whose
‘dominion theology’ called for society
to be conformed to ‘Christian’ standards (ie, a ‘soft’ version of
Reconstructionism).
Kotlowski compares her own work
favourably to that of Manning Clark
(described as ‘a sceptic, and a satirical pessimism pervades his writings’), whose landmark history is
merely ‘one man’s story of the coming
of civilisation to Australia. [My book]
is God’s story (His story) of the coming of Christianity to Australia’
(Kotlowski, 1994, p.295). In fact, her
book is a long, rambling political
tirade, bulging with
Reconstructionist and dominionist
references, and containing meaningless assertions, such as:
Wherever the Gospel has been
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preached, it has brought liberty in
the lives of men and nations. In the
context of Australian history, these
landmarks of liberty can be charted
thus: Creation – Moses – Christ –
Paul – Bible – Columbus – Cook –
Convicts – Pioneers – Federation.
(p.59)
She rails against evolution, social
welfare and modernity in general,
and her book is not really a history
text at all, but rather an over-long
religious tract.

Politics and Government
Moving on to Civics, Peter Frogley
(an art teacher by training) has produced his own senior school text
entitled Government in Australia.
The first few pages are pure
Reconstructionism interspersed with
Frogley’s folk-wisdom:
[At the time of European settlement,
the Australian Aborigines] were a
primitive people living a subsistence
existence in fear and superstition
because of their animistic religious
beliefs … It is a biblically based belief that the people who left Noah’s
Ark and subsequently were dispersed
from Babylon were advanced people.
It is further suggested that so-called
primitive peoples are actually degenerate people who have rejected God
and the civilising effect of His Word
and Spirit. (p.8)
As a consequence of the penal nature
of [most Australian settlements] …
our Christian heritage has suffered
and antagonism to the Christian
faith and its principles became ingrained in Australia. This is seen in
the strong influence of anti-God political thought which has commonly
expressed itself as socialism. (p.9)
[Prime Minister] Alfred Deakin was
a prominent member of the spiritualist movement and was thus antiChristian. (p.20)
And one for all you lawyers out
there:
God has established the standard of
right and wrong … God’s standards
undergird Common Law and under
that law it is the judge’s responsibil-

ity to declare God’s law. This system
contrasts with statutory law, which
is a body of law made by the parliament; that is, it is made by man.
(p.22)
Frogley is seriously suggesting
that Christian schools and parents
teach these things to Year 9-12 students!
Returning to this LEM catalogue,
also on p.33 are listed three books by
leading American Reconstructionist
Gary DeMar. I found it a little curious that other leading lights of the
Reconstructionist movement such as
Rousas Rushdoony, Gary North and
David Chilton were not mentioned
here, but as it turned out I was simply looking at the wrong catalogue. A
quick glance through the companion
‘Theological and Reference’ booklist
convinced me that in LEM we are
confronted by one of the major
Reconstructionist organisations in
Australia.

LEM’s Theological and Reference
Catalogue
This catalogue claims to redress a
‘void’ existing in Christian bookstores by offering the works of
Rushdoony, North and a range of
other ‘dominion theologians’. The
range of topics dealt with is extremely wide, from The Dominion
Covenant, ‘North’s economic commentary on Genesis, pointing out
that sound economic policy must be
founded in the doctrine of creation’ to
Donald Howard’s Burial or Cremation: Does It Matter?: ‘Howard suggests burial is the only Bible-approved method of disposing of our
loved ones after death’. (p.8)
The ‘Science/Mathematics’ section
of this catalogue contains a lot of old
friends, including Duane Gish,
Henry Morris and Ken Ham, all
mainstays of Young Earth Creationism. There are twenty books under
the Science/Maths heading, not one
of which would advance your understanding of science or maths in any
way. One of these works, The Cosmos, Einstein and Truth by Walter
van der Kamp, ‘revives the old geocentric theory [ie. the sun and the

rest of the universe revolve around
the earth] with some fascinating
insights which challenge Einstein’s
work.’ (p.18)
James Nickel’s tome Mathematics
– Is God Silent? ‘revolutionises the
prevailing understanding and teaching of Maths [and] shows that Maths
is distinctively Christian.’ (p.19)
Finally, Rushdoony himself will
lay your doubts to rest with his magisterial Mythology of Science: ‘This
book defines the nature of the opposing religious systems of thought:
Christian creationism and Darwinism. It is a call to Christians to stand
firm for Biblical six-day creationism
as a fundamental aspect of their
faith in the Creator.’ (p.19)

Results
What sort of person emerges from
this kind of education? Many different sorts, no doubt, but I’d like to
close with three quotes from
Peshkin’s American fundamentalist
students:
Judy (Year 11): This is what got me
saved. I’d seen a movie called Burning Hell. [This film has often been
shown to church audiences in Australia.] … The movie was trying to
make hell as realistic as they can.
When I think of hell, I think of total
darkness … In hell, the worm
doesn’t die, and it’s going to be on
your face. In the movie, it showed
the worms were just all over and the
people were just all screaming …
You can’t really picture the Lord
putting someone in that much pain.
But he is going to because they neglected his Son … God is mightier
than anybody. I mean mightier than
the Communist … (pp.208-9)
Sally (Year 11): I want to be ready
to face Jesus. Oh, that scares me.
When you have to look at him and to
see the holes in his hands and his
side and stuff and you know that he
more or less got tortured for us …
Getting people to heaven makes me
think about hell and about my relatives, most of all, my grandpa … All
the time I’d cry as I witnessed to
him. I prayed, every day I’d pray for
him. When I was fourteen [my

grandpa died] … He lived a terrible
life. I mean, he was what you would
call an evil man. He drank, smoked;
he’d go to nasty places, see girls …
Everybody considered him an evil
man, but still I loved him. (pp.214-5)

... Islam from p 9

genuinely religious acts, ones which
are not alien to religion. But although genuinely religious, they are
not moral acts. Ethics may necessarily forbid such acts, but religion does
Mary (Year 12): I’m one of those
not necessarily do so. What appears
students who are always preaching.
incomprehensibly barbaric to the
Some of the students [approve] and
outsider may be the ultimate expressome of them just think, ‘Oh, man,
sion of religious piety for the insider.
here comes Miss Holy again’. It’s
The history of the Twentieth Cenreally bad. Some day they are going
tury West resounds with those who
to pay for it, because God knows
believe that the demands of ideolowhat they’re thinking and he is gogies and belief systems go beyond
ing to punish them. (p.195)
ethical boundaries. Nazism finds its
justification in the idea of the superman who can transcend the ethical
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Introduction
Public policies and practices which
affect our daily lives and our ultimate welfare and well-being are
often based on false knowledge.
False knowledge is pernicious and
misleading when it is believed to be
true. False knowledge is corrupted
knowledge — that is, knowledge
which is founded on fantasies, wishful thinking, inadvertent distortions,
deliberate distortions and outright
lies.
Information filtering through to
policy-makers, corporate decisionmakers and private individuals alike
is rarely uncontaminated. Self-selected gatekeepers to information
often seek to distort and control information. They spin information as
they pass it on to the next organism
in the information food-chain. To
extend the metaphor — end-users of
information are often unaware of
how many cycles of predation, ingestion, mastication, peristalsis,
defaecation and flatus have taken
place before they receive the end
product. As a part-time skeptic and
full-time iconoclast, I am interested
in reflecting on, drawing attention

to, and taking account of such alimentary processes, rather than simply accepting the end product at
faecal value. (The reader will be
pleased to know that the scatological
metaphors will not be extended beyond this point in the article.)
Promulgators of disinformation
and corrupters of knowledge are
many and varied. This article focuses on two types of corrupters in
particular — incompetent or biased
social scientists within the academy;
and egocentric control-freaks within
the establishment commentariat.
The article does not deal with abstract concepts or matters of principle. It is not based on research findings. Rather, scenarios are presented
in order to illustrate how the corruption of information can be brought
about.
One scenario is based on an actual case (Saint Margaret of Samoa).
The others are fictional, grossly caricatured cases which are exaggerated
in order to highlight the specific phenomenon under consideration. While
some readers may recognize a general archetype in the scenario, the
fictional individuals alluded to in the
discussion are composites and inven-

tions. Any resemblance to any living
person is a product of the reader’s
imagination rather than the author’s
intention.

Disinformation in the Academy
In the following discussion I will be
focusing on a particular domain
within the academy, one which invites skeptical scrutiny because of its
pretensions. Some academics working within this domain presume to
call themselves social scientists. This
is arguably an example of pretentious boosterism, on a par with vets,
dentists and chiropractors calling
themselves doctors. Let’s face it,
even doctors don’t have doctorates. I
prefer the descriptor “social researchers” rather than social scientists. This reflects my own bias, as I
believe that the term “social science”
is a classic oxymoron. Like the term
“fun run”, it is a self-evident contradiction in terms.
I feel that I need to explain the
reasoning behind such an unequivocal assertion. I realize that there are
some individuals who allege that
they derive pleasure from
running marathons. To any
reasonable person this is
clearly a false claim. Just like
the idiot beating his head
against the wall, the pleasure
is not in the act, but in stopping the act. There are also
some who claim that their
interviews, observations and
surveys of “human subjects”
are “scientific”, because the
researchers “appropriate” (ie,
steal) some constructs which
properly belong to the natural and life sciences.
As unlikely as it may
seem, it is said that there are
some individuals who claim
that they are both “fun-runners” and “social scientists”.
Such persons are clearly beyond any hope of redemption.
They are either shameless
liars, or they exist in an irretrievable state of pathological
self-delusion. I apologize if I
have upset any readers with
this frank truth-telling, but

someone had to tell you sometime. It
may as well be me, as I have derived
great pleasure from doing so.
Social research, particularly when
carried out into value laden, complex
and contentious domains, is often
perpetrated by partisan researchers.
At the very least, such researchers
have made their minds up about the
importance of particular variables
before conducting their investigations. At their worst, such researchers can be passionate and mendacious zealots. A useful short-hand
description for such investigations is
advocacy research. An advocacy researcher has definite convictions
about the importance of particular
variables, and for this reason he or
she may consciously or unconsciously tend to seek confirmation of
his or her views in the data and to
ignore contradictory evidence. Advocate-researchers “observe”, but may
only pay attention to information
which seems to support their existing convictions.

Example: Saint Margaret of Samoa

An engrossing example of a critique
of advocacy research, followed by a
defence, and followed in turn by a
devastating counter-attack is documented in the pages of the Skeptic.
The article which initiated the sequence was written by Derek Freeman and published in the Autumn
2000 issue of the journal (“Margaret
Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa and
Boasian culturalism” 20:1 p.11). In
the article, Freeman updates his
long-standing argument that
Margaret Mead, a one-time icon of
cultural anthropology was a deeply
flawed, tendentious and naive researcher whose conclusions owed
more to her passionate a priori convictions than the “data” she offered
as evidence.
I first encountered the works of
Margaret Mead as a second year
psychology student at the University
of New South Wales in 1968. Mead’s
book, Coming of Age in Samoa was
set as a key reading, and I also
viewed a fawning and didactic documentary film which featured Mead
casting pearls before some of her
enthralled postgraduate
students. At the time, I was
astonished at the evident
adulation of Mead on the
part of the students featured in the film, and on the
part of my tutor and some of
my fellow students. To me
and to some of my more
iconoclastic friends, Mead
came across as a condescending poseur. Her demeanour suggested that she
relished her status as a
secular guru. What particularly amazed me was that
she presumed to give a definitive picture of Samoan
mores, values and family
life on the basis of a sojourn
which amounted to little
more than an extended vacation. The foundation for
her “definitive” book
amounted to something like
three months of fragmented,
unsystematic and opportunistic conversations with
bemused locals.
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Disinformation
My initial encounter with the
written works and filmed persona of
Margaret Mead has led me to characterise her as Saint Margaret of
Samoa. When she spoke on film her
voice was that of The Oracle. Her
essentially banal statements were
delivered with affected gravitas. Her
acolytes seemed to think that they
were in the presence of a minor deity. The prophet-like status of Mead
was visually reinforced, as she was
always seen (at least on film) with
an enormous and apparently redundant Mosaic staff. While I carry such
a staff myself, its purpose is to strike
people who do not agree with me. In
Mead’s case, the staff seemed to be a
deliberate affectation.
Freeman’s critique of Mead in the
Skeptic (the substance of which I
first encountered in his 1983 book
Margaret Mead and Samoa: The
Making and Unmaking of an Anthropological
Myth) seemed to
me to be wellconsidered and
definitive. However it provoked
a vitriolic response from an
acolyte of Saint
Margaret in the
Summer 2000
edition of the
Skeptic. Paul
Shankman, a
Mead-boosting
anthropologist
based at the University of Colorado, attacked
and attempted to
belittle Freeman.
In doing so, he descended into ad
hominem rhetoric and opened the
door to a devastating counter-attack.
Freeman obliged, and his counterattack was published in the Autumn
2001 edition of the Skeptic. In my
view Freeman presents a convincing
rebuttal to Shankman, and reiterates an essentially factual case in
support of his substantive critique of
Mead. As he does so, he calls a spade
a spade. Actually to be honest, he
does rather more than call
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Shankman a spade. As you can see
from the extract below, in effect he
calls Shankman an “effing shovel”:
Paul Shankman,... having based his
anthropological career on Boasian
culturalism and Margaret Mead,
finds his world falling apart, and so
much so that in a state of intellectual panic he resorts to outright
obfuscation in a vain attempt to
prop up what is beyond question an
entirely antiquated belief system...
There will, I have no doubt, always
be a lunatic fringe of true believers,
who will, while clinging to the
wreckage of Boasian culturalism,
persist in their efforts to reinstate
(Mead’s conclusions)... they are
genuine zealots who can be expected
to take their mistaken beliefs to the
grave. (p 66)

Example: Simone de Gruppenfuehrer

Academics are sought after by the
media and other lobby groups to
comment on all manner of social
issues. But in my experience as an
“insider”, academics as a class or
vocational group can be extraordinarily dogmatic, narrow-minded and
ignorant. As Freeman suggests
above, when an academic has invested years of professional toil in
affirming a particular view of the
world, he or she is not likely to relinquish that view in the service of

truth. Consider the following hypothetical example which originally
appeared in my book Humbug! Note
that some liberties have been taken
with the original, but I have agreed
with myself that my original work
can be freely appropriated and paraphrased without acknowledgement
in any subsequent work written by
me.
Simone de Gruppenfuehrer is
being interviewed on the national
radio program Social Issues. The
subject of the interview is her PhD
research on “recovered memories of
childhood sexual abuse”. In the
course of the interview, she states
that her research is:
designed to demonstrate that child
sexual abuse is very widespread,
and that most victims repress their
memories of abuse throughout their
adult lives.
Simone’s description of her
research indicates
that she is seeking
to “prove” a hypothesis, rather
than test or falsify
a hypothesis. Her
approach to research is clearly
partisan and biased, and her conclusions could not
be safely relied
upon by policymakers, lawyers or
practitioners in the
field of child protection. She would
be far more credible if she described her research in the following terms:
I am seeking to establish the nature
and extent of child sexual abuse,
and whether and to what extent the
victims repress their memories of
abuse throughout their adult lives.
This improved description of
Simone’s research intentions is certainly more even-handed than the
original description, but of course
there is still no guarantee that her

research will prove to be unbiased.
Ultimately the credibility of her research can only be assessed by
closely examining her methodology,
and by verifying that she actually
did the work she claims to have done
in the way she claims to have done
it.
Observational selection is extremely widespread in research programs. PhD candidates in the “social
sciences” usually frame a topic which
accords with their current interests
and convictions. They seek a supervisor whose mind-set is compatible
with their own. The thesis is also
probably examined by academics
who are sympathetic to the topic,
methodology and “findings”.
The specific type of bias exhibited
by both Saint Margaret and Simone
is commonly labelled “confirmation
bias”. They are both seeking confirmation of their pre-existing convictions in the data they collect, and in
the way the data is subsequently
treated. So the collection process
itself is likely to be flawed — evidence is sought though a conscious
or unconscious process of selective
observation. Attention is paid to
confirming instances. Contradictory
information is ignored. Confirmation
of a belief rather than testing a hypothesis is the real purpose of the
research, no matter how much the
enterprise is dressed up in the language of real science.
Another widely recognized and
common type of bias in social research should at least be mentioned
here, although it won’t be discussed
in detail. The usual label is publication bias. One cause of publication
bias is the “bottom drawer effect”.
This occurs when researchers are
unhappy about the results of a study,
and as a result they metaphorically
“put it in the bottom drawer”, and it
never sees the light of day. Another
form of publication bias is the “null
outcome effect” where write-ups of
research which supports the “null
hypothesis” (no effect of one variable
on another) are inherently uninteresting, and are unlikely to be put
forward for publication. Even if they
are put forward for consideration,

editors are unlikely to be accept the
article for publication. Over time, a
field of enquiry can be severely distorted through publication bias, because evidence on one side of a question is systematically promulgated,
and contrary evidence remains undisclosed to the community of scholars in the field, and to the wider
community.

Disinformation in the Commentariat
In my childhood and early teens, I
probably assumed that the purpose
of newspapers and other news media
is to inform the general public. I
never specifically expressed that
view (the issue never came up) but
looking back, that is probably what I
believed.
Then I saw something nasty in
the woodshed.
It was the very last day at the end
of my final year of high school. I was
an enthusiastic participant in the
traditional “muck-up day”. As a
graduating student, and with my
peers, I had engaged for about two
hours in the usual mild, officially
sanctioned and essentially goodnatured carnival-like behaviour
around the school grounds. Teachers
were lampooned, amusing posters
were put up on classroom windows,
flour-fights took place on the grassed
playing fields. Fun, but pretty lame.
Near the end of the festivities, and
as we began to clean up prior to leaving for the party circuit, a newspaper
journalist and his photographer arrived. The journalist said that he
wanted some pictures to go with the
story he intended to write about “the
riot”. He asked some of us to fill a
bin with water and flour, and to toss
the contents over the door and floor
of a classroom foyer. He also asked
us to climb onto the roof of one of the
buildings, and to throw some chairs
and tables off the roof. We refused.
He did it himself. The photographer
took pictures of the damage. The
story of the “riot” which never happened appeared the next morning in
the paper. A letter to the editor
signed by many students who witnessed the fraudulent behaviour of
the journalist and photographer

wasn’t published. This experience
was a valuable lesson — journalism
as it is commonly practised is not
primarily dedicated to informing the
general public. Journalism is about
mass-producing readable content on
a tight deadline in order to “fill up” a
voracious and profitable product.
A variant of journalism — social
and political commentary, shares
many of the priorities and ethical
imperatives of journalism. Many
commentators also seem to have a
compulsion to seek a high public
profile. Some commentators have an
overwhelming desire to proselytise.
For convenience, this proselytising
sub-group within the commentariat
will be referred to hereinafter as
Control-Freak Commentators
(CFCs). CFCs are readily recognized.
They are not content to merely argue
a point of view — they seem desperate to have their social and political
views prevail. They are committed to
democracy — but only in theory. In
practice, they loathe voters who
bring about the wrong election result. They explain away the wrong
result by impugning the motives and
questioning the intelligence of “bad
voters”. The only reason the wrong
party won the election was that the
“Bad Voters” outnumbered the “Good
Voters”. To the CFC, this is clearly
not fair — so the democratically
elected government is illegitimate
and has no mandate.
CFCs who are not happy with
reality are adept at spinning a message in order to distort reality. Whatever a CFC thinks ought to be true,
or whatever he or she wishes were
true is true. A widely accepted label
for this variant of disinformation is
wishful thinking. Argument to wishful thinking is a logical fallacy which
may manifest itself in a variety of
ways. In general terms, argument to
wishful thinking could be described
as setting out to “prove” what
“ought” to be true, or “disproving”
what “ought not” to be true. The
commonest strategy for achieving
this end is “stacking the deck”.
Stacking the deck occurs when the
advocate of a particular point of view
conceals or avoids counter-argu-
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Disinformation
ments to his or her own position in
order to defeat his or her opponent.
In such circumstances, the motive of
the advocate is to win the argument
at all costs. He or she is not interested in arriving at a solution to a
problem or the truth of a matter
under discussion. A newspaper columnist commonly “stacks the deck”
through selective use of source material which is favourable to his or her
position. A radio or television commentator can do the same. Where a
broadcast media program uses “talent” via interviews or panel discussion, the producer and presenter can
“stack the deck” by paying careful
attention to the selection of interviewees and to the composition of
discussion panels.

An example: Bob Bombast
Bob Bombast is the host of a radio
talk program. The title of the program is This I Believe, Stupid. It
goes to air live between 2am and
4am five days a week on the Quango
Broadcasting Commission (QBC).
Bob’s producer is Gerry O’Waldheim,
a like-minded inhabitant of the same
inner-city boutique suburb. Bob is a
wine buff, and has recently moved on
from merely collecting vintage wines
to collecting vintage wineries. On
their promotional website, Bob and
Gerry assert that the program team
is committed to a cutting-edge approach which fearlessly engages
with difficult social and political
issues in order to secure social justice for the underprivileged. In fact,
the featured guests are carefully
selected to ensure that their views
are in accord with those of Bob and
Gerry. Bob’s interviews usually
amount to nothing more engaging
than amiable conversations with a
series of sympathetic guests. Dissenting voices are normally absent
altogether, or carefully screened to
ensure that they are muted or unconvincing.
Tonight Bob is interviewing Olga
Fatlip who has written a book called
The Perils of Colonialism. Bob has
prepared for the interview by scanreading a precis of the book prepared
by a research assistant. Unfortu-
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nately for Bob, the research assistant passed the task on to an inexperienced year-ten high school student
on work experience with the station.
The precis seems factual and
straightforward, but the student has
failed to capture the core argument
in the book. Bob launches into the
interview with his usual confidence,
however it soon becomes apparent
that Bob has been misled by the
precis, and has misread the author’s
position. The title of the book is in
fact ironic, and Olga’s wide-ranging
treatment of the topic, while critical
of the colonisers, is far more critical
of the critics of the colonisers. During the interview, and to Bob’s dismay, she makes the case that some
members of the wealthy middle class
are currently colonising the inner
city precincts of the capital cities,
and others are buying up “mortgagee
in possession” farms and evicting
struggling primary producers and
their families. In so doing, they are
advantaging themselves at the expense of the urban and rural poor.
She finishes by declaring:

there is nothing she enjoys more
than rambling aimlessly, and pontificating with certitude on any topic
under the sun. Particularly when
she is not burdened with actual information. So she is more than willing to pour scorn on Olga’s book at
Bob’s urging.
In due course, Olga’s cerebral,
thoughtful and challenging critique
will be swamped by adverse comments from Bob’s cheer-squad. The
repeat of the program (which is normally broadcast at drive-time on the
following day) will be edited before it
goes to air to weaken Olga’s case.
The deck has been restacked to ensure that the ideas and values endorsed by Bob prevail.

An example: Onan Narcissus

Onan Narcissus is the presenter of a
weekly television program on the
Quango Broadcasting Commission.
The title of the program is Media
Bitchslap. The title reflects the general demeanour of the program’s
presenters. The producer of the program coaches his new presenters
until the “house style” of presenta... inner city suburbs and impovertion is achieved. He is not satisfied
ished rural regions are colonised by
until the new presenter can produce
individuals rather than by nationa vast range of animated facial exstates, but the process is still about
pressions — from a superior smirk to
dispossession, and the dominance of
a condescending sneer.
the rich and powerful over the poor
The program time is taken up
and powerless.
with a variety of segments. Spelling
and punctuation mistakes in reBob is livid with rage, and for
gional newspapers are seized upon
once is almost speechless. However
with an air of gleeful sanctimony.
he manages to back-announce Olga
The standard treatment is a
and her book, waits for her to leave
marked-up paragraph displayed on
the studio, draws a breath, recovers
his composure and then editorialises: screen while a voice-over reads the
offending material in grotesque acwell, needless to say I think Olga
cents. The accents are the sort one
is grossly in error with her analysis,
might expect from a grade 4 pupil
and I’ll have more to say after this
understudying a supporting role in a
short break.
school play. This treatment is inDuring the unscheduled musical
tended to highlight the illiteracies or
interlude, Bob fires the research
reprehensible attitudes of the writer.
assistant, and orders Gerry to conThe actual effect is to highlight the
tact one of his more compliant and
class prejudices and infantile preocregular guests. Tribal ties are incupations of the production team.
voked off air, and by the time Bob
A perennial on Media Bitchslap is
comes back on, Honoria Sidebottom
a series of ongoing feuds between
is on the line. Honoria is a CFC
based in London with identical social Onan and several newspaper and
radio commentators. Onan is not
and political views to Bob. She
hasn’t actually read Olga’s book, but afraid of using airtime on “Our QBC”

to pursue personal vendettas against
hated foes in the commentariat. His
foes reciprocate by using columninches or airtime to vilify Onan.
Onan has his favourite “out-group”
targets, and he also
consistently fails to
criticize “in-group”
personalities. Presenters, producers
and journalists with
similar social and
political views to
Onan are a protected
species. They are
never attacked, even
when the public
record demonstrates
that they have committed egregious errors. In fact, the
scope of Media
Bitchslap is an instance of “stacking
the deck” writ large.
Production decisions
about who or what to
criticize amount to
the same process of
selective observation, disinformation
and knowledge distortion as that
commonly encountered in some
forms of social research. In short,
Media Bitchslap, like This I Believe,
Stupid could be characterized as
“advocacy programming”.

Implications
Observational selection is not confined to flawed methodologies in
formal research programs or the
biases of CFCs in the commentariat.
Few individuals can even read a
newspaper article without selectively
attending to information which confirms their pre-existing biases.
Casual readers of magazine horoscopes often see accurate predictions
where none exist. Two bystanders
present at a brawl between police
and protesters will sincerely ascribe
blame for the incident to different
protagonists. In any contentious
situation, the seeker after truth will
at least recognise the potential for
biased observation, and will be wary

about possible distortions of the
truth, overstatement, exaggeration
or outright fabrication.
A partial solution to the problem

of disinformation is the internet.
While much of the content on the
web is much more distorted than
anything one is likely to encounter
in a newspaper, the web is a vast
resource which can be used to identify distortions and disinformation.
The prudent internet user can bypass disinformation promulgated by
advocates and control-freaks in the
academy and the commentariat.
Rather than reading (for example)
what a journalist on The Age has to
say about a report in the Washington
Post, a diligent skeptic can read the
electronic edition of the Washington
Post. Rather than reading what a
commentator has to say about a recent Senate Committee Report, a
seeker after truth can read the actual report when it is posted on the
web. If you have ready access to the
web, and you have suspicions about
the alleged neutrality of a commentator on foreign affairs, you could
carry out a Google search on the
commentator — you may discover

(for example) that the commentator
is a failed election candidate for a
political party. Once discovered, such
information can be shared with
many thousands of
your new-found
friends on your favourite blog. If you don’t
know what a blog is,
or what a Google
search is, my advice is
to do a Google search
in order to find out (no
need to thank me, I’m
always happy to offer
helpful suggestions).
The internet has
enormous potential. It
can be a great leveller,
as users are no longer
dependent on CFCs
and advocacy-journalists within the establishment media for
information. The
truth-seeker with an
interest in a particular
social or political issue
can seek information
at source. He or she
can also consider the views of more
intelligent and informed commentators from across the political spectrum, and from across the world.
Finally, I hope that I have made
the case that it may be unwise to
trust academics in general. Further,
it is sheer folly to believe without
reservation anything an academic in
the social sciences has to say. Such
an academic often has an axe to
grind, while maintaining the facade
of disinterested scholar. Except for
me of course. You can trust me implicitly.
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Article

Myth Making
and

Preserving
Exploring the interface
between myth
and religion.

What is a myth?
Definition: Purely fictitious narrative,
usually involving supernatural persons and embodying popular ideas on
natural phenomena. OED

Derivation of Myth in general

Helen Lawrence is an author, editor of
Maygog Publishing, retired physiotherapist
and polymath who lives on the shores of the
lovely Pittwater in Tasmania.
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The origin of Myth dates back at
least 20,000 years but the content is
still obscure. We know that Homo
sapiens at that time was capable of
abstract thought, a necessary ingredient of myth.
We know this from sign language
carved into rock and this happened
in all continents — though later in
some than others. Pictures of animals and also portable art (tools,
weapons, ornaments) suggest a degree of culture. Enigmatic human
figures appear, suggesting a portrait
or caricature of a powerful person in
the community — a shaman who can
approach the unknown, the supernatural. Parallel lines can be interpreted as a counting device. Counting involves holding the numbers in
the mind. The facility is necessary in
discerning the length of the seasons
and astronomical observances and

predictions. Alexander Marshack
suggested that markings carved into
rock or on portable items indicated
that palaeolithic humans could predict the phases of the moon, which to
some extent governed hunting.
Early myths seem to be connected
with survival, stressing animals as
part of the myth-making process to
facilitate hunting success. This aspect is particularly well documented
among the !Kung people of southern
Africa where the eland seems to be
the sacred emblem. Rock carvings
depict many elands and also shaman
figures in animal guise. Shamans
held power by their magic and might
have used an animal persona to give
the impression that they could cross
the species gap, or hallucinatory
drugs to induce a trance. In this unworldly state, predictions from a
powerful figure thought to be in
touch with the spirits was of great
importance to the tribe — in relationships, in fending off enemies and in
health matters. The shaman provided social cohesiveness within a
community.
Myth enshrines cultural markers
and the history of the tribe. It sets

communities apart and gives them
their own identity. And because these
things have become sacred, there is a
great reluctance to allow change. At
the root of myth is the wish for an
explanation of human presence in
the world. It is only a short step from
myth to religion.

The similarity of religious myths
Religion is an evolved part of the
culture and social fabric of a community and this means religions will
differ widely in detail and performance of rites. But the surprising
thing is that they all appear to be
underpinned by the same basic ingredients. They usually have a charismatic protagonist who has acolytes. This protagonist often has
something odd about his/her birth.
Virgin birth is only one type of
oddness that makes the individual
different and noteworthy. In Greek
mythology the mother of Zeus had to
hide him away to prevent his father,
Cronus, from swallowing him. In
India, Buddha’s mother had a painless birth and died soon after leaving
the infant to her sister who was also
married to the Buddha’s father. In
Egypt, Osiris, tricked by his brother
Seth into getting into a coffin Seth
was donating to the person it fitted
(rather like Cinderella’s shoe) got
nailed down and thrown into the
Nile. The coffin was washed up at
the feet of his wife Isis, but Seth had
hacked the body of Osiris to bits. Isis
put all the bits together again but
she had to use a substitute penis.
However, the resurrected Osiris was
immediately ready to copulate with
his wife and the result was another
god — Horus! (Renaissance artist
Gerard David portrayed Mary feeding Jesus, as did Robert Campin.
Both mirror an Egyptian statue of
Isis feeding Horus).
Birth was enormously important
to hunter-gatherers and continued to
be so in early cities needing to keep
up their population against neighbours with evil intent. Equally important was nurturing and the necessity for a good food source. In
Inuit culture a Sea Woman is important. When very young, this girl was

forcibly married to a petrel. It is a
total mismatch and her father takes
out his canoe intending to rescue her
from the petrel, but the bird blows
up a dreadful storm. The girl clings
to her father’s boat, but in order to
appease the bird who is a kind of god
her father cuts off his daughter’s
fingers bit by bit, until she sinks to
the bottom of the sea. From there
she controls the food supply for the
human community.
As myths became great religions
they gathered accretions. With very
little chance of global contact, the
way these developed suggests a common mindset, already tentatively
accepted as ‘folk memory’. Early art
tends to convey the same sorts of
images world wide though the styles
differ. The wish was for some control
over destiny and the return of a
never-never golden age. To obtain
those ends, these common elements
are usually to be found in well established religions:
1. Ritual and ceremony denoting
praise for the deity
2. A guide to morality as laid down
by the deity
3. Sacred stories and texts extolling
the deity
4. Sacrificial gifts
5. Oaths to bind believers
6. Miraculous intervention of the
natural order
7. Deeds showing enthusiasm for the
cause
8. The rise of prophets
9. The need for proselytisers
10. Appeasement of the deity
The mode of delivery of most of
these items is well understood, but a
word about proselytising and appeasement is in order. Proselytising
has the same role as advertising
with the prophet as the brains behind the newest gimmick. Advertisers are only successful if they are
able to ‘sell’ their products. As well
as selling ability, proselytisers need
to be well versed in appeasement
techniques in order to keep the par-

ticular community running smoothly.
Witness George Bush on numerous
occasions: “……..and may God continue to bless America!” (my italics).
At least some of the public must
agree with the sentiment, otherwise
the petition is pointless. And it
seems that the gods are not satisfied
with a petition just uttered once but
must have banners waving, anthems
of appreciation and cheer-leaders to
jog their memories.
Miraculous intervention was essential for any prophet worth his/her
salt (usually his). Providing that
condition could be demonstrated, a
prophet could individualise the message. But what about the rank and
file bound by oath to proselytise?
How reliable was the received or
revealed message? Could the message obligatory for the proselytiser to
broadcast contain logical flaws?
A sceptic looking at the Christian
religion should spot at least two fallacies. Take humans being held accountable for the evil in the world.
Doesn’t this include killing? And
didn’t the food chain based on killing
develop eons before humans evolved?
It would seem that original sin is
based on a fallacy. Creationists require a short timeline in order that
there be no evidence that the lion did
not lie down with the lamb.
Our supremacy over other animals is also a problem. We are trying
to save species in the modern world
and this makes us suspicious of a
‘me first’ attitude. And finally the
Edenic embargo on gaining knowledge is totally at odds with the innate driving force in humanity.
When compiling the Bible at the
Council of Nicaea, the church fathers
had problems with the ability of
Christ to forgive sins. By tradition,
only God could do that. But if they
said He was human, then it was
blasphemy to forgive sins and if they
said He was God then He couldn’t be
a sacrifice unto Himself. The compromise was to make Him both human and supernatural.

When does a myth become a religion?
It is not really a case of becoming. It
always was, in my view. What we see
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is development, evolution. A pattern
can be seen across the board. A
prophet arises who has a message,
usually of hope for something better
in this life, some better way of living,
and a promise of salvation and continuation of the persona in a life
after death.
Prophets often seem to insert a
limited liability clause by saying
that there is absolutely no guarantee
that the individual will deserve this
‘reward’, and that it will be up to the
Supreme Cosmic Commander to
grant eternal life. The SCC also has
power to inflict punishment. In certain cases the SCC appears to demand that life in this temporal zone
be cut short in order to reap the reward of eternity, or, alternatively,
that life be miserable so that an afterlife can be a desirable contrast.
One of the problems with myth
through the ages is that there are so
many variations and ostensibly numerous SCCs. Though sometimes in
the interests of ecumenism, believers
will claim that it doesn’t matter
which SCC you believe in because
they are all one and the same! Or
three in one! All very confusing.

Modern Myths
Nostalgia, the retaining of an old
myth is very much part of modern
culture. Myths are like sentimental
possessions, kept for fear of losing
one’s roots. There is also the dread of
a hydra-headed amoral society developing, with the loss of ‘morality’ enshrined in mythico-religious beliefs.
If religion is the only source of morality, then losing religion might lead
to a totally self-seeking society. This
argument is severely lacking in evidence! The glory of Rome passed
away despite the conversion of the
Emperor Constantine.
Some mythico-Christian thinking
is that if we returned to 2000-yearold values we would become a more
moral society. It is important to note
that the people who advocate this do
not usually want to return to 2000year-old customs and conditions.
Even without a firm conviction
and adherence to a mythico-religious
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format, there is a simmering fear
that we will become a pan-society
run by science. All sorts of scientific
myths abound, usually, but not always, propagated by people who
know very little about the mysteries
of science, only that it is mysterious
and therefore suspect.

Is science the new religion?
I have heard it said that while
religionists believe in God, biologists
believe in evolution. The answer is
that ‘evolution’ in the scientific sense
(the word is open to misinterpretation) is not something you either
believe in or don’t believe in. Evolution is a process of change (mutation) for which an enormous about of
evidence has accumulated. Moreover,
the evidence for evolution is constantly corroborated from different
branches of science. When there is
sufficient change within a species it
is convenient to see the mutants as
either new species or a subspecies.
Since Darwin first formulated the
theory after a lifetime of experimental work on numerous types of animal and plant, his theory has been
confirmed over and over again in all
relevant fields of science.

Are myths therapeutic?
I suppose it must be admitted that
some aspects of myth can be therapeutic, but as Marx said, they are an
opiate and hence deceptive. They are
rather like fairytales, comforting
when we were very young but quite
irrelevant in maturity except as a
reminder of a happy (or scary) childhood. We grow out of fairytales because they are myths. Religion
comes into the same category for the
sceptic. Faith seems to be built on
the flimsiest of evidence and because
the evidence is flimsy, faith has to be
heralded as a virtue in a religious
sense. It is an utterly necessary part
of belief. Without the faithful the
religion will die. Faith in your GP or
specialist is not the same. It is not
blind faith — it is based on evidence
— reputation — the way she/he
treats your problems etc. If we have
no personal evidence we might go on
statistics. We drive cars because we

have faith that most other drivers
will obey the rules of the road.

Myths are divisive.
There have always been rival mythsweavers to rock the boat and rivalry
to be the one purveying THE
TRUTH. The Crusaders in the Middle Ages spent enormous effort in
trying to eradicate a rival myth and
thereby created bad blood that has
lasted centuries. But this is only one
example.
Along with the myth goes power.
Someone has to control the myth —
explain it to his/her flock. Children
are particularly vulnerable to this
sort of corruption. Children’s brains
are necessarily pliant because they
are learning how to live in this difficult, dangerous world. It is easy for a
person in a position of power, be it
well meaning parent, teacher or minister, to teach only one way of thinking, accompanied by threats of the
dire happenings of veering off
course. A child might miss the
chance of deciding what to believe
and what not to believe. It is called
freedom of religion, but it is not universal.

What about mysticism? Spirituality?
In mysticism lies the answer to the
riddle of the universe according to
some, but spirituality is just a sentimental way of having your cake
without having to eat it. Einstein
was interested in mysticism and
thought it led on where physics and
maths came to a no-through-road.
Mysticism sounds suspiciously like
shamanism to me. However Einstein’s scientist brain came to the
fore when he said: “I want to know
how God created this world.”

Can a myth change - modernise itself?
Myths appear to be very resistant to
updating. Is it possible for a myth to
accommodate new facts about the
world and still remain intact? The
problem calls for devious brains to
find a solution without losing the
vital ingredients of the myth.
Continue p 25 ...

Letter from Nigeria

Fighting Fraud
and

Financial Scams
Our correspondent recounts
action taken against
fraud in Nigeria

Leo Igwe, head of Nigerian Skeptics, is a
regular Skeptic correspondent

Last May, the Nigerian government
took an unprecedented step in its
efforts to rid the country of fraud
and financial crimes. It inaugurated
an anti-fraud outfit—the Economic
and Financial Crimes Commission
(EFCC) with Nuhu Ribadu, an Assistant Police Inspector as the chair.
Within a month of its creation, the
EFCC has arrested and detained
over 20 of the nations most notorious
scammers. They include Maurice
Ibekwe, Fred Ajudua, Adedeji
Alumile (alias Ade Bendel),
Emmanuel Nwude, Amaka
Anajemba and others.
These individuals are implicated
in several cases of fraud and financial scams against mainly foreigners
since the 90s For instance, Maurice
Ibekwe operating under a false
name, Dr Anthony Isreal, allegedly
defrauded a German, Munch Klaus,
of about US$300,000 and DM75,000
in 1992. He impersonated the account general of the Ministry of
Transport and Aviation and deceived
Klaus by making him believe that
his company, German Electronics,
would be awarded contract to deliver
computers, monitors, radar systems,

accessories and landing lights for the
construction Nnamdi Azikwe International, Abuja. The value of the
contract was $US30 million. To
heighten his interest,” Dr Isreal”, in
a proposal he tagged “urgent”, said a
Nigerian company was initially
award the contract but failed to execute it. He named Mr Bello Moussa,
a fake Director General at the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), Dr Mrs
Louissa Gambo, another phoney
official of the CBN, and one Idris,
described as the Secretary of State
(There is nothing like the Secretary
of State in the Nigerian Government) as partners.
Early in 1993, Klaus arrived in
Nigeria via Benin Republic. But before his arrival, Klaus gave Dr Isreal
the sum of $US30,000 and
DM75,000 because he was told that
the monies would be seized by border officials. While in Lagos, he was
accommodated at a sumptuous
Guest House, which Dr Isreal
claimed he owned, and was chauffeur-driven around the city. Later,
Klaus was taken to Abuja where he
was lodge at NICON Hilton, a five
star hotel, and there he was made to
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Fighting Fraud
pay $100,000 said to be “Security for
Sakaguchi, a Brazillian bank direcan association to help victims of
(our) common future business contor of US$254 million, in what is
fraud. She recently told a news
nections” After that, Dr Isreal got
reputed as the biggest case of admagazine that she has to leave GerKlaus to pay another US$200,000 to
many because she couldn’t cope with vance fraud in the world’s history.
the “government”, so that the conthe taxes. And to survive in Nigeria, In the scam, Nwude posed as Paul
tract could be quickly awarded to
Ogwuma, the then governor of CBN
she has resorted to preparing meat
him. Not long after making this
while Ikechukwu “played” Rasheed
pies, chicken pie and cakes which
payment, Klaus realized that he had
Gawamalik, Director of Internashe sells. “I lost everything. I lost
been duped, Dr Isreal and his colmy company, I lost my life insurance, tional Remittance. But Ikechukwu
leagues disappeared.
died in 1998 (he was alleged murI lost even my private House”,
Klaus reported the matter to the
Springer Beck told journalists. Apart dered by those he edged out in the
Police Anti Fraud Unit, and the pocourse of sharing the loot) and his
from that of Springer-Beck, Ajudua
lice investigations revealed that Dr
wealth was inherited by his wife,
has 11 other cases of scam against
Anthony Isreal was Maurice Ibekwe,
Amaka, who posed as Mrs Gomwalk
him.
representing Okigwe
in the scam.
North Federal ConNwude used the
stituency in the House
proceeds from the
of Representative on
scam to buy shares in
the platform of the
one of Nigeria’s top
ruling People’s Demobanks, where he rose
cratic Party. As a memto become one of the
ber of the House,
directors. But recently,
Ibekwe chaired the
he was removed from
House Sub-committees
the bank’s board folon Police Affairs and
lowing the allegation
Internal Security. He
of his involvement and
used these positions to
implication in finanhalt, scuttle and fruscial scams.
trate police investigaPrior to their artions into his criminal
rests, Nwude and
past, till the formation
Amaka tried to bribe
of EFCC last year.
officials of the EFCC.
Ibekwe was re-elected
Nwude allegedly ofTaking the crime seriously. Billboard warnings appear throughout Nigeria.
for another four-year
fered the EFCC boss
term but could not at70 million naira
tend the swearing-in ceremony in
through his lawyer, while Amaka
Ade Bendel is a name that “rings
May because he had been arrested
gave EFFC official 40 million naira
a bell” in the ears of Nigerians in
and arraigned in Lagos High Court
also through his attorney. The monterms of fraud. He is implicated in
the same week on an eight charges,
ies were immediately registered as
several cases of fraud and financial
including forgery, impersonation and
exhibits and passed on to the
crimes against local and foreign narelated offences.
CBN. In February, both Nwude and
tionals. On the local front, Ade
Two other 419 kingpins now in the Bendel allegedly defrauded Brig
Amaka appeared before the Federal
custody of the EFCC are Fred
General Abba Kyaria, a former Mili- Court in Abuja on eighty-six charges,
Ajudua and Ade Bendel, who are
tary Governor, of around 500 million including charges of conspiracy, theft
veterans of the Nigerian Scam inand obtaining by false pretence the
naira. But his most “celebrated”
dustry. Ajudua is a Lagos based lawsum of US$254 million. Their lawscam is that of US$605,000 belongyer. He conned a German National,
yers were also charged with aiding
ing a retired Egyptian General, Ali
Frieda Spinger-Beck, to the tune of
and abetting the commission of the
Abdul Atiah. Ade Bendel and his
US$360,000. Spinger-Beck had apcrime, protecting scammers, and
“419” syndicate conned Abdul Atiah
proached Ajudua, as a lawyer, to
attempting to bribe operatives.
to invest the said amount in a fake
help her recover money she had lost
Other fraudsters in the “wanted
agri-business, only for them to disapto some Nigerian fraudsters but
list” of the EFCC, are Prince Okoye
pear with the money.
Ajudua saw that as an opportunity
and Chief Ekweozor (US$374,000)
A big catch
to milk and swindle the woman furIbrahin Al, Dr Abdallah Williams, Dr
ther.
Douglass and Dr Waziri
Another big catch by the EFCC is
Springer-Beck was so wrecked by
(DM660,000) Mike Ogbu, Ben
Emmanuel Nwude, who along with
Chukwujindu, Babatunde Olu,
the fraud that she moved to Nigeria
Ikechukwu Anajemba (now deTijani Usman Andy Tayo Ayeni, Ben
where she has settled down to form
ceased) defrauded Nelson
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Walls, Ema Oki (US$536,000) Dr
Chief Ekpere, Danladi Dasuki, Toni
Uwah, Mr Mary Rose Obi
(US$283,000) Collins Nkwor
($68,000) Francis Olisah ($231,120)
Dr Chan Chikelu, A. T. Ayeni, Abdul
Malik Salawu, Ezenwanta, Dr
Okafor ($1.2 million). These names
are fake, but EFCC officials said
they have read the real names.

Enlightenment
Apart from the arrest and prosecution of some key suspects, the EFCC
has also embarked on enlightenment
campaigns to sensitize the Nigerian
populace. The commission has
installed billboards in most of the
country’s major cities warning citizens against indulging in “419” (Nigerian name for advance fee fraud)
and other financial crimes.
EFCC has threatened to deal decisively with any bank, public Internet
or business centre that is used to
perpetrate financial scam. In fact, it
has gone to the extent of blocking
money transfers through the nation’s
Apex Bank, and recently
commercial banks in Nigeria were
ordered to report all cases of money
transfers in excess of US$5,000 for
individuals and US$10,000 for
groups.
In addition most public Internet
centres now have postings in their
walls warning users against sending
“spams and 419 mails”. Some
have even gone to the extent of installing facilities, which they use to
secretly monitor Internet users. As I
was writing this piece it was reported that President Obasanjo has
inaugurated the Nigerian Cybercrime Working Group that will
tackle the malaise of internet and
other electronic crimes. Most cases of
financial crimes by Nigerians are
perpetrated through the internet.
The recent crack down on scammers
in the country is indeed a welcome
development because financial
scams perpetrated by few Nigerians
have done tremendous damage to
the image and integrity of Nigeria
and its citizens.

Reasons to doubt
But there are two reasons why I
doubt the ability of the Nigerian
government to combat and eradicate
419 and financial crimes. Firstly the
Obasanjo government at its inception launched an anti corruption
campaign, and so far that campaign
has not in any way reduced the rate
of corruption in the country. And
without tackling corruption, 419 will
never go away. The Nigerian police
and judiciary systems are corrupt
and rotten. Over the years, members
of the Nigerian police and judiciary
have connived and colluded with
“419ers” by providing them with
intelligence reports and frustrating
their trail and prosecution. Many
security agents in Nigeria are in the
pay of financial scammers and some
judges have been bribed to stall and
scuttle their prosecutions. For instance no one has been so far
convicted or jailed for 419 and related offences in Nigeria, while in
South Africa 38 Nigerians have been
convicted for financial crimes.
The Financial Task Force — an
arm of the G-8 — has been threatening to blacklist Nigeria. So the creation of the EFCC and its currents
activities could be a way by the Nigerian government of telling the international community that at least it
is doing something tackle the problem.
Secondly politics in Nigeria is an
exclusive preserve of the rich and
affluent. Over the years, many Nigerians fraudsters like Maurice Ibekwe
have used their money to get themselves into positions of power and
authority. In fact, in one of the
states in southern Nigeria, it was
reported that some prominent
scammers sponsored the 2003 election campaign of the incumbent governor. It is therefore certain that the
fraudsters will use their “political
connections” to undermine their trial
and prosecution, and other activities
of the EFCC.

... Myths from p 22

Is it healthy to believe in myths?
Myths can be very wasteful in terms
of lives quite apart from martyrdom.
Think of the problem in terms of
myth-hours!
How much time does an average
disciple spend in ritual, in rote learning, in proselytising (all good mythfollowers are in duty bound to do this
— however unpalatable — because
the myth depends on their collective
efforts). And what about money?
Tithing? Giving away your cloak so
that some poor unmythical sod feels
compassion and gives you another.
Mythology forms an important
link with the past in all civilisations.
Myth and history are intertwined
and anthropologists use myths as a
source of extra information that may
help to confirm a theory. But is it
sane to live one’s whole life in accordance with a certain set of myths and
to expect others to do likewise?

The Inevitability of Myth
It may be that the making of myth is
part of the human condition, something we have to put up with like politicians. Do we need gods and politicians or could we manage with just
one source of lies? Both provide a
seemingly endless source for speculation.
Science is actually a tremendous
threat to religion, but the myth
mindset is also a threat to science.
They are in opposition. Myth/religion
is about faith — science is about
doubt.
The replacement of god with science
is in accordance with evolutionary
theory if god-thinking is a mindset.
Attributes often become adapted to a
function to which they were not originally ‘designed’.
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The Cadena Interviews

Conversation With
the

Bad Astronomer
A continuing but irregular
series of interviews with
prominent Skeptics

Richard Cadena is a computer something and
former resident of Australia before returning
to his native USA.
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This piece is the result of interviews conducted at Sonoma State
University and at The Amazing
Meeting 2 (TAM2) in Las Vegas.
Phil Plait is a charming, engaging
and captivating speaker. During the
interviews his interest and excitement in the subjects he spoke about
came through constantly. He would
amusingly slip in and out of voices to
illustrate and emphasise some
points. His sense of humour and
demeanor is an aid in getting his
point across and the skeptical movement is fortunate to have him appear on the scene in the past few
years.
He is an astronomer and has
worked with the Hubble Space Telescope. He currently works in the
Physics and Astronomy Department
at Sonoma State University in California on a NASA-sponsored public
outreach program for the Gammaray Large Area Space Telescope, due
to launch in 2007.
Richard Cadena: Do you consider
yourself a scientist, a skeptic or
both?

Phil Plait: Both. I think every scientist should be a skeptic. The word
skeptic is much maligned these days
especially on the web. When I go in
to argue some point, they say a
skeptic is someone who just denies
everything. Well that is not true. A
skeptic says, “You are making a
claim, I want to see the evidence
before I’ll be swayed either way by
an argument”. Every scientist is like
that. There is an established theory,
someone comes along and says I
have evidence against this theory.
Well, I’m not just going to believe
their word, I want to see what their
evidence is, I want to investigate it,
I want to know that it is not a calibration error, an interpretation
error, small sample statistics, anything like that. All of these are part
of the scientific process, to investigate a claim. So skepticism, by its
nature, is part and parcel of what
scientists do. You can be a skeptic
without being a scientist but I don’t
think you can be a scientist without
being a skeptic. I am a scientist. I
am a “classically trained scientist”
(spoken like a voice-over) so skepticism plays into everything I do.

RC: When you were growing up,
were you skeptical?
PP: No. I was a wide-eyed gullible
believer. You told me something and
I just believed it. I had books on the
Bermuda Triangle, UFOs. I was
never that interested in Bigfoot
although, if pressed as an eleven
year old, I probably would have
said, sure. When I was in school
doing debating, a friend of mine and
I, both big science fiction fans, had
to take pro and con of some issue.
We decided on UFOs. We flipped a
coin and I got the pro side. He was
really upset, he wanted to defend
UFOs. He said, “I don’t want to
have to cut apart the UFO theories,
I believe in UFOs”. I said, you could
talk about swamp gas and hot air
balloons. He was like “OK, I guess
(in a reluctant voice)”. He wound up
researching it and doing a really
good job of showing why UFOs
aren’t anything but
misidentifications. It was not until
years later that I finally woke up
and said, jeez, UFOs, really there is
nothing going on. There is no real
evidence that these things are flying
saucers despite what everyone says
and there is good evidence that they
are not. So, when I was a kid, I just
believed in everything.
RC: Was there a moment that
changed all this?
PP: I don’t know if there was a moment, it was gradual, reading
Sagan, watching James Randi. I
didn’t believe in astrology. I never
believed in that. I was always interested in astronomy but I guess I
sort of left the science out of UFOs. I
never applied the scientific method.
It is amazing, you can harbour in
your brain completely contradictory
notions, like locked away in separate cells. Then at some point, there
is a switch that’s thrown and you
remember that you believed in this
thing all this time and a light gets
thrown on it and you say, oh golly,
that is really dumb. I don’t believe
in that anymore. It is just funny
that you think, wow, for all these
years I haven’t really thought about

it but now I understand that it is
garbage. So I don’t really know if
there was ever really any apotheosis, catharsis or some other religiously used term that I can
misapply here (laughing).
RC: How did your web site
(www.badastronomy.com) get
started?
PP: Really two events. I was watching the Today show on NBC (a nationally broadcast morning
magazine program) and they cut to
the news. The news of the day was
about a space shuttle experiment. A
‘wake shield’, a high-tech circular
piece of metal that is dragged behind the shuttle.
It acts like a snowplow, it sweeps up
particles behind the shuttle and it
leaves behind it a high grade
vacuum and then you can do experiments behind it because you need
that super vacuum to do them.
Thinking of it as a snowplow makes
it very obvious what it is doing. It is
clearing out the debris in orbit. It is
not exactly (ha ha) rocket science.
The newscaster, Matt Lauer, read
his copy and then Bryant Gumbel
and Katie Couric after the news
turned to him laughing and basically said, you didn’t understand a
word you just said. And he is like ha
ha ha, no I sure didn’t, this stuff is
too complicated for me. Cut to me
staring at the screen wide-eyed and
slack jawed. I couldn’t believe what
I was hearing. These are supposed
to be three “topnotch journalists”
proclaiming that they don’t understand really very basic science. This
was at the time there were problems
in Bosnia. What if they had been
reporting on mass murders in
Bosnia and then Katie turns to
Bryant and says ha ha, I don’t even
know where Bosnia is, yeah those
wacky Bosnians. They would have
their heads handed to them by the
corporate headquarters of NBC. But
it is OK to laugh about science. So I
wrote up a brief essay, a very angry
one.
The second event was when I was
watching TV and they were stand-

ing eggs on end. Now I don’t know if
this a big thing in Australia, it is in
the United States but on the first
day of spring, of course this is northern spring around March 21st, you
can stand an egg on end. If you ask
these people they talk about the
gravity of the earth and the sun
align or some other nonsense. You
can always stand an egg on end, but
it is this big bad astronomy legend.
So I wrote about it and put it on my
web page, this was back when the
web was young. I realised I was on
to something. My web site started
getting bigger so I bought the domain name badastronomy. Which I
actually took from Alistair Fraser’s
‘bad science’ page, his page is really
bad meteorology but he gave it the
bad science moniker.
RC: Do you mind being known as
the bad astronomer? It makes it
sound like you are not very good at
what you do.
PP: (laughing) A lot of people comment on that. It’s like, wow, who
first called you the bad astronomer
and why did you stick with it. Well,
I came up with it, actually, and I
kind of like it. It’s not like I’m saying I’m a bad astronomer, because
I’m not “A” bad astronomer, I’m
(booming voice-over voice) “THE”
bad astronomer. It is just a nickname that I think is quite funny
and it catches people’s attention. My
mom was like (in a high pitched,
older female voice), “Why do you call
yourself the bad astronomer, I don’t
want people calling my son the bad
astronomer, you studied for so long
to be good.” Yes, seven years in
graduate school and I got that diploma and now I’m calling myself
bad. It is just a name and once people see what my web site is about
(laughs) if I had called myself the
idiot astronomer I think that might
have been a little bit different.
RC: What is the most popular part
of your web site?
PP: At first it was the movie reviews, the first big jump was when I
reviewed the NBC movie Asteroid.
(laughing) NBC plays a big role in
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my web site. Armageddon came out
in 1998 and I’m still getting e-mails
about my review of that. Those are
popular but far and away more so is
the Fox TV “documentary” that
NASA faked the moon landing. I
had a million hits in the year that
came out.
RC: How do you view that you can
educate the public in science?
PP: The beauty of bad astronomy, the way it worked
out, was in the movie reviews and this is one of the
reasons I do these reviews.
People see these movies and
they remember them. Now I
don’t know how many people saw comet Hale-Bopp or
Hyakutake the year before,
millions of people did and
they will remember vaguely
what they saw through a
telescope. But if you ask
them about the final scene
of Deep Impact where they
blew up the comet and
there was this big fireworks
show afterwards, they are,
oh yeah that was so cool.
People tend to remember
movies better, they remember Star Trek better, when
they see something they
can watch again and again.
These bad science ideas are
like little worms eating into your
brain and that is bad but in a sense
it is also good because they remember them. I can actually say, hey
remember that scene in Deep Impact where they blow up the comet
in the end and all you get is a pretty
light show, well it turns out that is
completely wrong. Then I can show
slides of why it is wrong and what
the correct science is. And so by
using the bad science as a hook it
instantly gets them interested because people, you know they pay to
see movies, they want to see these
movies, they want to remember
them.
So it winds up working to my advantage and (fake wicked laugh)
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“that is my evil scheme, ha ha ha”,
use bad science to teach good science. It works. Fifteen million people in this country alone saw that
Fox show. Half a million people
have seen my web site debunking it
piece by piece. A lot of those people
were teachers who then went and
taught their students.

Phil Plait with a poster from a favourite film
So that is pretty high leverage,
every time a teacher reads something and shows it to their students,
you’re actually hitting maybe 100
kids that way just by having one
person read your web site. It really
is a good way to educate people in
science and it’s fun; as long as I
remember not to get too angry and
let that sort of boil over into what
I’m writing like maybe it did with
this moon hoax stuff. I do get the
occasional e-mail saying, wow you’re
really angry about this. Yeah, no
kidding. But as long as I can keep it
friendly and jovial and sometimes
even silly, people will remember
what they’ve read and hopefully
they will remember the good stuff

better than they’ll remember the
bad.
RC: Why do you think the public
makes so many science or math errors in the case of understanding
probability?
PP: I don’t think they are taught
very well. There is sort of inertia in
that a lot of the teachers who teach
science don’t understand the
science well. That is certainly true in elementary
[primary] school, not as
much in high [secondary]
school. Teachers who are
teaching kids aged 6-12 may
not be that educated in science and they may be forced
to teach science because
there aren’t any other science teachers. So they don’t
know why meteors are hot
as they burn up in the atmosphere and they wind up
teaching the wrong thing.
They hear something and
they remember it and they
teach it. I see this all the
time. My teacher said the
sky was blue because it
reflects blue ocean light.
Well that’s not right. The
sky is blue for a totally different reason. The oceans
are blue for a totally different reason than why the sky
is blue. So you get a propagation of
errors. People just remember this
wrong stuff. A lot of the time, if the
teacher is not interested in science
they can’t make it exciting to the
student. If you’re not excited by
something you’re learning about, if
it doesn’t seem real and interesting,
you are not going to learn it.
One of the things I’m doing here at
Sonoma State University, as part of
the Gamma-ray Large Area Space
Telescope [GLAST] project, is that
we are teaching teachers about the
science. GLAST, this gamma-ray
telescope that NASA is launching in
2007, is observing high energy objects in space, the centres of galaxies, black holes, colliding neutron

stars, really big, violent, nasty, horrible events. They are interesting,
kids want to know about this stuff
but we have to teach them the basic
physics first. So that is what we do,
we develop lesson plans and we
actually get teachers, physically, to
come here to Sonoma State and we
show them what we are doing. We
teach them about waves, we teach
them about photons and the electromagnetic spectrum so that they can
get the basics to these kids and
show them why this stuff is really
cool. Again, it is very high leverage.
You teach a teacher and they teach
hundreds or even thousands of
students over the years.

RC: Could you talk about your
book?
PP: It is called Bad Astronomy published by Wiley and Son; it has a lot
of the same topics as the web site,
although usually in more detail.
And there are a lot of topics not
covered on the web site although
eventually I’ll cover them briefly.
Also more standard astronomical
things like why the moon has
phases, how tides work, meteors,
big bang, why the sky is blue and
standing eggs on end is the first
chapter.

RC: Is it easy to get teachers to
visit you?
PP: Oh yeah. One of the things
we did, based on the JPL [Jet
Propulsion Labs] Solar System
ambassadors, is having GLAST
ambassadors. We had a nationwide search for five teachers
who would be our ambassadors
to the public. We teach them all
about gamma-rays, black holes,
and active galactic nuclei. All
this great stuff and then they
will in turn hold science workshops in their area where they
will teach 30 teachers at the
workshop. [Further information
about the ambassador program
can be found at http://
epo.sonoma.edu/] I go to meetings where teachers show up,
the National Science Teachers
Association, I’m sure there are
Australian counterparts. Science teachers love to come to
these things and get hands-on
demonstrations they can show
their kids. They want to teach
this stuff and once it is taught
the right way, the kids want to
learn, they forget to look at the
clock and they sit there and learn
and do things. It is great; it is so
wonderful to see that stuff. I’m hoping that in my informal job as “The
Bad Astronomer” I’m educating that
way and in my day job I’m doing it
in a more formal way.

RC: What made you decide to do a
book?
PP: It seemed a natural thing to do.
I kind of stumbled onto writing, just
started doing it and it was fun.
Started writing the web site and
then said to myself, this would probably make a good book and be a fun

book to write. I decided to write
magazine articles first, sort of establish myself and get practice. Did
that for about a year and then said
I’m ready, found an agent and it was
actually a pretty easy sale.
RC: Really, why was it an easy sale?
I get the impression that publishers
would make “Hitler found on the
moon” an easy sale.
PP: (laughing). Not Wiley. Wiley
and Son is a fairly prestigious publishing house. They do a lot of textbooks and popular science. Sure, I
worked for a NASA contractor for
five years and my funding
comes from NASA if I
wanted to claim that yes,
NASA faked the moon mission or UFOs are real I could
make a million bucks by
selling my story to some
tabloid. I’m not interested in
doing that first of all. I don’t
think the publisher was either; maybe they could make
money doing that, and of
course some publishers do.
Richard Hoagland has published his books about the
face on Mars and other people have published how the
Earth would be destroyed in
May of 2000. You may have
noticed that that didn’t happen.
There is a market for that
but there is a market for
popular books. Astronomy for
Dummies has done very well.
That was written by a friend
of mine, an astronomer, I
was actually technical editor
on that book. It is done very
well. People want to read
about science. There was a
poll done that showed if
there were a regular science article
in newspapers in the United States,
more people would read that than
sports, finance or even the horoscope, luckily. I think there is a
hunger for it. Astronomy is probably
the most popular of the sciences, I
would guess. I’m probably biased
but beyond things like DNA and
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those sort of specific subjects, astronomy gets a lot of play on TV in
the news and documentaries.
RC: What has your relationship
been like with the media?
PP: Oh, I’m a media whore (laughing). I tell them, you want me to be
on camera, I’m your man!
RC: How do they tend to hear about
you?
PP: Actually, I get a lot of magazine
article offers through my web site.
They read my web site and say, you
wrote about this, could you write a
bit more about it for our magazine?
A good friend of mine, Steve Marin,
is the press officer for the American
Astronomical Society, which is the
premier professional society of astronomers in the United States. We
worked on the same Hubble project
together and he went with a group I
took to observe the Leonids and we
became friends. He saw that I liked
talking to the public and I guess he
felt I was good at it so when CNN or
Fox News Network would call, Steve
would call me and ask if I could be
in downtown Washington in an hour
to talk to them. Yes, yes I can. I
learned that was the answer because once I said, well no I’m not
sure and they never called back.
(laughing) So after that I said yes I
can be there. No, I’m having my
appendix out but I can be there.
That’s a lot of fun and I do a lot of
radio interviews, which is actually
my favorite. I love doing radio. I
don’t know why I like it better than
television. It seems to be more fun
and I can be a little more outrageous usually.
RC: I understand you have another
book in the works. Is that right?
PP: I am working on a second book
but it is not Bad Astronomy 2 although there will be a lot of astronomy in it and it will be
debunking pseudeoscience. It isn’t
really a follow-up to the first book.
It is actually a fiction book. It is all
very tentative. I don’t have a buyer
for this. I don’t have a publisher for
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this. I want to try to write a novel
and see what happens.
RC: Over time astronomical events
seem to be in the news more and
more with Mars, the lunar eclipses,
Saturn, and so on. Do you think this
will continue to increase the public’s
awareness of astronomy?
PP: It is hard for me to know but
when you look at the Mars opposition in August when Mars was so
bright there were millions of people
that went out to look at Mars. The
irony of this was that Mars wasn’t
any brighter than it was 10 years
ago. (sounding like an announcer)
“The closest it has been in 60 thousand years!” Yeah we are like a hundred miles closer out of 25 million.
In fact every year and half or so
Mars gets really bright and this was
a really good one. Even though
Mars is pretty disappointing when
you look at it through a telescope,
most of the places where people
went there were other telescopes
looking at other things. So there
were people seeing lots of astronomy
there. I don’t know if that is a lasting effect. Saturn is far better to
look at through a telescope than
Mars ever could be. There has been
a lot of astronomy in the news with
the landers on Mars, the stardust
and I just read today that they are
going to decommission Hubble
[Hubble Space Telescope].
RC: What is your feeling on that?
PP: Randi just told me before my
talk and I said, “What is it about
coming to here to TAM and getting
bad NASA news [During TAM1, the
Columbia shuttle exploded on reentry]. I don’t really need this
anymore.” I’ve known for a long
time that this was a possibility. I
didn’t know when they were going
to do it. I do know that Hubble is in
trouble right now; it is operating on
the minimum number of gyroscopes
that it can operate on. Hubble is
winding down and they are ramping
up the next generation space telescope, called the James Webb telescope. They were hoping that

Hubble would stay up long enough
that they would overlap. With the
Columbia accident that is looking
like that isn’t going to happen.
There are a lot of people out there
who want to save Hubble. I understand their sentiment. I do, in fact,
think that they are wrong. Mind
you, this is coming from someone
who has used Hubble for over ten
years. I was on the project in 1990,
worked on it to the year 2000. I
think Hubble has done an amazing
amount for astronomy and I mean
the science of astronomy. It has
done more than any other telescope
in popularising astronomy. I wish
we could keep it up, that would be
first choice. Keep it up there and
keep it going especially with the
new cameras on board, which are
just fantastic. The second option is
to bring it back down, to bring it to
a museum but that is really dangerous. I don’t think that was ever
really a good option. Hubble is big;
it occupies the whole shuttle payload bay. It is not a good idea to
send a shuttle up, which costs a
billion dollars to launch, just to
bring back Hubble so people can
look at it. Hubble’s legacy is not in
the instrument itself, it is in the
images and the science and the
majesty of the universe that it returned. If they can figure out a way
to deorbit it safely, then deorbiting
it is what they should do. It is sad
but it is the way things are going to
have to be.
RC: On the panel discussion about
manned vs unmanned space exploration, Bob Park [physicist] was very
much against manned exploration
and it looked like you wanted to
speak to that issue but were cut off.
What were you going to say?
PP: You’re absolutely right. Bob
Park was talking and then they
went to the next speaker. Bob was
very strongly pro unmanned. Robotic probes are what he likes. I was
going to say that there is a huge
dichotomy, a schism almost, in
many people on the manned vs
unmanned issue. Most scientists

prefer unmanned because it is less
expensive and it’s faster. It takes far
less time to plan a mission. I’m on a
proposal right now, that if it gets
accepted, in two years we are going
to have a mission in space. It is
amazing. I’m going to be doing the
education for this not any of the real
science or engineering. A manned
flight would take forever to get that
organised. In many cases robots can
do a better job than people can but
you know, as exciting as it is to see
these rovers on Mars, it is NOTHING compared to seeing a human
being walking out of a spacecraft
and setting foot on Mars.
[Regarding the Apollo program] If,
in fact, kids got educated and excited about space travel, I have a
feeling that was pretty far down on
the list of the government’s priorities. However, in the end, what people remember now is how amazing
it was. This was probably the greatest achievement of the 20th century. I
mean of any achievement. People
rate this even higher than eradicating smallpox in many cases; it was
actually Neil Armstrong walking on
the Moon. So, actually putting a
man on Mars would be fantastic, it
would just be amazing. Even
putting another man on the moon
again would be fantastic.
RC: Do you think Mr Park has
missed the inspirational side of it?
PP: I don’t know if he has missed it.
I don’t know if he doesn’t count it as
important. He is absolutely right,
that these robots can do the science
but if space travel was only about
science we wouldn’t be putting people into space we’d be just doing
robots. In the end, as inspiring as
Hubble images are, and Hubble is
basically a manned program because the shuttle is what launched

and refurbished it, I don’t think
robots or images have the visceral
oomph of seeing a person out in
space and doing these things.
RC: Then no-one would travel to the
Grand Canyon; they would just
watch films on DVD.
PP: That is exactly right.
RC: Isn’t that part of what humans
are, they want to do it themselves,
they want to explore?
PP: Yes, yes. There is a visceral
connection to seeing another human
being doing something versus seeing a robot doing it. That is really
the bottom line.
RC: Sorry you didn’t get a chance to
say that to the conference?
PP: I wish I had, as that is almost
exactly what I would have said.
RC: What is the status of your
project at Sonoma State? Is the
funding starting to run out?
PP: No, actually I have the sweetest
position in astronomy, ever. Most of
my friends have to scramble for
grants every year or more than
every year or at best every couple of
years. I’m actually funded through
2011. I’m on the hardest soft money
of all time. The Gamma-ray Large
Area Space Telescope, which is
funding me, is a Department of
Energy and NASA project. It is due
for launch in 2007 and it has a fiveyear mission and if it is extended to
ten years, I’m funded until 2016. So
all NASA has to do is not blow this
thing up, not send it into the Atlantic Ocean and I am set until 2011 at
least and if the thing works, I’m
good until 2016. So we can keep
writing educational materials for
the next 10 years. I can do all my
day stuff, mild mannered day job

and at night become my secret identity, the Bad Astronomer.
RC: So what is next for the Bad
Astronomer?
PP: There are always these little
things that I have to take care of,
like Galileo turning Jupiter into a
star, or the Harmonic concordance,
but I want to tackle creationism and
I really want to tackle Richard
Hoagland once and for all. Richard
Hoagland, the face on Mars guy,
does not have a credible, thorough
debunking anywhere on the web.
There are dribs and drabs, there is
an article in CSICOP, a lot of people
making fun of him but there is
never anyone who has just cut him
to the quick and said, “What he is
saying is garbage and here is why”.
And what he is saying is in fact
garbage and I can explain why, I’ve
just never bothered because it is a
huge amount of work. But I do want
to do this because with the Mars
rovers coming in and the Mars program wrapping up he is going to get
more time. In fact, I have heard him
on radio programs more and more
and it is really time to show this guy
the door.
RC: Excellent, and you are just the
Astronomer to show it to him.
PP: Cool.
[The battle has begun. On March 8,
2004 Phil posted, for the public, a
series of pages debunking Hoagland.
Also included are some typically
erroneous responses of Mr.
Hoagland. Visit http://
www.badastronomy.com/bad/misc/
hoagland/index.html for all the details.]

Plait for Convention?
The Skeptics Committee is negotiating with Phil Plait
with the view to his being a speaker at our National
Convention in November.

We hope to successfully conclude negotiations very soon
and will keep readers advised on our special convention
page on our web site, www.skeptics.com.au
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Nutrition Myth 5

Eggs Are Bad
For You
Don’t kill the chook that
lays the golden ovoid

The goose, duck and guinea fowl
were already common in the Mediterranean when the chicken, a domesticated form of the Indian jungle
fowl, was introduced to the area
around 500 BC. Most of the eggs
were allowed to hatch as the chicken
was prized more for its meat than
the eggs. It was believed that an egg
unhatched would interrupt the normal biological order and deprive the
community of a chicken, so eggs
were eaten only in desperate times.
Later, farming the chicken meant
that surplus eggs became a convenient nutritious food and recipe ingredient. That view might well be current had not someone discovered its
abundant cholesterol content. When
the big cholesterol scare began in the
1970s, egg consumption took a downhill slide. As health authorities recommended a maximum dietary cholesterol intake of 300 mg, there was
little room for the poor egg at around
210 mg per 50g egg (all in the yolk).
Although it made common sense
that food cholesterol became blood
cholesterol and therefore atherogenic, it later became clear that the
body didn’t simply respond like that.

Effects of cholesterol
Glenn Cardwell is a nutritionist and dietitian
who writes a regular column on such matters
for the Skeptic.
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Cholesterol in food does have the
ability to raise blood cholesterol, but
individual response is variable. It is
estimated that 70% of the population

compensate for extra cholesterol in
the diet by decreasing liver production of cholesterol, reducing absorption from the gut or increasing bile
production (cholesterol is a precursor
of bile). In the remaining 30%, the
‘hyper-responders’ to dietary cholesterol, there is only a minor increase
in blood cholesterol.

Are eggs bad for blood cholesterol?
So, is being a ‘hyper-responder’ a
problem? Not really, according to Dr
Kristin Herron, from the University
of Connecticut, as any rise in the
nasty LDL-cholesterol is matched by
a rise in the good HDL-cholesterol,
therefore not increasing heart disease risk. Could this view be biased
as Dr Herron has received grants
from the American Egg Board? (This
author has received nary a cent from
any egg industry group, sadly).
Drs Stephen Kritchevsky and
David Kritchevsky also looked at the
data on egg and heart disease. They
too found little connection between
the egg and subsequent heart disease. But hang on, this was a report
given to a meeting sponsored by the
American Egg Board. Can they also
be trusted? In my opinion, both reports can be trusted. It’s too dangerous to try and concoct scientific data
to please a self-interested group or
body. It will jeopardise your career.
Having been an advisor to the food

industry for 20 years, I know they
prefer the data to be straight and
factual, even if they don’t like it. Also
note that no-one has produced compelling evidence to suggest that the
egg is a danger to your health.

Positive egg research
Egg lovers will take great delight in
hearing of the ultimate in egg research. A prospective study published in 1999 (Hu et al) that followed 38 000 men and 80 000
women, found that an egg a day had
no impact on the risk of heart disease or stroke in healthy men and
women. I repeat, no impact. There
have been other studies too that
have failed to see a connection between egg intake and heart disease.
This good news has not filtered down
to the public. Thirty years of fearmongering has had its toll.
It also seems that if your overall
diet is low in the artery-clogging
saturated fats (eg pastries, deep
fried foods, biscuits), then the cholesterol in food will have little effect on
your blood cholesterol. However,
feast on saturated fats and the cholesterol in the diet will compound
the effect of the fats. So, whatever
effect you get from the egg will depend largely on what else you eat
through the day. It is widely understood that saturated fats (except one,
stearic acid) are the main dietary
concern for blood cholesterol levels.
To be on the safe side, assuming
everyone to be a ‘hyper-responder’,
the National Heart Foundation of
Australia suggest a maximum of two
eggs a week if you have high blood
cholesterol. The American Heart
Association has relaxed its stance
and no longer gives a limit on egg
yolks, although they still advise eating a maximum of 300 mg cholesterol a day. For those with a blood
cholesterol <5.5 mmol/L there may
no need to propose an egg limit
within normal consumption.

Are eggs high in saturated fat?
Entangled in the confusion, the egg
is accused of being a fatty food, yet it
provides only 5g of fat, and less than
two of those are saturated fats. If

50g of total fat daily is considered
low-fat eating in an adult, then an
egg is clearly playing only a small
part in the fat stakes. Compare that
to the 40g of saturated fat (out of
100g total fat) eaten daily by men
and 27g (out of 68g total fat) of saturated fat eaten by women. And we
know these figures have been underreported as that is human nature.
You can see that the egg is a small
player in fat consumption (unless it
is always accompanied by fatty bacon).

Silliness & confusion
In a wonderful demonstration of biological ignorance, and creative opportunism, the Araucana egg was promoted as a ‘cholesterol-free’ egg some
15 years ago. It still comes to me as a
question; “A friend of mine said he
heard you could buy a cholesterolfree egg”. The scam failed to acknowledge that all eggs must contain
cholesterol as it is an essential part
of animal cell structure. (Which reminds me of a Larson cartoon with
chickens lying around the yard under
a sign ‘Bone-less chicken farm’).
Sometimes the egg industry has
been its own worst enemy. A decade
ago, a NSW company launched the
‘Safe Egg’ from chickens who had
been fed fish meal. The natural assumption was that all other eggs
were ‘unsafe’. In reality, they differed
little from regular eggs, and so were
removed from the market.
A newspaper advertisement for
eggs in late 2002 stated that they
contained good cholesterol (HDL) and
were a rich source of iron. Whoops!
Eggs do not contain HDL cholesterol.
High density lipoprotein (HDL) is a
human blood transport protein required to carry cholesterol back to
the liver as cholesterol always has to
be chaperoned in the blood. There is
no HDL cholesterol in food. And eggs
are not a rich source of iron. The iron
in eggs is mainly non-haem, a type of
iron that is not easy to absorb by the
intestines. This is unusual as most
animal foods have mainly the easyto-absorb haem iron eg meat, fish
and poultry. Now you can see why
the egg industry needs to employ me!

Good nutrition
Let’s finish on a positive note. Eggs
are a great source of protein, zinc,
selenium, vitamin B12, lutein and
zeaxanthin, the latter two being
carotenoids in egg yolks that may
reduce the risk of age-related macular
degeneration, a major cause of poor
eyesight in older people. Those eating
the greatest amounts of food with
lutein and zeaxanthin had a lower
risk of macular degeneration (green
leafy veg, broccoli, carrots and corn
are also great sources). So, relax and
crack an egg for a good dose of nutrients. (Days after writing this paragraph, GoldPlus eggs were released
onto the market, containing 11 times
the lutein levels of regular eggs).

My tip
The egg is an excellent, wholesome
and affordable food. If it is harmful
to your health, it is likely due to your
other poor eating habits. If your
blood cholesterol is high, limit egg
yolks to two per week. Otherwise,
enjoy your boiled, poached, scrambled, fried egg, and your omelette,
frittata, eggnog, quiche etc. The egg
scare is another one the health-doom
forecasters got wrong. I think it was
JRR Tolkien who said of the egg: “A
box without hinges, key or lid; yet
golden treasure inside is hid.”
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Investigation

The Writing’s
on the Wall
Once more our intrepid
correspondent trawls
the fringes, seeking
enlightenment

Recently I was handed a copy of
Wake Up With Spirit, the monthly
newsletter of Armidale’s The Way of
Light Healing Centre. This centre is
the latest brainchild of the infamous
Ama Nazra, who still practises
Ghostbusting (the Skeptic, Vol 22, No
4), now re-marketed to new age
yuppies as ‘Energy Clearance’. The
newsletter began with an intriguing
anecdote from Ama:
Today I walked down the stairs and
through the mall, doing my usual
journey to and from the newspaper
office. On the way back I stopped in
amazement. I watched an angel
descend and land in the mall very
near to me, and in that moment I
saw many more angels walking
through, with people, and without,
going about their daily business of
bringing Light, Love and Healing to
the Earth.”

Karen Stollznow is a postgraduate student in
linguistics and a member of the NSW
committee.
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While the Healing Centre offers
its usual array of services, Tarot
Readings, Spirit Guide Readings,
Regression Therapy and Spiritual
Healing, etc, something new was
now on offer. Automatic writing. This
service is offered by Lisa, a new minion of Ama’s. Lisa operates a new age
bookstore through the centre, called

Angelic Mysteries. Automatic writing is an uncommon practice in Australia, so I leapt at the chance to
witness the act. This topic also
seemed to be in keeping with my
recent theme of spiritualism (the
Skeptic, 24:1).
Flicking throughWake Up With
Spirit, I noticed that Lisa was the
author of an article that began, “Do
you ever look at your children and
wonder what planet they are from? I
do that.” The article featured ‘Indigo
Children’, so named for the colour in
their auras. “Indigo children first
made an appearance on our planet
approximately 25 years ago”. Such
children function on a ‘higher psychic level’ and with their ‘warrior
spirit’ are consequently “labelled as
ADD/ADHD”. Lisa also writes about
‘Crystal Children’, claiming these
‘type’ of children “began to appear
around 1995”. Apparently, such children have striking physical qualities, “they share similar characteristics with accounts of
extraterrestrials, with their large,
penetrating eyes, and small
mouths.” Crystal children “are naturally telepathic and this delays
learning normal speech.” Because of
this factor and their “strong connec-

tion to their own inner world, they
are too frequently misdiagnosed with
autism or Asperger’s Syndrome”. It
came as no surprise to me that the
sources for this article were two titles by Doreen Virtue. I restrained
myself from reading the following
article, entitled ‘Mental Pottery For
Beginners”.

Automatic writing
Automatic writing is a ‘paranormal
ability’ also known as ‘inspired writing’, ‘trance writing’, ‘spirit writing’ or
‘autonography’. Automatic writers
claim to receive communication from
the spirit world by way of involuntary
handwriting, allegedly guided by spirits of the deceased. Some technology
savvy spirits prefer automatic typing,
sending their messages via a computer. As a psychic ability automatic
writing is practiced by mediums who
seek information or guidance from
spirits with access to ‘higher knowledge’. Today, automatic writing is also
used as a stream-of-consciousness
approach for creative writing, known
as free writing, and is especially popular in surrealist circles. It has also
been employed in some areas to recover ‘repressed memories’, bearing a
similarity to ‘free association’, and is
used in self-hypnosis or as a cathartic,
therapeutic tool.
Popular automatic writing
emerged during the spiritualism
movement and was a favourite parlour trick of spiritualists. Usually
known as ‘slate writing’, the practice
became discredited when it was revealed that spiritualists used writing
slates with concealed sections containing pre-written ‘messages’ from
the dead. Historically, the practice
can be found in many cultures.
While automatic writing is generally
seen as an occult practice,
‘journalling’ is viewed by some as a
‘Christianised’ version, where a person ‘receives’ and transcribes messages from God during prayer. Many
Christians would still perceive this
as an occult practice and an act of
Satan rather than God. Automatic
writing was practised in China as a
form of divination and in the Japanese religion Shinto, where it is

known as Tenjo, the Heavenly Stick,
and Shinto priests would receive
divine messages through a brush or
pen.
In an attempt to contact his
mother, Harry Houdini once had a
private sitting with automatic writer
Lady Doyle, mother of Arthur Conan
Doyle. Houdini attended the session
with an open mind, hopeful that
contact would be achieved. Lady
Doyle produced fifteen pages of writing, claiming to be guided by
Houdini’s mother. Houdini found the
writing to be filled with generalisations and inaccuracies and became
skeptical of the practise. This incident contributed to the demise of the
curious friendship between Houdini
and Doyle. Soon after the legendary
session, Houdini attempted to duplicate Lady Doyle’s ability, leaving
Arthur Conan Doyle convinced that
the magician had psychic powers!

Musical interlude
Paranormal automatism is not restricted to automatic writing. Some
mediums claim to channel spirits to
produce paintings, drawings, sculptures or music. English medium
Rosemary Brown came to fame when
she claimed that the late composer
Franz Liszt had communicated with
her in 1924, some 40 years after his
death, to inform her that he would
soon begin to compose ‘through’ her.
Lazy Liszt waited until the 1960s to
resume contact with Brown but
brought along a few famous friends,
including Bach, Brahms, Chopin,
Mozart, Rachmaninoff, Schubert and
others who queued up to dictate
their compositions to Brown, guiding
her hands over the piano keys.
Brown is reputed to have given over
400 performances of music composed
by deceased classical musicians.
It is claimed the deceased also use
other methods to express themselves
creatively through the living. Pearl
Curran of St Louis gained notoriety
in 1913 for allegedly channelling a
17th century character named Patience Worth, through an ouija
board. Curran and the spirit soon
developed a powerful ‘mental linkage’. The contact became so frequent

that the medium began writing out,
then typing the messages, until the
volume necessitated the hire of a
stenographer. It is reputed that Patience Worth ‘dictated’ nearly 5000
works through Curran, including
plays, poems, short stories and several novels. Today’s skeptical stance
on the cases of Pearl Curran and
Rosemary Brown is that both women
were the artists behind the creations. Both certainly exploited the
advertising their reputed psychic
abilities brought to their work.

Borley Rectory
Some automatic writing occurs without a mortal intermediary to guide
the pen. Such an incident occurred
during the very famous haunting of
Borley Rectory in Essex, known as
‘The Most Haunted House in England’. There have been over 2000
reports of paranormal activity on the
property, including a phantom nun
and a headless coachman. The phenomena made the career of paranormal investigator Harry Price. During
the residency of the Foyster family
(c.1930s), the phenomena escalated,
most of the activity centring around
Mrs Marianne Foyster. Soon after
the Foysters moved into the
premises, mysterious handwritten
messages appeared throughout the
house, on the walls and on scraps of
paper. Most of the messages were
petitions from an entity pleading for
‘help’ from Marianne. Marianne often responded to the pleas, asking
“what do you want?” The reply always begged for “rest”. Contemporary investigators theorise that the
phenomena were the result of the
overactive imagination of a young,
bored housewife.
Other automatic writers claim
that spirits pass on their messages
in foreign languages or even ‘unknown’ languages. But it is unthinkable that the automatic writer simply knows another language or could
invent one that only she/he could
interpret! James Randi’s An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes
of the Occult and Supernatural cites
the story of 19th Century medium
Hélène Smith (Catherine Müller).
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Writing
Smith purported to receive messages from Martians through automatic writing. Of course, she could
translate their messages and accordingly, created a Martian alphabet. Psychologist Théodore
Flournoy investigated her claims
and observed that the language
bore an uncanny resemblance to
French, Smith’s native language.
Some automatic writers allege
that their spirits prefer to communicate with symbols or pictures.
That seems as paranormal as absent-mindedly doodling on paper
while on the phone. Other spirits
are sloppy spellers who defy punctuation and grammar. Typically
these errors reflect the linguistic
performance of the automatic writers themselves. Fortunately, Lisa’s
spirits were fluent in modern Australian English, with a few quirks.
For grand effect, the spirits preferred the pretentious ‘one’ subject
pronoun. There were a few errors
but who can blame an anonymous
dead person for those mere oversights?

Here and now
Lisa is a travelling automatic writer
who offers a house-call as part of her
service. Her $30 fee would grant me
a half hour line to the spirit world
with random spirits ‘coming through’
with the required information. I was
told, “the spirits will tell you what
you need to know” but would they
tell me what I already knew? I was
asked to construct a set of three
short questions that the spirits
would answer through Lisa, by way
of handwritten messages. Lisa told
me that she receives these messages
as ‘thoughts’ in her head then the
spirits guide her handwriting. She
has only practised her craft for four
years but has communicated with
spirits and experienced visions since
childhood. Her abilities are dismissed by friends and family as her
‘imagination’.
Lisa pulled out the unassuming
tools of her trade, a ball point pen
and spiral notepad. She asked that I
write out my questions, which were:
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working for us. They won’t tell
me until they have finished sending their messages.” Lisa reported a tingling sensation and
warmth in her arm as proof that
the spirits were controlling her
hand and writing. The first message read:
At this time it is a time for solitary
travel within oneself. What is that
you are truly seeking. Is it an insight into oneself?

A sample of the “automatic writing” produced at
Borley Rectory
What travel plans do you see in my
future?
Where could I be travelling?
Why would I be travelling there?
Apparently the spirits cannot
understand the writing of anyone
but their host as Lisa explained, “I’ll
write out the question again in my
own handwriting then the spirits
will take over with their own handwriting”. Interestingly, after printing
out the questions again, the ‘spirits’
decided to stick with Lisa’s handwriting as the style remained the
same throughout the session, including the writing on my receipt, written well after the session had terminated!

Travel advice from beyond
The spirits must have heeded Lisa’s
call as she began to squint and proceeded to write for a solid five minutes before pausing to stretch her
aching wrist and read what she had
written. Obviously the spirits like to
review their handiwork as they go
along! Lisa had scrawled a page of
writing, most of it illegible. There
was nothing unusual about the manner in which she wrote. I asked her
if the spirits had taken over her
handwriting and who they were.
“Yes, they have. I can’t write that
fast myself! I don’t know who is

Hang on, wasn’t I the one asking the questions here? Shouldn’t
the spirits have all the answers?
I had a feeling the entire reading
would be replete with esoteric
mumbo-jumbo. Next, the spirits
impressed me with their usage of
contemporary idioms:
On a physical plane, what is on the
cards for you at this time is a potential for a trip overseas to North
American continent. Specific details
will unfold in most unusual ways.
Bingo! What an impressive, undeniable hit! Yes, I am travelling to the
US later this year. Revelation or
guess? Let’s examine this a little
further. My questions centred on a
travel theme so Lisa would have
been insane to ignore this clue. Each
question blatantly indicated that I
have the intention of travelling. Despite this, the ‘spirits’ initially queried whether this was a literal or
figurative journey. And why couldn’t
the ‘spirits’ narrow my destination
down to the US rather than the entire continent consisting of several
countries? Of these countries, some
are very popular tourist destinations
for Australians, particularly the US
and Canada. Furthermore, it was
such an obvious choice as Lisa is an
American! Similarly, an English
automatic writer may guess that I
would travel to the UK. Lisa is a
native of California, yet neither her
psychic powers nor the spirits could
pinpoint that state as my precise
destination! Nor did the details ‘unfold in most unusual ways’. This is a
well-organised, long-term trip, not
an aimless jaunt as suggested by the
next message that came through:

Perhaps one needs to think of a direction in which one needs to be
going and set your feet upon the
path. Thoughts tend to jumble one’s
own instinctive response. This travel
to North America will be one of
guided joy as we see you opening up
to new possibilities. We see a plane
trip within the next 3 months. This
is so.
This is not so. I am scheduled to
leave in six months. When asked a
question about travel, a psychic will
inevitably prophesy travel ‘within
three months’. I have had this said
to me on numerous occasions by
various mystics. This period of time,
or thereabouts, is a prudent estimate. Many people will probably
make some sort of trip during that
time frame. The very question presupposes travel or at least, the desire for travel. The focus of the questions also presumes overseas or
major travel, more in the vein of
visiting the Big Apple than the Big
Banana.
Travel there will be of a business
nature as an opportunity for a factfinding mission presents itself to
you. Mind you, in all of this the
journey is one of a personal nature
and a spiritual journey of discovering oneself is mirrored in physical
experiences that are presented.
The spirits were vacillating that
day. At first they pin me as a drifting
backpacker, then as a business person and finally as a holidaymaker on
a spiritual quest! My trip is indeed a
‘fact-finding mission’ for university
purposes but can this message be
reasonably counted as an accurate
‘hit’ when most of the possible motives for travel have been covered?
What must be kept in focus here is
the journey of discovery of who one is
uppermost on the cards. Should one
seek to control outcomes then one
will find oneself at a loss of direction, an inability to follow one’s compass.
The spirits finally decide that the
journey is a soul-seeking search so
we can discount the dubious ‘hit’
above. Lisa hadn’t channelled the

most wise spirits though, counselling
me to refrain from controlling my
‘outcomes’, advising with contradiction that such planning would be
disorienting?!
When oneself sets upon oneself expectations of any kind often oneself will
set oneself up for disappointment.
We say three months time pieces will
come together to enable this journey
but your lesson here is one of acceptance and patience in the ability to
allow the universe to afford the opportunities you seek. Go with the
flow instead of fighting so hard
against it and release yourself into
the stream of life. If you can make
that leap of faith we can foresee a
time when all that is wished for
becomes a need and the needs become the wishes of reward.
This paragraph exceeded its quota
of bungled fortune-cookie philosophy.
Too many words to say too little. Was
Lisa channelling spirits or intoxicated on them? The spirits took another lengthy break before producing
a final tirade that was no more enlightening.
We say to you that all you will meet
will be put in your path for your
lessons and theirs. You seek a connection with a part of your life that
has remained clouded in mystery
since a child you once were. The
answers you are seeking, the person
you wish to know will be available
for you during this time. The answers to your past will be revealed.
These you will know. The journey
began several years ago will present
seeds of truth and a new beginning.
Be mindful of growing pains and
issues that will be raised within you
to deal with. You will have a better
understanding of who you are today
and why the past happened as it
did. We hope that this had given you
a satisfactory beginning to your
journey. This is so. Malai, Asti and
Morphi.
Finally the names of the miraculous spirits were revealed! Apparently, three spirits, ‘Malai’, ‘Asti’ and
‘Morphi’ had answered my questions.
Lisa is obviously a science-fiction

fan. This final message reads like a
routine ‘prophecy’ and has no relevance to my situation. How many
times has Lisa reeled off this one?
The session was now over and as
soon as Lisa had regained control of
her hand it was in my wallet for the
fee.
The messages produced during
the session of automatic writing
were mostly cryptic, generalised or
obvious guesswork. My travel-based
questions dictated the content of the
writing, allowing Lisa to presume
that travel is relevant to my current
situation in some way. I would attribute her broad, imprecise ‘hit’ to
speculation based on the ‘North
American continent’ being a popular
tourist destination and the fact that
Lisa is a native of that continent.
Lisa/the spirits couldn’t provide any
specific details and she hedged her
bets as to the purpose of my trip. I
was also suspicious of the lengthy
pauses in the delivery of some of the
messages. Was Lisa buying time to
formulate her next message, killing
time or simply waiting to ‘hear’ her
own thoughts? Could she have been
attempting cold reading? She also
provided some rather dubious guidance. For travel advice, consult the
Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, not an automatic writer.

Summary
Is automatic writing a paranormal
phenomenon, self-deception or a
hoax? It would seem that automatic
writing is not so automatic. Even
Lisa admitted she receives the ‘messages’ as thoughts. Isn’t that how
everyone writes? Perhaps Lisa has
convinced herself that her inner
voice is an outer being. As a creative
writing tool, automatic writing may
have some brainstorming benefits
but there is no current evidence that
automatic writing is a paranormal
ability or that automatic writers
receive messages from the deceased.
One thinks that this is a trick or
simply a vivid imagination mistaken
for a paranormal power. This is so.
Hey! Who typed that?
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I Can Smell
Onions!
It is not just the police who
are pestered by persistent
psychics

Ken McLeod, our resident Search and Rescue
expert, who spent a lifetime in that field
before retiring to the NSW South Coast to
peer under rocks.
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The article in the Autumn 2004 edition (24:1) “Murders and Clairvoyants” got my mind going back to my
nigh-on 30 years in Search And Rescue, SAR. I worked my way up in
that industry from humble quillsharpener in the early 70s to editor
of the Australian SAR Manual and
Vice-Chairman of a UN committee
on SAR, before retiring a few years
ago. In all that time, we too had our
brushes with “clairvoyants”, just as
our colleagues in the Police still do,
as the article showed. Sometimes, in
spite of our dedication and the best
that science could offer at the time,
we would have no success in our
search for a missing aircraft or boat.
We never called on clairvoyants; no,
they called on us. If ever the media
reported our lack of success in any
protracted search, as sure as night
follows day, the phone would bring
one of those little rays of sunshine
into our lives.
It’s not as if we were just bumbling around in the dark, SAR is a
highly technical business. Our planning and allocation of search units
was based on probability mathematics, research on how the eye and
brain interact to register objects, the
effects of weather and ocean currents, navigation, etc, and lately the
use of satellites to detect distress

radio beacons and determine their
position anywhere on the planet (See
www.cospas-sarsat.org ) .
Generally we found what we were
looking for, plus no end of marijuana
plantations and WWII wrecks in the
Northern Territory. The lack of success was usually due to thick jungles
obscuring aircraft wreckage or a
vessel sinking in the wide expanses
of ocean without leaving any floating
evidence.
Occasionally, if a search appeared
to be unsuccessful, the families of
the missing would call in clairvoyants for assistance. That was always
a recipe for a difficult situation; in
their desperation these poor people
would clutch at any straw, and there
was no shortage of the rip-off artists,
shonks, and the deluded to take
their money. Having been presented
with urgent suggestions, we were in
a difficult position, between using
common sense and empathy with
these families. Always, the advice
from clairvoyants followed the same
format:
• The clairvoyants, usually female,
really did appear to be genuinely
concerned, convinced of their powers, and were very persuasive.
• The advice was so vague as to fit
almost any location.

• It would be our fault if we ignored
the advice and the lost people died.
• Usually it made no sense at all.
Clairvoyants seem to have no understanding of how aircraft and
boats work, no understanding of
geography. They really are on a
different plane.
Were we ever assisted in our
searches by a clairvoyant’s advice?
No. Invariably, it resulted in wasting
our time while we thought of how to
make sense of the clairvoyant’s advice, and deal with the families, and
never led us to the missing people.
In one difficult search, for an aircraft missing between Coolangatta
and Bankstown, a clairvoyant contacted us as follows.
Me: Hello, Rescue Co-ordination
Centre.
Caller: It’s (name of “respected
clairvoyant” withheld) here, I have
some information about the missing
aircraft.’
Me: Go on, please.
Caller: I can smell onions.
Me: Pardon?
Caller: I can smell onions. Tell your
searchers to try to smell onions,
that’s where you’ll find the wreckage.
Me: Thanks very much, if you’ll
leave your phone number… etc

Picture the Rescue Co-ordination
Centre. There was much furrowing
of brows, chin-scratching, rustling of
new packets of Valium being opened,
mumbling into coffee cups, and poring over navigation charts. We went
through our mathematics to find out
where we had omitted the Onion
Factor. Try as we might, we couldn’t
find “Here be onions” on the charts. I
still lie awake at night asking myself
“Should we have told the search aircraft to open a window?” Extensive
investigations revealed that the people on the aircraft had eaten hamburgers before the flight, so I suppose that nowadays that advice
would be classified as “Microsoft
Advice”; technically correct but no
use at all.
In my time in the UN committee
on SAR, my colleagues and I occasionally used our spare time to discuss the assistance we had been offered by clairvoyants. After much
selfless research in some of the best
pubs in the world, none of us could
recall any clairvoyant being any
more than a nuisance.
After my retirement, another
search for a missing yacht in the
Coral Sea had a clairvoyant tell the
Rescue Co-ordination Centre that
the survivors were resting under a
tree on an island. Not that this was
any help, because between Australia,
PNG and New Caledonia there are
thousands of islands and billions of
trees.

What was really surprising is that
the Australian Maritime Safety Authority had introduced a procedure
where staff were instructed to “consider the advice of clairvoyants” and
so based on that loopy advice, they
spent many thousands of dollars of
taxpayers’ money hiring aircraft to
search islands. Not that this was a
complete waste, at least they were
awarded the Australian Skeptics
Bent Spoon Runner-up Award of
1997. (See how the bureaucrats defended the indefensible at Senate
Estimates at www.aph.gov.au/
hansard/senate/commttee/s1231.pdf
go to page 145.)
So, what does this little article
amount to? I can hardly claim that
the foregoing is “science”, indeed the
subject of clairvoyants locating missing aircraft and boats had never
been researched, to my knowledge. I
could claim that the above is illustrative of a general principle: clairvoyants only get in the way and in
the process cause already distressed
people even more grief.
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Article

Prized Above
Rubies
Does this prize seek to solve
the insoluble?

Liz Armstrong is a training manager and a
long time Skeptic subscriber.
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John Templeton (an American fund
manager) began the Templeton Prize
for Progress in Religion in 1972, as
he felt that the Nobel Prize excluded
religion from its list of disciplines. He
created the prize to be awarded annually ‘to a living individual who has
sought new and different paths in
advancing the world‘s understanding
of god and/or spirituality’.
These days the objective of the
Templeton Prize is slightly more
fleshed out. It is awarded to a living
individual, from any religious background, for progress toward research
or discoveries about spiritual realities. The Prize has the highest monetary value available to an individual
— at £700,000, it is deliberately set
higher than the Nobel Prize. The
objective of the prize is stated thus:
Progress is needed in spiritual discovery as in all other dimensions of human experience and endeavour.
Progress in religion needs to be accelerated as rapidly as progress in other
disciplines. A wider universe demands
deeper awareness of the aspects of the
Creator and of spiritual resources
available for humankind, of the infinity of God and the divine knowledge
and understanding still to be claimed.
It is hoped that there will result from
this enterprise expanded spiritual
awareness on the part of humankind,
a wider understanding of the purpose
of life, heightened quality of devotion
and love and a greater emphasis on
the kind of research and discovery that

brings the human perceptions more
into concert with the divine will.

What does this all really mean?
The first Templeton Prize was won in
1977 by Mother Teresa of Calcutta,
who used the prize money towards
funding the Missionaries of Charity,
which she founded, and to help homeless children in Calcutta. The Rev Dr
Billy Graham donated his 1982 prize
to funding his seminars and conferences for evangelists in underdeveloped nations.
The first Australian winner was
Prof Charles Birch, a biologist from
the University of Sydney who, ironically, received more press coverage
when his cat fell from an 11th floor
window and survived unscathed, than
he did from winning the Templeton.
Cardinal Suenens of Brussels received the award in 1976 ‘for providing enlightened discourse on the
Charismatic Renewal Movement,
eliminating misperceptions among
skeptics and offering sensitive guidance to followers’.
Last year’s winner was the Rev Dr
John C Polkinghorne, Professor of
Mathematical Physics at the University of Cambridge. He was inducted
into the Royal Society at 44 (nullius
in verba) and shortly thereafter he
became an Anglican minister. His
efforts in the years since have been
directed towards bridging the worlds
of science and religion.
In 2000 the American physicist/

mathematician, Freeman Dyson, won
the award for bridging the gap between religion and science (see the
Skeptic 20:3) and the year before that,
Ian Barbour an American college professor won in recognition of his efforts
to create a dialogue between the
worlds of science and religion. Prof
Paul Davies won it in 1995 and collected the award in Westminster Abbey. The award was given to him ‘in
recognition of his wide ranging enquiries into the workings of the universe that breach the barrier between
science and religion’. He used the
prize money to pursue his research.
Benedictine monk, Professor
Stanley Jaki (who had taken a vow of
poverty) won the 1987 Prize for investigations into the relationship of science, culture and faith. Another winner, Carl von Weizsacker, was
honoured for his efforts to initiate a
dialogue between the academic disciplines of natural science and religion.
It sounds like progress in religion
is being interpreted to mean finding a
commonality between science and
religion.
Some of the judges, past or
present, of the Templeton Prize are
eminent people, who are either senior and strongly contributing members of religious institutions or
highly regarded scientists or, in
some cases, both. Some aren’t either.
On the list of previous judges are
names like President George Bush
(pere) the Dalai Lama, Prof Paul
Davies, the Rev Canon Prof Arthur
Peacocke, Mrs Anwar Sadat, Baroness Thatcher and the Prince of
Wales. Many of the people listed as
judges would perhaps qualify to be
nominated for the award themselves.
It is difficult to see exactly how the
winners of the prize are meeting the
objectives. It seems that so many of
the recipients have been trying to
create commonality between religion
and science, which is a long way from
progress towards spiritual realities.

Defining religion
Any religion needs three basic things:
some record or book of laws, a deity or
deities and a human interpreter of the
rules. Together these things often

serve to establish a human culture as
well as a religion. It isn’t acceptable to
question the basic tenets of the rule
book. In fact, a defining principle of
religion is that its followers have faith
in its beliefs and don’t question them.
Progress in religion is really a contradiction in terms, since religion isn’t
supposed to evolve and individuals
are actively discouraged from
reinventing it. Indeed, being responsible for any progress in religion has
probably caused an inquisition or two
before now.
Science, on the other hand, is based
on observation of occurrences. In science, you question more, rather than
question less. It’s difficult to see much
commonality. Science doesn’t get into
the murky waters of addressing religious questions, nor can a spiritual
belief be tested using any scientific
methods. Even if a scientist were to
say “I accept Newton’s second law as a
matter of faith” that wouldn’t turn
science into a religion. Conversely, if a
minister were to abide by observations, that wouldn’t make religion a
science. The Skeptical Enquirer has
many good articles on the topic.

Opposition
Christian fundamentalists (Creationists) haven’t been too impressed
with some of the Templeton Prize
winners. They seem to interpret the
term “progress in religion” to mean
furthering the study and worship of
God and they have regarded the
views of some of the recipients to be
detrimental to their idea of Christianity, even though the Templeton
Prize isn’t limited to members of the
Christian religion.
Too many of the recipients have
publicly stated their belief in evolution. Freeman Dyson is a self confessed agnostic. He claimed that God
must be impotent, because he hadn’t
done anything to stop famine, disease and suffering. The fundamentalists would rather think of God as
all powerful and all loving.

Historical matters

A wider universe demands deeper
awareness of the aspects of the Creator and of spiritual resources available for humankind
This resonates like 17th century
alchemy, where the alchemist was like
a spirit medium, channelling the
hand of god and allowing the spirit to
mutate matter.
Isaac Newton was a 17th century
alchemist as well as being the inventor of the high school physics lesson.
One of the reasons I find any study of
Newton so compelling is that of course
he was also the author of the
Principia, which is regarded as a
work of standard science. Newton was
always keen to unite disparate fields
of study. It is believed that Newton
produced more than twice as many
pages with alchemical content in the
period just before the publication of
the Principia, than he did at any
other time.
In Newton’s mind there clearly
wasn’t a line between what is now
regarded as standard science and
what is now regarded, perhaps, as
historical fantasy. Newton was trying
to understand the mind of the creator
and if he had to recreate the creation
in a test tube to do it, then so be it.
There’s even a story (which can’t be
verified) that Newton blew the roof off
one of the buildings at Trinity College,
Cambridge in the late 1600s, while
doing alchemical experiments. This
mythical experiment probably resulted in the development of the calculus as well as being the origin of
modern Occupational Health and
Safety.
Newton should have won the
Templeton Prize.

References
White T (1998) Isaac Newton the Last
Sorcerer
The Skeptical Enquirer March 2002 The
Foundations of Newton’s Alchemy
Faurel, Flood (1988) Let Newton Be
James Gleick (1994) Genius The Life and
Science of Richard Feynman. (This book
hasn’t got anything to do with the above
article. I just thought it was a good book.)

The aims of the Templeton prize
include:
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The Good Word

Word Play
Trawling the fringes for
abuse of language

Linguist Mark Newbrook writes a regular
column from his hideaway in the Wirral,
deep in the English outback.
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words). But historical linguists have
of late realised that grammar is ofAn article in Nature reporting a new
ten an even more useful measure of
and sophisticated cladistic analysis
relatedness between languages. And
of the diversification of the Indoa grammatical analysis of the known
European languages (Nov 27, 03)
data would certainly locate Hittite
drew unusual amounts of press atfurther from the source than they
tention. The authors, Russell D Gray
propose. By the date of the main
and Quentin D Atkinson, are psycorpus of texts, the language had
chologists at Auckland Uni but have
innovated considerably from what is
clearly informed themselves well on
reconstructed for PIE grammar,
linguistics and on other relevant
eliminating or replacing many key
subjects. Summaries in the popular
features.
press suggested a naïve acceptance
Linguists have not spurned or
of some outdated methodologies, but
disparaged the paper in Nature (it is
the paper itself is in fact impresmuch too good for that); but neither
sively critical on this front.
have they rushed to accept all its
The focus is entirely on matters
conclusions. Gray & Atkinson have
internal to IE and very largely on
received some positive feedback and
known cognates; the vexed question
they have rebutted some criticisms
of deeper-time relationships with
quite persuasively; but the above
other language families does not
point remains to be resolved, as do
arise. Gray & Atkinson interpret the
some other worries.
results as locating Proto-Indo-European (the posited ancestor language
Yahoo meets Glozel
of IE) in Anatolia c 6,500 BCE as
‘Bengt’
on
Yahoo (see last time) evenopposed to the other main theory
tually
became
more specific, promotplacing it on the Asian steppes
ing
not
only
oddly
conceptualised
c 4,000 BCE; this arises from their
analyses
of
Sumerian
as at least a
finding that among the known anregional
Ursprache
(well,
what a
cient IE languages Hittite is closest
surprise!)
but
also
a
revival
of the
to PIE. But here lurks the largest
idea
that
the
tablets
found
at
the
objection that linguists will raise to
highly
controversial
French
site
of
this analysis. Gray & Atkinson, like
Glozel
are
genuine
after
all
—
and
most non-linguists, worked very
largely with vocabulary (specifically, that the signs on them represent
genuine script.
with the phonological forms of

The Nature of languages

When studied by different methods, the artefacts from Glozel yield
wildly different and often quite implausible dates, and the consensus
(apart from a few French thinkers,
most of them nationalistically motivated) has long been that the site is
a hoax. In any case, the symbols do
not pattern like a script.
But Bengt rejects both of these
views and treats the Glozel tablets
as genuine, very ancient texts. He
relates them to similar inscribed
material on ‘Azillian’ artefacts. If
this really were linguistic it would
perhaps double the known age of
writing; but like abstract Australian
rock art it is generally considered
‘symbolic but not linguistic’ (stylised
ideograms and such with no representation of linguistic structures).
On the same group (and others),
‘Dave’ continues on his merry way. I
gave up on the group in the end, but
my spies reported that his ideas
were becoming stranger and
stranger and I had a little more contact with him in another forum. He
proposes grotesque reinterpretations
of the representations of Hebrew/
Aramaic names in New Testament
Greek, notably by denying the identity of a Greek grammatical ending
that one learns in the first week. He
claims these and other misconstrued
(or at least weak) points as evidence
that ancient Hebrew was pronounced and structured quite otherwise than is normally believed. He
continues to misinterpret and thus
to misjudge the work of mainstream
theoretical historical linguists (notably that of Nichols, who would assuredly reject his views). And he forges
ahead with his re-decipherment of
Egyptian as very close to Hebrew
and to a recent Ursprache, denying
that Egyptologists have any relevant
expertise. On the other hand, he
shows only limited enthusiasm for
preparing papers on his ideas which
I could reasonably ask Nichols or
other scholars to read.

Talking to water
Irene Pepperberg thinks parrots can
understand the structures of human
languages; John Lilly thought dol-

phins could. Well, maybe! But
Masaru Emoto thinks water can! It
can react to unspoken thoughts as
well! (Some think dolphins can too;
see Eris Andrys in Fortean Times
174, where Lilly ‘meets’ Tompkins
and Schwartz.) This is all to do with
‘vibrational medicine’ and (guess!)
homoeopathy! See www.aiis.com.au/
Message%20from%20the%20Water.htm.
But where is the extraordinary evidence? A 3-hour promotional event at
a uni (!) in Melbourne on 2 August,
2003 cost $50 per head. Did anybody
go at that price, and, if so, what can
they report?

Phone or phoneme?
It is not uncommon for nutters to
think they know more about linguistics than they do, but in an arguably
less alarming way this is also true of
more mainstream writers. Science
fiction and fantasy authors who
bring language matters into their
themes often mangle the specifics.
(Suzette Elgin, who is herself a linguist, is an obvious current exception; an earlier exception was, of
course, JRR Tolkien.) There is a book
on linguistics in sf and a few articles
(one by me remains unpublished).
See also below.
Commentators in the popular
broadsheets — and sometimes even
their qualified non-linguist sources
— make similar mistakes. A favoured locus for these is the term
phoneme, which adds a technical air
to discussions of pronunciation.
Some take it to mean just ‘speech
sound’ (in fact these are technically
called phones), others ‘sequence of
speech sounds’ or even ‘word’; I have
on file recent cases of all interpretations. Well, no, and often crucially
no. Do not assume that a non-linguist who uses this term has got it
right!

Sign to your baby?
Other recent newspaper reports,
drawing more directly from informed
scholarly sources, refer to the practice of teaching signing (British Sign
Language etc) to babies. This allegedly improves cognitive development
in the longer term and routine com-

munication in the shorter. It is certainly known that the cognitive abilities of babies are considerably
greater than was once believed, but
these particular claims are controversial. However, they are not patently wrong, and this is a serious
debate which is being conducted
largely by properly qualified scholars
(with certain views being more typical of each of the various relevant
disciplines).

Much as one hesitates…
I have referred to linguisticallytrained opponents of Chomsky,
whose reputation in the non-linguistic world exceeds his status within it
(great as that is). Now and then a
non-linguist takes Chomsky on, in
much the way that previously discussed figures such as Amorey
Gethin take on linguistics as a
whole. These are often literature
scholars; even those who can accept
the scientific rigour which linguistics
brings to its subject matter (as some
cannot) are often disturbed by the
algorithmic, quasi-mathematical
look of Chomsky’s formalism. They
may also be upset by his relatively
unambitious and arguably unimaginative treatment of semantics (linguistic meaning). So too are some of
Chomsky’s professional critics such
as Geoffrey Sampson; but they are
on their home turf and make out
good cases.
I hold no brief for Chomskyans —
but there is no point in overstating
the case against them, ignoring their
strengths or attacking straw men.
One recent critic from a non-linguistic background is David Kozubei; he
works in a roughly Sampsonian direction, but almost inevitably he gets
things wrong. Notably, he attributes
all linguistic constraints to context.
He seems to think that if a sequence
of words can be interpreted as grammatically and semantically feasible
in any way whatsoever — however
contrived and however remote in
meaning from the sequences with
which it is being compared — this
disallows Chomskyans from identifying it as grammatically anomalous
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and from arriving at any generalisations on that basis.
For instance, he rejects the
Chomskyan identification of Apples
harvest as grammatically and semantically anomalous by comparison
with non-anomalous sequences (sentences etc) such as Harvest apples.
His interpretations involve eg, ‘Some
apples harvest/get [what they deserve]’. But even if the sequence is
accepted as feasible with this sense
(and not all English-speakers would
accept it, especially in respect of the
grammar), this is scarcely relevant
to the issue at hand, which is the
grammatical behaviour of the normal verb HARVEST and the semantics of associated nouns. Kozubei
goes on to claim/imply (surely
wrongly) that foreign learners’ errors
are all semantically/contextually
based; they do not involve grammar.
In places he allows words to be
‘mentioned’ rather than ‘used’ (a
good distinction which we owe to the
philosophers!) in order to make a
sequence work (‘General it consists
stringing’ makes no sense). Once you
do this you can redefine almost any
sequence as grammatical and meaningful. This is rather like the repeated mentioning of had, coupled
with Had used as a name (another
dodge), in the celebrated spoof sentence Where John had had ‘had’,
Had had had ‘had had’. (Yet another dodge is citing a sequence
which is not a construction, eg, is is
as in What this is is unclear.)
Like Gethin, Kozubei is moving
towards a model of language which
will include only a minimal grammar
and in consequence will fail to capture many key facts. This will be
rejected by non-Chomskyans as well
as Chomskyans. Kozubei has seen
some good points and has pushed
them too far, like many on the fringe
and near it (remember Merritt
Ruhlen?). For his material, see
davidkozubei.com/chomsky.html.

Look back in time! (And listen!)
(Apologies to Kylie!)
See recent issues of Fortean Times
and Skeptical Inquirer on the case of
the Chronovisor, a mid-C20 inven-
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tion which allegedly allowed observation (not participation) of past
events (a common theme in sf!). The
key book (by Peter Krassa, who once
wrote a largely positive biography of
Erich von Daniken) appeared a
while ago but the matter blew up
again in 2003. An important piece of
evidence involved a lengthy, previously unrecorded passage in Latin,
around 10% of a play of which we
know but which is largely lost. However, the text has been examined by
a classical scholar, and there are
anachronisms. In addition, the clustering in this passage of a high proportion of the surviving minor fragments is suspicious. Without better
evidence, this must be the verdict on
the entire story as well (although if
it is a hoax someone proficient in
Latin went to a lot of trouble!).

Birds and serpents
Some readers may remember Ross
Hamilton and his theories about how
the Great Serpent Mound (Ohio) is
connected with the Greek alphabet. I
reviewed this book on Amazon.com.
Later I noticed that a fellow reviewer was proclaiming that Hamilton’s account would have been improved by a reference to the
‘Language of the Birds’ as promoted
by William Henry. Henry has a site
at www.williamhenry.net/
ebooks.htm#lob. He says: ‘Are you
ready to take a leap in spiritual consciousness? For centuries an idea
has existed that there once was a
language, or a particular word [eh?],
which perfectly expressed the nature
of things. This language, called the
Language of the Birds, was spoken
in the Garden of Eden, but was lost.
King Solomon recovered it. He used
it to become immensely wise and
wealthy. The alchemists, Mozart and
Jules Verne all used it and preserved
its secrets. Surprisingly, so too did
Jesus.’ Etc. Hmm! See his other
material as well, if you enjoy such
stuff

The Greeks and the Qabalah
A more reasonable proposal is promoted in a 1999 book by the New
Zealand classics graduate Kieren

Barry, who believes that the Hebrew
system of gematria, the Qabalah, in
fact had its origins in Greek. While
this idea would upset some
Hebraicentrists and is certainly not
the accepted scholarly view, it is not
ridiculous. There was plenty of cultural influence between the two civilisations (some of it mediated by the
Phoenicians); at certain periods and
in some respects the principal direction of influence was from the
Greeks to the Hebrews.
Barry makes out a fair case for his
specific claim. It does have to be
said, however, that some of Barry’s
discussion is rather approximate and
even inaccurate. For instance: the
term pictographic is used too loosely,
and Barry also assumes the superiority of alphabets in a naively amateur-sounding way (and even fails to
identify as such the syllabaries he
discusses). In addition he agrees
with Joscelyn Godwin in finding
significance in the ‘seven vowels’ of
Greek, although Greek had seven
vowels only in writing (but, to be
fair, the ancient thinkers involved in
all this may have focused on the
spelling so much that they too ignored the evidence of the spoken
usage or judged it irrelevant, as was
common before linguistics began).

Talking to aliens again
Gary Anthony and I continue to examine claims about alien languages
(as per Mary Rodwell et al.). We are
also interested in discussions of linguistic issues in the world of SETI;
Gary hunts these out. Of course,
there have been many fictional treatments of this theme; one famous one
is in ‘Omnilingual’ by H Beam Piper.
See also below. But note my comment above on the frequency of error. Most unfortunately, the lack of
linguistic expertise extends to much
of the non-fictional literature in this
area. One recent body of work is by
John Elliott at Leeds University in
the UK (see www.nidsci.org/
essaycomp/jelliott.html).
Elliott is a rather odd figure. He
has worked quite extensively in computational linguistics, and (although
comp linguists are an odd bunch

generally and often know too little
general linguistics) this would suggest he should have some competence. And he does know of relevant
principles such as ‘Zipf ’s Law’
(though linguists are cautious about
extrapolating too far from such principles). But his references to linguistics books are at a rather basic level
only, and his program appears overoptimistic and inadequately informed by the vast literature on
grammatical typology. He talks as if
this hardly exists and seems to believe that phonological information
alone can reveal grammatical patterns, which no linguist known to me
would accept or even think plausible.
He also makes various naive and/or
wrong statements. Eg: he does not (it
seems) distinguish adequately between languages and systems of
communication more generally; in
this context, in his discussion of bird
communication he totally misinterprets the key structural notion of
duality (I am assuming that he is not
erring further by including here confusion between birds’ ability to
mimic and real language-learning, or
uncritically following Pepperberg
and such); he assumes a strong interpretation of dolphin activity in
this area; and he repeatedly confuses
scripts and phoneme systems, or
rather naively thinks in terms of the
former (especially where he refers to
Latin). There are certainly serious
problems with this work as it stands,
for all the apparently impressive
material from his own area of specialisation (which others would have
to assess).
Elliott is by no means alone.
Other material has been produced by
Anthony Judge and Allen Tough;
their sites are linked and are at
laetusinpraesens.org/docs/alien.php
and www.ieti.org/who.html respectively. The material is very interesting but as usual there is too little
focus on the linguistic issues and too
little linguistic expertise is found in
the relevant teams of scholars. But
Judge does have a link to Justin
Rye’s survey of sf languages
(www.xibalba.demon.co.uk/jbr/
lingo.html). Rye in turn has links to

non-fictional and allegedly non-fictional proposals near the fringe of
the SETI world. He is linguistically
well informed, although at times he
is covertly contentious. He also
writes intelligently on artificial languages such as Esperanto and on
arguments surrounding spelling
reform.
The former USSR took linguistics
very seriously in this respect. Linguistics graduates were trained to
learn and analyse the most unusual
human languages which could be
found, with a view to possible future
contact with ETI.

Letters from America
My American contact Gary Goldberg
sends me links and references for
many interesting cases. Recently,
these have included the following:
(a) Eli Abir claims to have arrived at
an algorithmic means of determining and expressing linguistic context in such a way that machine
translation can be completely reliable. His method as described is
only a numerical expansion of existing methods, but if it is technically
feasible it will indeed increase levels
of reliability (though perhaps not as
much as is suggested). Where Abir
apparently does go over the top is in
claiming that this work will revolutionise linguistic theory itself. He
also seems to adhere to extreme and
quasi-mystical worldviews.
(b) One Harvey Kipper has advanced yet another diffusionist proposal: as usual, unsystematic,
superficial linguistic similarities
(combined with other evidence,
mostly dubious — including Mark
McMenamin’s mini-maps on coins)
supposedly demonstrate not only
the deep-time dispersion which
must have happened by some means
but also a global civilisation in more
recent but still very ancient times.
Again, no (as we have tried to explain).
(c) A more scholarly proposal comes
from Dan Willmore, who seems to
know his genetics and his
palaeoanthropology pretty well (as

far as I can judge) but has been
influenced by the near-fringe and
the ‘lumpers’ in respect of linguistics. He thinks that the overall evidence shows that there was just one
Proto-World and that it can be reconstructed in part; he is also sure
that Neanderthals spoke. Willmore
can cite John McWhorter (discussed
in these pages) as an ally in respect
of some of this. But most linguists
currently believe that caution is
advisable on all these fronts.
Willmore’s specific examples (the
main one involves ‘clicks’) are interesting but not as convincing as he
suggests. And he seems to believe
(very oddly) that ‘imagination’ is
somehow involved even in phonological change. However, one can
have a reasonable discussion with
him.
(d) A Japanese manufacturer is
producing devices which will allegedly translate ‘dog speak’ (so far, not
‘cat speak’) into English (or Japanese, if you prefer). The vendors are
not claiming that dogs have phonology or syntax! The translations are
of unanalysed ‘blocks’ (barks?) of
utterance — and only six types are
recognised. But surely attentive
owners soon become able to interpret their pets at that level of ‘detail’? Some people clearly have too
much money!

Egyptian re-deciphered, again!
As noted above, ‘Dave’, one of the
non-standard historical linguists
who are active on Yahoo groups, believes that the standard C19-20 decipherment of Egyptian is mistaken. I
suggested that he was on his own.
Looking for support, he found a site
(rather reminiscent of Ann Walker’s
Egyptian sources but further developed) produced by one Tarek Abdel.
Abdel’s English is very strange (he
should employ a translator), but his
case is intelligible to a degree,
though not at all persuasive. For a
start, he does not seem to understand established methods: he believes that the original decipherer
Champollion and his successors were
merely guessing and often guessed
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wrong. As my Liverpool Uni colleague pointed out in commenting on
‘Dave’, if this is so, it is odd that
newly-found texts are regularly deciphered on the basis of the established decipherment, with few
anomalies persistently resisting
analysis. But Abdel (like so many)
has other weird notions as well, involving alchemy and the building of
the Giza Pyramids (no?!). Mercifully,
he is unlikely to be taken very seriously. See tarek1.4t.com/estart.htm.
Incidentally, another Liverpool
Uni scholar has been a leading critic
of David Rohl. Indeed, Rohl attributes all rejection of his views to
baleful influence from this quarter.
Well, not quite! For instance, I criticised his treatment of Sumerian in
these pages, and at that time I had
not read this Liverpool material.

Of another Bengt!
An author called Bengt Sage, unfortunately an Australian, thinks he
can do linguistics and writes for the
Institute for Creation Research
(www.icr.org/pubs/imp/imp083.htm). His approach to linguistics
is like that of Kipper and many others discussed earlier in these pages,
ie, invalid. Once again,
unsystematic, superficial linguistic
similarities supposedly prove, in this
case, the literal truth of Genesis,
notably the Noah’s Flood story.
Enough said. But if anyone cites this
kind of thing as a reason to accept
creationism, you all know what to
say now!

Oh, those Turks!
Polat Kaya re-surfaced on a Yahoo
group, pushing his theory that almost everything is deliberately distorted Turkish: utterly implausible
and contrary to huge volumes of
evidence, but difficult to disprove
decisively, given the amount of leeway he gives himself. Kaya became
angry when I challenged him to produce evidence, and his allies now
seem to regard an ethnic Turkish
linguist in Macedonia as a race-traitor for supporting me. The ‘evidence’
he did produce was merely further
assertion; he appears not even to
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understand what would count as
genuine evidence or argumentation.
And he repeatedly uses Greek in his
arguments, all the while revealing
that he does not even understand
how the Greek alphabet works, still
less the language itself.
Turkish linguistics has long suffered from crazy nationalistic ideas,
and if Kaya’s ideas really are perceived there as normal the situation
would seem to be unchanged. Of
course, there are several other writers of this kind: Ior Bock, Nyland,
Oak, White etc. Indeed, Nyland
eventually joined in on this group
(‘Kaya is wrong, because I am right’).
The two of them then started a ridiculous argument about which language, Turkish or Basque, was in
origin a deliberately corrupted form
of the other! (Of late I have been
exchanging comments with Nyland
in other forums.)

Link your words
For some time an interesting theory
has been going the rounds; a recent
version is presented at
www.unforgettablelanguages.com. It
is claimed that a word in a foreign
language can be learned very effectively by construing its equivalent
with a near-homophonous word of
your own language. For instance,
one learns Arabic samakh (‘fish’) by
thinking ‘smack a fish’. This does
seem to work for some people. I have
not seen any report on a controlled
study, and I will see if I can interest
the experts. (As often happens, the
authors of this specific site use outdated straw men to attack other
learning strategies, but that can be
ignored.)

A second Interglish
A new proposal for an English-based
auxiliary, ‘Unish’, has emerged from
a Korean source (like much unusual
material at present). It has a vocab
drawn from a range of languages.
But it is not always clear why a
given word was taken from the language in question; and, more importantly, the grammar is closely based
on that of English. There are many
salient Interglish-like

simplifications, but in some respects
(eg past tense used in remote conditions) even the more obviously arbitrary features of English are retained. This rather runs against a
major justification offered for the
proposal: the need to counter the
overwhelming advantage of native
speakers of English in today’s world.
And the problems which would
handicap Interglish apply here as
well. In addition, Unish is very short
on subordinate clauses; this leads to
‘parataxis’, jerky bursts of short sentences, overtly connected in minimal
ways if at all. See www.unish.org.

English itself re-interpreted
A recent piece in FT was a review of
the 2002 book The History Of Britain
Revealed, by MJ Harper, who often
promotes non-standard historical
theories. In this book, he presents
the astounding view that Modern
English, while related to Old English, is not descended from it (and
that Middle English thus did not
exist except as a highly artificial
literary variety); that Modern English has existed since ancient times,
when it was current across Western
Europe, and is indeed the ancestor of
most modern western European languages, including the Romance languages; that Latin was thus NOT
the ancestor of these languages and
was in fact invented; and that the
vast majority of etymologies given
for English words are therefore
wrong. Sally Thomason and I are
working on a review; watch this
space!

Adventure

Finding Ed
the Skeptic
An intrepid investigator goes
to great depths to find
another Skeptic

Ian Bryce, engineer, explorer and rocket
scientist (yes, really) is a member of the NSW
committee. No animals were harmed in
making his hat.

The lengths we go to, to find those
dear to us. A fish searching the
oceans in Finding Nemo; secret
handshakes so that Freemasons can
recognise fellow members in distant
lands. How far would you go to find a
fellow Skeptic?
Let me tell you a tale. You might
have heard of The Cave Clan — they
can perhaps be described as neotroglodytes and adventurers, who,
with the encroachment of civilisation, have adapted their activities to
the Built Environment. Like possums adapting to back yards. Where
once our ancestors explored
undergound streams, now we turn to
drains. Unable to find labyrinths, we
explore abandoned factories. With
the decline of trees, we climb towers
and chimneys. Instead of sliding
down waterfalls, we jump from
bridges.
For example, in Sydney there is a
derelict incinerator facility in Waterloo — a big cubic windowless building with tall chimney (clearly visible
from Botany Road). Closed in 1996,
it was left virtually intact.
Far too good to go to waste, the
Clan renamed it ‘Rator’ and were
able to put it to use. Imagine explor-

ing a huge industrial plant like
where the final battles of Terminator
movies take place. Steep metal stairs
and grid-floored walkways, surrounding furnaces and blowers, amid
a mesh of chutes, pipes, wiring and
conveyors. For several years, it was
(I am told) possible to start some of
the machinery and drive the enormous cranes. Now the power has
been disconnected, and it is explored
in the dark with head torches. What
an experience!
Some explorers climbed the chimney. This was quite a feat because
the safety cage around the ladder
was locked off at the bottom, so it
was necessary to climb the back side
of the ladder — outside of the safety
cage!
Some people imagine Urban Exploration as their worst nightmare,
while others find it compelling. In
Sydney, a girl, coming home from
shopping at dusk, saw darkly clad
figures disappearing down a manhole. On being told it was the Cave
Clan, she said “Fantastic! Can I join
you?” So she completed her first
Expo in street clothes and without a
torch. She was tagged “Spur”, for
joining on the spur of the moment.
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Finding Ed
You have probably gathered that Clannies refer to
each other by nicknames or
“tags”, such as Predator,
Trioxide, Siologen, Ogre,
Hatchet, Gilligan etc.
Sometimes they are self
chosen, reflecting perhaps
what the member might
like to be in a fantasy, or
they may be conferred by
team mates.
Imagine, if you will,
climbing down 20 metres of
vertical shaft on rusty ladders, to get into the huge
drain system under
Waverly called Fortress.
You are now walking in a
procession of Clannies in
total darkness, except for a
trail of glowing coloured straws (as
they sell at shows) laid down by the
leader. Accompanied by the haunting
sounds of a flute, which someone has
brought along. And all speech is
weirdly distorted by the extreme acoustics of a drain pipe.

The author asks a local for directions
quite clean and odourless, although
you will often get wet feet or legs.
Not being a civil engineer, I had
not learned about stormwater control. I was surprised to learn that

Exploring farther afield
Having explored one’s home
town, an interstate trip is
taken as an opportunity to
meet up with local Clannies
and hopefully join an Expo
(expedition). So it was that last
December, a small group went
into “The Maze”, led by “JC” of
the Melbourne clan. This is a
stormwater drain, so called
due to its complex plan, with
several loops (most drains have
a simple tree structure, with
pipes joining and getting larger
as they flow downstream).
We entered the stormwater
drain at an open section,
quickly went underground, and
first walked downstream to its
outlet at the Yarra River. Then
we turned upstream, taking a
different branch, negotiating
several ladders at waterfalls.
Note that household waste
and sewage go into an entirely
separate system, not usually
visited even by Clannies!
Stormwater drains are usually
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John August, Clannie from Sydney, ascending a
ladder at a waterfall in “The Maze”

sometimes they build two
or three parallel tunnels,
with a diverter system such
that all water flows in the
first until its capacity is
reached, then it overflows
to the second and so on.
This helps avoids slow
flows which deposit sediment.
When the rain is so
heavy that all tunnels are
fully loaded, the water level
rises over a barrier and
flows out a grill into a “retarding basin”. This is usually a specially landscaped
local park or sportsground.
When rain abates, the water can flow back into the
drain system. Thus, flooding of streets is cleverly avoided. If
you see some faces looking out from
such a grill, you will know why.
It is prudent to notice possible
escape routes, because safe entry
and exit points are few. Imagine climbing up a ladder, trying to lift a cast iron manhole
with your shoulder, and then
seeing a 40 ton truck bearing
down on you…
You get to know the different types of drain engineering.
Shallow sections were often
made by open cut, rectangular,
with a flat slab roof. Deep
sections were made by tunnelling. Modern ones mostly have
a simple round concrete lining,
and the best way to walk and
keep your feet dryish is: 3
steps on the left then 3 on the
right. Some historic drains
have thousands of red bricks
laid by hand — the lower section can be badly eroded and
hazardous to walk on. The
most interesting shape is “hot
air balloon”, with a vee at the
bottom to keep the water
speed up — also difficult to
walk on.
On our Melbourne expo in
“The Maze”, JC had previously
done a section of this drain on
a “torchless expo”, which is
navigated entirely by feel! A

helmet is a must. And a good
memory for layout.
We came across a rat that
ran ahead of us for about
200m, until stopping from exhaustion and trying to climb
the wall. He did not seem
scared, perhaps he only saw
flashing lights and echoing
noises. I was tempted to
stroke him…
…until later when I read an
article in Nature Australia by
Steve Van Dyke of the Queensland Museum. He describes an
encounter with a cornered
sewer rat:
For whatever reason, the rat let
out a screech and leapt at my
brother’s face. But… it was
stopped in mid flight by his
quick left block. All was not
lost, however, for the rat found
a mark and latched onto the
knuckle of his thumb. And
there, with its infectious-looking yellow teeth buried to the
bone, it dangled like a mouldy
chorizo sausage in a deli window…
As we moved upstream, the
tunnels got progressively
smaller and lower. At a junction, evidently as far as many
visitors get, there was a graffiti wall where many had written their tag. And there I
found “Ed the Skeptic” — one
of six who had visited there
only 3 days earlier!
So if you read this Ed, drop
me a line! Our Expo was all
Skeptics or supporters too.

Ed the Skeptic and his team had visited only 3
days before.

And look out for my tag “Perigee”, which as every
space engineer knows, is the
“lowest point in my orbit”.
The wall also advised that
to proceed further was
“hardcore”, meaning extremely demanding. So we
pressed on, the roof closing to
960 mm for perhaps 200 m,
requiring some difficult means
of locomotion. We finally
reached our goal — a cavity
where you can stand up and
look out of a street drain onto
busy Camberwell Junction!
What sport to harangue the
passers by. To shine a torch at
drivers stopped at the lights,
watch their puzzlement, and
then tell them about the Cave
Clan. And to ask pedestrians
for a smoke, where they can
hear you clearly but can’t see
anyone, and then explain that
you have been rendered invisible by an evil sorcerer.
Then it was back to the
nearest exit, a quick snack
(definitely takeaway), and
above-ground back to the car.
We had travelled about 5 km
below ground and 3 km above
ground, in about 4 hours.
It must be stressed that “Ed the
Skeptic” is not in any way related
to “the Ed OF the Skeptic”, who
might be mad, but is not nearly
mad enough to go traipsing around
in storm water drains. Ed

Passers-by amazed by apparitions in a drain.

Annual Convention Sydney
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Watch our web site for details
www.skeptics.com.au
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Investigation

Newspaper Horoscopes:

Who Wants Them?
Do astrology columns boost
readership? The facts say
otherwise.

As the title of this piece suggests
this article is about newspaper horoscopes, those daily catch-all predictions where every single one of the
predictions could be interpreted as
applying equally well to you as the
one that’s really supposed to be
yours. I’m going to start by making a
few observations about astrology and
the reaction to research into astrology that was presented in a recent
issue of the Skeptic. After that I will
present the results of a little survey,
or market research, about the impact of newspapers running astrology columns on the likelihood people
would purchase a paper.

Where Astrology Comes From and
Where it Should Go.

Guy Curtis is an Associate Lecturer in
Psychology at UWS. His regular research
examines mood-related and other biases in
judgments, but he conducts occasional
surveys out of personal curiosity.
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The basic conceptual basis of astrology is that celestial bodies that are
visible to the naked eye, in certain
parts of the sky in a certain part of
the world at the time a person was
born, and where those and other
celestial bodies are now, can be used
as a basis for assessing personality
and predicting the future.
Intelligent observers of such a
claim, who hadn’t been indoctrinated
into a culture where such claims had
widespread acceptance as common
knowledge, would certainly be left
scratching their heads wondering
how such a connection could possibly

be true. Physically, the connection
may be something to do with light or
gravity. Sure the Moon effects tides,
but one would be making a sweeping
generalization to think that far more
distant celestial objects would affect
human affairs like love and finance
in the way the Moon influences
larger bodies of water. The gravitational effects and light that come
from the Sun and Moon are much
stronger than from any distant star,
yet these don’t seem to be as important to astrologers, particularly
those who write the daily newspaper
type predictions, as far off stars and
planets.
Astrologers have their own arguments that they commonly use to
defend and promote their craft. I’ll
list some of these and note how they
are logically questionable.

Argument 1
Astrology has a long history. Astrology was practised in Ancient Rome,
Egypt, China, India, and by ancient
South American cultures. Having a
long history must mean there’s something good about it, otherwise it
wouldn’t have lasted this long,
right?
Here’s our first logical fallacy,
argumentum ad antiquitam, the
fallacy that something is good simply

because it is old. Malaria has been
besetting human beings for a long
time now; does anyone want to argue
that it’s a good thing?

can tell you about astrology; outsiders aren’t qualified to judge it.

The logical fallacy here is
argumentum ad numeram — the
more people who believe something,
the more likely it is to be true. Prior
to the recent war more than half the
US population believed there were
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq,
but even majority agreement with a
belief does not guarantee its validity.
The whole population of Europe once
believed the Church’s assertion that
the Sun revolved around the Earth,
now only some hard-core creationists
and naïve children will still say they
believe that.

While we’re at it, let’s let qualified
educators chose which schools we
send our kids to, let coffee manufactures pick which brand each of us is
allocated to drink with our black
forest cake, and let’s repeal laws
against murder because only murderers are qualified to judge whether
it’s a worthwhile practice. For astrologers to fall back to a special
pleadings position, that only astrologers can judge astrology, is as silly as
only letting murderers decide on the
acceptability of murder. You do not
have to do something to be able to
judge it; if that was the case only the
unhealthy doctors and the mad psychologists would be any good at their
jobs. As the following list of “Problems in the Stars” from an introductory psychology textbook demonstrates, there are some good reasons
to think that astrology is not a conceptually well-grounded system of
knowledge.

Argument 3

Problems in the Stars

Of all the people who have believed
in astrology some of them have been
famous, smart, or both. Thus, if
some great leaders and scholars
have believed in astrology there
must be some truth to it.

1.
The zodiac has shifted in the
sky one full constellation since astrology was first set up. However, most
astrologers simply ignore this shift.
(In other words if astrology calls you
a Scorpio you are really a Libra, and
so forth).

Argument 2
The list of cultures where astrology
has found acceptance at various
points in history shows that lots of
people believe in it, which should be
taken as evidence of its validity.

Again, this argument is easily
related to a logical fallacy — the
appeal to authority or argumentum
ad verecundiam. There are a lot of
smart people and some famous ones
possibly reading this now who do not
believe in astrology. These people, I’d
imagine, have more access to modern
information about both astrology
and astronomy that were not available to figures in the past who were
believers.

Argument 4
Maybe these arguments for astrology
do commit logical errors, but, who
are we to judge? Perhaps, us logical
types should stay away from making
judgments about the efficacy of astrology and leave it to qualified astrologers. After all, only astrologers

2.
There is no connection between
the “compatibility” of couples’ astrological signs and their marriage and
divorce rates.
3.
Studies have found no connection between astrological signs and
leadership, physical characteristics,
career choices, or personality traits.
4.
The force of gravity exerted by
the obstetrician’s body at the moment
of birth is greater than that exerted
by the stars. Also, astrologers have
failed to explain why the moment of
birth is more important than the
moment of conception.
5.
A study of more than 3000 famous astrologers’ predictions found
that only a small percentage were
fulfilled. Their successful predictions

tended to be vague (“There will be a
tragedy somewhere in the east in the
spring”) or easily guessed from current events.
6.
If astrologers are asked to
match people with their horoscopes
they do not perform better than
chance (Kelly, 1999)
7.
Few astrologers have tried to
test astrology. Their results have been
just as negative as those obtained by
critics.
(Coon, 2001, p. 24)

The Persistence of Belief in the
Questionable
I have discussed problems with some
arguments used to defend and justify
astrology, and I have reproduced a
list of facts that seem to be contraindicative of the validity of astrology.
In the face of these poor arguments
and anti-astrology facts, belief in
astrology persists. In fact, when new
strong evidence is produced, believers still manage to believe.
Geoffrey Dean and Ivan Kelly’s
(2004) recent contribution to the
Skeptic outlining astrologers’ reactions to their paper published in the
Journal of Consciousness Studies,
provides an interesting example of
how beliefs persist in the face of
facts to the contrary. To quickly summarize Dean and Kelly’s (2003) findings from the JCS, “a large-scale test
of 2,101 persons born on average less
than 5 minutes apart found no hint
of the similarities in personality and
behaviour predicted by astrology”
(Dean & Kelly, 2004, p. 9). In addition, astrologers who claimed to use
psychic abilities in their readings
performed similarly to others who
did not (Dean & Kelly, 2003).
Dean and Kelly report that astrologers’ reactions to their research
results were, to say the least, closed
minded. Astrologers dismissed Dean
and Kelly’s finding based on a
number of spurious grounds, in some
cases they simply attacked the authors’ characters and motives. Recent research indicates that people
think information that confirms
their beliefs comes from more cred-
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ible sources than information that
the question came to me. This broad- editor or publisher who wants to
disconfirms their beliefs (Fragale &
sheet newspaper, a supposed bastion drop horoscopes this could mean an
increase in circulation, a decrease in
Heath, 2004). As such, it is not surof fact-checking and journalistic inprising that astrologers questioned
tegrity, had a third of a page devoted printing costs (dropping a third of a
page each day or replacing it with
Dean and Kelly’s credibility. Other
to the daily horoscopes. On seeing
advertising), and dropping one memastrologers did acknowledge Dean
this section I thought, “How can this
ber of staff from the payroll — which
and Kelly’s findings, but chose to
paper claim to endeavour to produce
would, no doubt, add up to a tidy
maintain their beliefs nonetheless,
a high standard of news reporting
sum.
and attack the credibility of the rewhen it devotes a substantial bit of
The survey results get more insearch and the way it was reported.
space to fiction portrayed as fact?
teresting
when we look at the breakIn a study by Lord, Ross, and
Really,” I thought, “the paper would
down
by
gender.
Ten percent of male
Lepper (1979), research participants
be more credible if it made a deliberrespondents
indicated
they’d be
who were either for or against capiate decision not to print this nonmore
likely
to
buy
newspapers
withtal punishment were presented with
sense. I wonder if other people feel
out
horoscopes,
compared
with
4.3%
studies whose results both supported the same way?” Which led me to my
of
female
respondents.
In
addition,
and contradicted their current beinternet survey question about
as the survey shows, fewer men than
liefs. Participants in this research
whether printing astrology columns
women said they never buy newspaspontaneously generated arguments
affects people’s newspaper purchase
pers. Thus, on average more men
against the studies that refuted their decisions. The question, the alternathan women buy newspapers and
current beliefs, such as questioning
tive answers, and participants’ rethus, more of the people who buy
the validity of these studies’ method- sponses are in the Table below.
newspapers would like to see horoology and results.
scopes omitted.
So, it is little wonder
However, disproportionIf a newspaper were to stop
astrology believers acately
more women than
printing daily astrology predicF (n=275) M (n=199) Tot (n=474)
cepted their own side’s
men
responded
to the surtions/horoscopes would you be…
case uncritically and
%
%
%
vey.
As
such,
given
a more
looked to tear down the
Much
more
likely
to
buy
it
2.3
7.0
4.4
representative
sample
of
opposition. But, the arguthe
people
who
buy
newsments Dean and Kelly
More likely to buy it
2.0
3.0
2.4
papers the percentages
report astrologers made
Decision
unaffected
75.4
76.9
76.0
who would prefer to buy
against their research are
newspapers without horoso weak that it seems
Less likely to buy it
4.7
2.5
3.7
scopes would likely be
astrologers really did not
Much less likely to buy it
1.6
0.5
1.1
higher in the overall sameven get as far as objecple than in this survey.
tively criticizing their
I don’t buy newspapers
14.1
10.1
12.3
While this is the response
methodology and results.
to
only
one
question a sample size of
Giving credit where it is due, their
474
is
not
too
shabby. However, I
research is far more elaborate, rigorWith
these
results
only
being
for
have
made
the
inference that a
ous, and comprehensive than the
one
question
I
don’t
want
to
make
newspaper
is
likely
to appear more
little survey I conducted recently.
too
much
from
too
little.
Nonethecredible
if
it
doesn’t
have a horoscope
Nonetheless, I hope the results of my
less,
the
results
look
quite
promissection,
which
would
be my reason
little survey are of interest to some
ing.
As
the
table
shows,
for
most
for
buying
a
newspaper
that doesn’t
readers.
respondents the inclusion or excluhave horoscopes. Others who resion of astrology columns in a newsAnd the Survey Says…
sponded to the survey saying they’d
paper would not affect their purbe more likely to buy a newspaper
Late last year I had the opportunity
chase decision. However, 4.8% would without horoscopes may have done
to pose one question, at no cost, to
be less likely to buy a newspaper
so for completely different reasons,
about 500 people on an internet suromitting horoscopes and 6.8% would
and this one-question survey can’t
vey website. I didn’t have any immebe more likely to buy a paper omittell us what those reasons may be.
diate ideas about what I should ask.
ting horoscopes. Given the number of As such, I think newspapers would
(Imagine that you could ask 500
people in the survey there would be
be well advised to conduct larger
people just one question and you
32 people more likely to buy a paper
scale market research of their own
want all their answers, what would
without horoscopes and 22 less
on this question, rather than acting
that question be?)
likely, a net gain of 10 people in 474.
on the results of mine. Nevertheless,
And then, as I was looking at a
A number that would be greatly init would seem worth their time to do
newspaper, widely regarded as one of
creased if applied to regular circulaso given the potential impacts on
the best and most reliable sources of
tion figures for most major Australtheir revenue and expenses that I
news and information in Australia,
ian newspapers. For any newspaper
mentioned above.
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Curiosity
Conclusion
From the weak arguments often
used to justify and defend astrology,
to the facts that don’t appear to support it, to the weak attack by astrologers on strong evidence against astrology (Dean & Kelly, 2003, 2004),
astrology seems to be on shaky
ground in claiming to be a valid and
respectable practice. As such, does it
seem sensible to include astrology
predictions as though they were factual in otherwise credible sources of
news? I don’t think so. The results of
my little survey suggest that more
people than not would prefer newspapers without a horoscope section.
Perhaps they think a newspaper
would be more credible without an
astrology column too.
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Note.
For a good guide to logical arguments
and fallacies try Carl Sagan’s Demon
Haunted World or http://www.infidels.org/
news/atheism/logic.html

Divers Deceased Deities
The next time anyone asks if you ‘believe in God’ you might care to refer to
this item to be found in The True Believers: Oddities and Curiosities of Religious Faith; Peter Bowler (Metheun Australia, 1986 ISBN 0 454 00986 0).

Sir Jim R Wallaby
H. L. Mencken’s List of Dead Gods
H. L. Mencken, in Selected Prejudices, gives a list of ‘dead gods’—that is, gods
who were once believed in, feared, honoured, worshipped, adored and venerated but, who now are no longer anyone’s god; at best, a relic of a past mythology—at worst, simply unknown. ‘They were gods of the highest standing and
dignity,’ says Mencken, ‘gods of civilised peoples—worshipped and believed in
by millions. All were theoretically omnipotent, omniscient and immortal. And
all are dead.’
Aa
Abil
Addu
Addu
Adeona
Adsalluta
Adsmerius
Ahijah
Aku
Albiorix
Allatu
Amon-Re
Amurru
Anath
Anu
Anubis
Apsu
Arianrod
Ashtoreth
Assur
Astarte
Axona
Baal
Belisama
Beltis
Beltu
Belus
Bile
Borvo
Caletos
Centeotl
Chalchihuitlicue
Cocidius
Consus
Cronos
Cunina

Dagan
Dagda
Dagon
Darmona
Dauke
Dea
Dia
Dervones
Deva
Diana
Dimmer
Dis
Drunemeton
Dumiatis
Dumu-zi-abzu
Ea
Edulia
El
Elali
Elum
En-Mersi
Engurra
Enki
Enurestu
Epona
Esus
Furrina
Gasan-abzu
Gasan-lil
Gazaga
Goibniu
Govannon
Grannos
Gunfled
Gwydion
Hadad

Huitzilopechtli
Isis
Istar
Isum
Iuno
Ixtlilton
Jupiter
Kaawanu
Kerridwen
Kuski-banda
Lagas
Ler
Leucitius
Llaw Gyffes
Lleu
Lugal-Amarada
Ma-banba-anna
Mami
Manawyddan
Marduk
Mars
Marzin
Meditrina
Melek
Memetona
Merodach
Mictlan
Mider
Mixcoatl
Moccos
Mogons
Moloch
Morrigu
Mu-ul-lil
Mullo
Mulu-hursang

Nebo
Nergal
Ni-zu
Nin
Nin-azu
Nin-lil-la
Nin-man
Nirig
Nuada
Nusku
Odin
Ogma
Ogmios
Ogyrvan
Ollovidius
Omacatl
Ops
Osiris
Persephone
Pluto
Potina
Ptah
Pwyll
Qarradu
Quitzalcoatl
Resheph
Rigantona
Robigus
Sahi
Samas
Saturn
Sebek
Shalem
Silvana
Sin
Sirtumu

Sokk-mimi
Statilinus
Sulius
Suqamunu
Sutehl
Tagad
Tammuz
Taranous
Tarves
Tezcatilpoca
Tialoc
Tilmun
Tlazolteol
U-dimmer-an-kia
U-ki
U-Mersi
U-sab-sib
U-Tin-dir-ki
U-urugal
Ubargisi
Ubilulu
Ueras
Ura-gala
Uxellimus
Vaticanus
Vediovis
Venus
Vesta
Vintios
Vitucadrus
Xichtecutli
Xipe
Yacatecutli
Yau
Zaraqu
Zer-panitu
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Indulgence

Time is
Out of Joint
or The Kneebone’s Connected to the Ore Body
A self-indulgent Editor would
like to tell you about his
operation

Barry Williams, who always wanted to be the
Man of Steel, settled for Knees of Titanium.
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Since last this journal reached you,
the Editor has undergone a procedure known as a bilateral
unicondylar hemiarthroplasty. Before that shocking news causes you
to swear off lacing your breakfast
cereal with gin in perpetuity, all it
means is that I had a partial surgical reconstruction of both my knees.
Titanium, no less. Much as I would
like to boast that my osial degeneracy was the legacy of a brilliant
sporting career or of a wound acquired during some gallant military
action, the truth resides elsewhere
— an inherited tendency towards
osteoarthritis.
Over many years, as my gait became ever more eccentric, a plethora
of well-wishers has offered me varieties of “alternative” (non-surgical)
treatments, guaranteed to free-up
the joints. The most intriguing of
these was an oily potion that smelled
like nothing so much as French
salad dressing. Ever the open
minded Skeptic, I tried rubbing it in,
but gave up when I noticed fruit flies
hovering around my trousers. Driven
by inherent cowardice, I might have
gone on for years becoming less and
less mobile, however I was finally
forced to grasp the nettle when I
noticed that little old ladies were
going out of their way to help me
across the street.

Forced into action, I finally acceded to the advice (or even insistence) of my GP (Dr Richard Gordon,
Physician, Gentleman, Skeptic,
Friend of the Working Girl, Golf Maniac and Purveyor By Appointment of
Learned Medical Advice to the Skeptical Hierarchy) and made an appointment to see an orthopaedic surgeon.
It wasn’t so much the thought of
the operation that threw me into a
moral funk — after all, joint replacement has had a fairly long and successful history — it was the fact that
I had not undergone a general anaesthetic since having my tonsils removed in the early 1940s. As this was
soon after the science of anaesthetics
had progressed from the ‘bottle of
rum and a leather strap between the
teeth’ stage, I was fairly confident
that things had improved in the interim, but try explaining that to your
subconscious.
Entering the consulting rooms of
the surgeon (whom I will not embarrass by naming here) for the first
time, I was reassured by noting that
his walls displayed photographs of
Rugby and Tennis greats of recent
times, but it was two photos of Don
Bradman in full flow, that convinced
me. Here clearly (as events were to
prove) was the right man for the job.

The nursing and ancillary staff
For someone like me who has long
and
the physiotherapists in both the
been an advocate of medical treathospital
and the rehabilitation hosment based on evidence and scientific
pital
where
I spent two weeks
principles, but whose personal underrelearning
how
to walk, were all
standing of the medical/hospital sysprofessional
and
friendly (and protem had also been ‘informed’ by horvided
evidence
of
what a truly
ror stories appearing in the yellow
multicultural
society
we have bemedia and the propaganda broadcast
come;
I
heard
accents
from all contiby shills for the “alternative medinents
during
my
recovery.)
They
cine” industry, reality came as a
were
always
careful
to
ascertain
my
pleasant surprise. I experienced no
identity
before
conducting
any
proceevidence of being patronised by overdure (“What’s your full name and
bearing doctors, being ignored by
date of birth?”) And the hospital food
overworked nurses, given the wrong
treatment, nor of having large surgi- was good.
cal implements left in my body cavities.
To the contrary, both the surgeon
and the anaesthetist went to some
lengths to explain in detail (arguably far too much detail for a patient
who steadfastly refuses to watch
even fictional medical dramas on
TV) what was going to happen and
the risks attendant on each procedure. It might be that this attitude
of openness within the medical profession is new (though it isn’t in my
limited experience) and has been
encouraged as a countermeasure to
the oft-repeated (though seldom
substantiated) claim by proponents
of alternative medicine that “Doctors treat patients like fools and
don’t explain anything.” If that is so,
then at least it is evidence that some Aarggghh! Me knees have turned Bolshie, Eccles.
good can come from altmed, albeit
The only departure from this properipherally. However, I suspect it is
cedure,
and one which caused me
more likely a result of our increassome
mirth,
occurred when two
ingly litigious society (which might
young
chaps
arrived to take me to
even be evidence of something useful
the
Radiology
Department for a postemanating from lawyers).
op
X-ray
scan
shortly
after the opThe operation itself was a breeze
eration.
As
they
wheeled
me down
(for me if not for the doctors). One
the
corridor
I
asked
how
they
knew
instant I was lying in the operating
they
had
the
right
patient.
“You’re
theatre, chatting with the anaesthetMr Williams who has just had a douist, then the surgeon bustled in and
ble knee replacement, aren’t you?”
put me at ease by saying, “Good
morning Barry. I suppose I had better said one. He was not at all convinced
do a good job on you if I don’t want to by my claim to be a mother of three
who had just had a hysterectomy,
end up in your magazine” (You did
though he did give me a funny look.
anyway, Doc, but in the nicest possiMind you, I did find that I was
ble way). The next instant (subjective
being
injected with rat poison daily,
time) a pretty nurse was saying “Are
but
then
I am informed that Warfayou awake? How do you feel?” I felt
rin
is
both
a legitimate medical antiterrific, though the prominently
clotting
agent
and a form of rodent
placed clock told me it was more than
control.
The
medical
profession is
four hours later.

very concerned with clots (as are
Skeptics, but in a different context)
in post operative patients. This was
further manifested by my having to
wear elasticised “anti-embolism
stockings” for some weeks, much to
the amusement of my visitors. While
these are not exactly fashion items, I
suspect that any 19th Century Regency buck would have given half his
fortune for stockings that wouldn’t
wrinkle around his ankles.
Among other matters, the surgeon
warned me against marathon running, dancing and tennis playing. As
these are activities I have managed to eschew for more than six
decades, following doctor’s orders
should present no problems. Sadly,
though, my inability to kneel
might scotch my chances of being
elected as the next Pope. I used
my confinement to proselytise the
Skeptics cause among the hard
working and long suffering members of the medical professions
and am delighted to report that
we have some new subscribers as
a result.
I have but two (minor) complaints about my ordeal.
1. If hospital beds are not already
banned under various Geneva
conventions, they should be.
2. The view from the window of my
hospital room, comprised the main
building of the Royal North Shore
Hospital, an edifice of such surpassing ugliness that it must surely
have won many architectural
awards when it was built.
Thanks to this procedure I can
now walk more easily than I have for
a decade, and I have knees that set
off alarms in airports (I have tested
this claim).
To all who were involved in my
treatment and to all the Skeptics
who sent me their best wishes, and
who wished me good luck, I thank
you. However, the Skeptic in me
forces me to say that the medical
expertise of all those involved rendered luck redundant.
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Report

Cool Appraisals of Cold Readers
No Dent in Reality

ing trick. No matter what your victim says, you appear to be right.
Margaret Dent Psychic Connections,
Imagine the hit Dent would have
March 10, 2004, Canterburyhad if the woman recalled childhood
Hurlstone Park RSL Club.
memories, as many, many people do
have, of someone dear to them playMargaret Dent claims to talk with
ing the piano. At no stage during her
dead people. She makes money from
show did Dent stray from text book
performing, using this claim as the
cold reading techniques. In fact she
basis of her show. Together with
spent a good deal of the time simply
long-time subscriber, Daryl
agreeing with whatever people told
Colquhoun, I attended her show. If
her and people told her a lot.
we were expecting something excitSo, just what is going on
ing or even paranormal, we
here? I think there are two
were soon disappointed. Even
possibilities.
SURVIVAL READING
as a dedicated Skeptic, I was
1. Could she have an illness
still quite ready and willing
(A loved one that has died) for example: your husband, wife,
that makes her think she is
to accept any real communimother, father sister, brother, grandmother, grandfather, friend etc; hearing voices and seeing
cation with the departed. I
things?
would even have been happy
Your Christian name
just to have seen a new trick!
2. Is she an outright fraud,
Surname
Each of the tables in the
using cold reading to make
auditorium held small slips of Relationship - My
money?
paper containing messages,
How long have they been in the spirit
A third possibility, more
front and back, as shown in
applicable to other ‘clairvoythe box:
PSYCHIC READING
ants’ such as Tarot Card readSlips were collected before
ers, where they are simply
the show and placed into a
Only one question
self-deluded, acting on feel‘bingo barrel’ on the stage to
ings and intuition, at all times
For example; Will I move house? Will I find a job? Will my son
facilitate the first part of
being reinforced in their delumarry? (give age of son) Will I find a relationship? Will I change
Dent’s performance. Then she
sion by compliant clients. It’s
my career?
picked some out at random,
hard to see this being the case
Your Christian name
read them aloud and gave us
with Dent as she makes it
the benefits of her amazing
Surname
clear from the start that she is
insights. This must surely
hearing and seeing messages
Your Question
rate a new low in pure lazifrom the dead.
ness — any self-respecting
Whatever the real situacold reader simply does not
tion, one thing was crystal clear.
When
Dent
got
it
totally
wrong,
need to gather just about all the
This sort of act, if taken seriously,
she herself turned a miss into a hit.
information they need in this fashcorrupts and distorts the precious
For
example,
a
question
Who
was
ion.
memories people have of their lost
Ken?
elicited
the
reply
from
a
man,
On one slip was written, Is there
loved ones. That day all her readings
“Ken
is
my
uncle.
Yes,
that’s
right,
anyone who has passed that wants to
ended with words to the effect that,
replied
Dent
turning
a
‘was’
or
‘dead’
talk to me?, to which Dent reYour (lost loved one) is happy and is
Ken
into
a
living
Ken.
Or
to
a
sponded, On your father’s side there
watching over you. If that is what
woman,
Someone
played
the
piare two brothers, on your mother’s
you want to hear (and many people
ano…..
Who
was
that?..
No?
Someone
side there are five women and a little
do) then such mechanistic reassurdid!
Think
about
it.
This
gave
the
girl. How am I supposed to know
ance can be given by any total
impression
that
Dent
knew
somewho you want to hear from?” Funny,
stranger who knows no more about
thing
about
the
woman’s
past
or
I thought that was the just the sort
you than Dent does. But are false
family
that
the
woman
herself
didn’t
of thing she claimed to know! Alas,
reassurances of any real value?
even
know.
It’s
a
standard
cold
readthe audience just accepted it and
Somehow I doubt it.
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even applauded. Feel free to clap, it
raises the vibrations!”
The second part of the show was
more personal with Dent walking
about with a microphone to ‘answer
questions’. One of her best ‘hits’
came from the line, I see a toy train
set… who was it that played with the
train set? to which a man responded,
I’ve worked on the railway for years.
A miss turned into a hit by someone
wanting to make a connection.

Dent has a stock reply she has
used for years when asked about
sceptics: Those who believe need no
proof, for the sceptic, no proof is ever
enough. This is just the sort of sound
bite the media love and while the
first point is true enough, the second
is clearly nonsense. If Dent would
submit to a mutually agreed test of
her claims and pass, I would be the
first to trumpet her success.
Seeing Margaret Dent in action is
certainly an emotional experience.
My emotions ranged from contempt
to anger to pure disgust as I watched
her victims break down in tears. Her
cold reading routines were no better
than those used by many other ‘psychics’ whose activities have been
catalogued in the Skeptic over many
years, and were worse than many.
Anyone reading Ian Rowland’s Full
Facts Book of Cold Reading could
learn how many of the tricks of cold
reading work. My dear friend Lynne
Kelly can do it better than any ‘psychic’ I’ve seen and she is a skeptic
through and through. I have even
done it myself and amazed people
with my mystical insights (always
being careful to explain that it is
only a trick.)
Not 36 hours after Dent’s performance, the world learnt of the appalling train bombings in Madrid. 200
people lost their lives. What a pity
no one on the other side let her in on
the secret.

Re-bunking an Unsinkable Rubber
Duck
One of my favourite sayings comes
from James Randi:
They [psychics] are like unsinkable
rubber ducks. No matter how many
times they are disproved, they keep
coming back.
Ian Rowland uses the term ‘Rebunking’. Again, no matter what
Skeptics do to show something is
clearly false, all it takes is one bit
uncritical media exposure and the
‘psychic’ is once again flying high. A
case in point is the so-called “controlled and scientific” tests of three of
Australian’s leading psychics, car-

ried out by TodayTonight (Ch 7)
shown on April 19.
Firstly, what makes someone ‘a
leading psychic’? Real ability? Fame?
Connection to a particular magazine? For the TodayTonight story, the
three psychics were, Ann Ann, psychic columnist of Woman’s Day,
“Rev.” Glennis Saggers of The Christian Spiritual Fellowship in
Wynnum, Qld and Anne Dankbaar,
winner of the 1987 Bent Spoon
Award for claiming to have psychically discovered the remains of the
legendary Colossus of Rhodes. Their
choice seems to rest on their claims
to have been in contact with the
dead for over 25 years.
Briefly, the tests consisted of each
of the ‘psychics’ sitting behind a curtain, out of sight of the subjects, and
being hooked up to an ‘electro-encephalograph’ to record their
brainwave activity. (Why, I have no
idea, but it gave viewers the impression that something scientific was
going on.) The subjects were allowed
only to give their names and ages
and then only to answer ‘Yes’ or ‘No’
to the psychic’s questions.
What ensued was nothing more
than stock-standard cold reading. It
really did not matter that the subjects were behind a curtain, or that
they were limited to answering ‘Yes’
or ‘No’, as these answers still gave
the ‘psychics’ valuable feedback.
However it gave the illusion of the
tests having strict protocols. In fact
the protocols were laughable.
At one stage Glennis Saggers was
trying to get a ‘hit’ with the name
Alice. The subject had no idea who
Alice could be, but Saggers was insistent. (This is a standard cold reading trick.) Suddenly, Sandy
McGregor of the CALM Research
Centre, the man recording brainwave activity and not a subject of the
tests, chimed in saying that Alice is
his sister’s second name! “But they’re
over there…” says Saggers, implying
that the message is from beyond the
grave. “Then it could be my Grandmother”, answers McGregor. So
much for the protocols!
Another gem was when Dankbaar,
clearly getting nowhere with the

subject, complains, “Sorry, I’m going
have to cut this one... I did not have
the contact… she is not open
minded.” Putting the blame for a
poor performance onto the subject is
another cold reading trick.
Overseeing this sham was “the
nation’s foremost expert in the study
of psychic phenomena”, parapsychologist Dr Peter Delin from Adelaide University. (I’m not sure how
someone becomes a “foremost expert” in this field, given the lack of
any concrete results.) But whatever
his history, he was clearly out of his
depth. I would have thought any
expert on these matters could have
spotted the tricks a mile off. He was
critical of science in general for not
being accepting enough of psychic
research, but if this was an example
of his research, is it any wonder?
Despite Anne Dankbaar in particular being shown to have as much
psychic ability as a donut, it was no
impediment to her and the others
receiving thousands of dollars of free
TV publicity and apparent scientific
endorsement. Truly unsinkable rubber ducks.
TodayTonight could only present
simple black and white alternatives
for their viewers — either the psychics are real, or they are frauds. A
third possibility and the one I suspect accounts for a great many psychics, is that they are sincere but
self-deluded. The only time I have
ever heard this possibility being
expressed on TodayTonight, I was
the one expressing it! Having said
that, I have more than a few doubts
about the sincerity of people who
claim to talk with the dead.

Richard Saunders
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Review

Buy This Book
The Skeptic’s Guide to the Paranormal, Lynne Kelly; Allen &
Unwin, Crows Nest, 2004. ISBN 1
74114 059 5; pb 260 pp, $19.95
How does one go about reviewing a
book written by a friend? Confession
up-front seems to be the accepted
method, so here we go — Lynne Kelly
is a mate, a cobber and a bonzer sheila
into the bargain.
There have any number of books
written by Skeptics about the common
issues we confront, many of which are
very good, although the quality tends
to vary a lot. Some, sadly, are written
in terms that would only be readily
comprehensible to someone with
higher degrees in philosophy or theoretical physics (or who are hard-core
Skeptics) but to few others. This book
is not like that at all; it is written with
a lay readership in mind and does not
assume that the reader will have had
years of being steeped in the Skeptical
ethos.
All the major themes are here;
prophesy and divination (various), psi
phenomena, spiritualism, talking to
the dead, ghosts and past lives, UFOs,
alien abductions and crop circles, psychic detectives and spoon benders,
spontaneous human combustion and
walking on hot coals, cryptozoology
and much more.
Lynne Kelly lays out the claims for
these phenomena as they are offered
by those who promote them, including
their explanations for how or why they
might work. Then, wielding Occam’s
Razor with a skill of which Sweeney
Todd would be proud, she proceeds to
cut through the dross to expose the
underlying truths (or otherwise) of the
claims. In doing so, she is not harshly
judgemental of those who choose (or
are led) to believe in these matters
and she always maintains that individuals have the right to believe whatever it is they wish. She does, however, adhere to the view that making
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an informed choice depends on having
all the facts available, not merely
those which support the various contentions. She is somewhat less kind,
and rightly so, about the blatant charlatans who use these beliefs to prey on
their fellow humans. Each chapter
concludes with a list of books and
articles, by both proponents and skeptics, as references for any reader who
wants more information.
This is not merely an academic
exercise, compiled by someone who
has trawled thorough the literature to
present all the claims and all the
skeptical explanations. Lynne has
“walked the walk” — she has invented
her very own form of divination, using
“masks, rods and staves” (actually
bookmarks and chopsticks), which she
calls “tauromancy”. She has performed
this “ancient art” at psychic fairs and
carried it off with a panache that
would make many a ‘psychic’ green. In
the book she recounts how she once
did this on an Australian Skeptics
stand in a science show, with a sign on
her table that read “Psychic Fraud -

$0.00”. She still managed to achieve
consistent results (as assessed by the
clients) of 80-90% accuracy. All done
with cold reading, confidence and telling people what they wanted to hear
— just like a “real” psychic. As one
who has experienced a Kelly reading, I
must confess that I had to keep reminding myself that I was a professional Skeptic to resist the urge to
hand over all my wealth to this most
persuasive guru.
Lynne Kelly has been teaching science and maths for over 30 years but
there are few overt traces of pedagogy
in The Skeptic’s Guide. Rather she
carefully lays out the claims and explanations made for various commonly
held beliefs then leads the reader gently towards consideration of other
explanations. I suspect this is the true
measure of a successful science
teacher.
This is a book that no Skeptic can
afford to be without. It will give you
the wherewithal to answer all those
questions that constantly crop up at
dinner parties, meetings of the knitting circle or football club, and in
terms that require no deep understanding of quantum physics or abnormal psychology. Lynne Kelly has performed a valuable service and she
deserves every success.
And a pat on the back for Allen &
Unwin who have not only published
Lynne Kelly’s book and Paul
Livingston’s delightfully surreal look
at new age beliefs, Releasing the Imbecile Within (reviewed in the Skeptic
23:3) but also the best book I have
read about the Australian campaigns
in Papua in WWII, Peter Brune’s A
Bastard of a Place.

Barry Williams
The Skeptics Guide to the Paranormal and Releasing the Imbecile
Within are available from our online
shop at: www.skeptics.com.au

Review

Holy Trivia
And, Behold, a Burning Bush. Bill
Priest; Self-published PO Box 427
Mittagong NSW 2575
ISBN 1 74008 147 1
God, isn’t God a shit! – Randolph
Churchill
We each have our different reasons
for reading the Bible. To put that
quote in context we go to the British
Military Mission in Croatia at the
end of WWII. A boisterous, irrepressible Randolph Churchill is irritating
a crusty Evelyn Waugh, with his
constant intrusions and “pep talks”.
As Capt Waugh (Royal Horse
Guards) explained in a letter to
Nancy Mitford:
In the hope of keeping him quiet for
a few hours Freddy and I have bet
Randolph £20 that he cannot read
the whole Bible in a fortnight. It
would have been worth it at the
price. Unhappily it has not had the
result we hoped. He has never read
any of it before and is hideously
excited; keeps reading quotations
aloud ‘I say bet you didn’t know this
came in the Bible “bring down my
grey hairs in sorrow to the grave” ‘
or merely slapping his side and
chortling ‘God, isn’t God a shit!’

Martin Hadley always looks like this.

Mr Priest studied the Bible inside
and out, as he grew up in a Methodist parsonage. He tells us that at
University he lost his faith. A loss or
a gain? No Mr Priest, the glass is
half-full not half-empty. You gained
cognitive reasoning.
Mr Priest became dissatisfied at
the way humans had decided what
writings were divinely inspired and
what were to be discarded. There
was general squabbling about this
until the Council of Trent rode
roughshod over the various factions
in 1546. (This has not stopped dissension to this day. As a good Presbyterian I was amazed to discover that
the ‘Choppers’ used a Bible with
extra bits.)
Mr Priest disputes the wisdom of
the Council’s selection. Thanks to
the tolerance of our secular society,
he can speak his mind. I think sarcasm like the following passage
would have earned him a bonfire in
the days when the Church was in
charge:
Pre-destined from the foundation of
the world, the new Church as the
body of Christ on earth was to nurture Christendom through the Dark
Ages. While in the first millennium
scholars of the Middle East fumbled
about in the gross gloom of philosophy and such undistinguished sciences as astronomy, arithmetic,
geometry and medicine, the enlightened thinkers of Christendom were
forging the brave new sciences of
dogma and allegorisation. Using
theological method, they strove to
discover empirically which disease
might best be treated by applying to
the patient the bone or some other
relic of which particular saint, then
reciting which particular prayer or
rebuke, and proving conclusively
that the contagion of heresy can best
be stayed simply by unifying the
affected dissident with any stake,

then, while with pomp and unction
invoking the name and the power
and the curse of pilgarlic Paul’s
Lord Jesus Christ, lighting any
lucifer. In the process, from the large
body of Hebrew scripture both old
and new-testamental there was a
careful culling of those books that
were to be revered as distinct from
those that were not.
Mr Priest became an expert in
both groups of material. What to do
with this compendious knowledge?
He has produced 1307 questions
about the Bible and 24 about the
“other holy scripture”. Then hundreds more “revision questions”. The
answers are often supported by interesting explanations, well referenced. The author liberally adds his
opinions.
Is it effective? A novice with a
short attention span might find this
an entertaining way of picking up a
few bits and pieces of Biblical knowledge. However it seems more for the
converted, who might enjoy searching for something they don’t know. A
boon for priestly diversion. I can
imagine Fathers Ted Crilly and
Dougall Maguire, snowed in on
Craggy Island on a dark winter
night:
Father Ted: Now Dougall, pay
attention. The question is: What was
distinctive about Ehud, the
Benjamite judge of Israel, who slew
the very fat Eglon, king of Moab,
with a dagger?
Father Dougall: Ted! … I’ve no
idea.
Father Ted: He was left-handed.
Father Dougall: Righto. Fair play
to him. Must tell Bishop Len about
that lad….
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Matters of Life
and Death
Looking into the big
questions

Mortal Minds; a biology of the soul
and the dying experience. G M
Woerlee De Tijdstroom, Utrecht
ISBN 90 5898 057 X 282 pp

Millions long for immortality who
don’t know what to do with themselves on a rainy Sunday afternoon.
– Suzan Ertz

Martin Hadley, Secretary of the NSW Skeptics,
was admitted to the Bar once and has been
thrown out of them on numberless occasions.
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They say that two things you can be
certain of are death and taxes. Even
most barristers now acknowledge
this. The big UNcertainty is still:
what happens after death? Who do
we turn to for an answer?
Whether anyone can report to us
from the ‘other side’, is a vexed issue.
We gain little confidence in the ‘yes’
case from the charlatans interested
in making a quid out of the process.
Most of the remaining proponents
appear mired in superstition á là
Shirley Maclaine. It brings to mind
“Rampaging” Roy Slaven’s pronouncement about aliens: “Of all the
aliens who come across the universe
to planet earth, why do they only
speak to people who are insane?”
Then there is the quality of the
messages. Usually drivel and to my
mind, significant discouragement
against believing in the other side.
Despite all the dead geniuses out
there ticking over, we have not had

any Mozart-standard music or profound mathematics. I’d settle for a
new chess opening. If there is an
other side, seems to me it is not a
place conducive to creativity. Must
be worse than the last quarter of a
20-hour flight, cattle class.
Meanwhile, we have people who
believe they have got close and taken
a shuftie, but lived to tell the tale.
Some report their experiences to
their doctor immediately on ‘returning’ so there is no problem with
memory or distortions as the story
gets passed from person to person.
Often the doctors have known their
patient for years and insist that they
are of the highest integrity. Little
wonder we are fascinated by stories
like this one from the victim of a
heart attack:
Suddenly, I felt relief from my terrible chest pains. Now I felt exhilaration. I can’t fully express it. I was
floating into an area that looked like
heaven. It was wonderfully bright
with streets of gold and I saw a figure with long hair in a brilliant
white robe. A light radiated all
about him. I didn’t talk to him. I am
sure that it was Jesus. As he took
hold of my hand, the next thing I
remember was a jerking on my body.
You were shaking me and then the
pain came back. But I was back on
earth again!

Review
The patient often feels their soul
and body separating. They leave
their body, and look back:
I saw myself or what was left of me
lying there (on the operating table),
and how busy the doctors and
nurses were with me. You could say
that I had left my body like leaving
a coat. The worst part of it was that
at this point I lost all connection
with my body, something which
bothered me for quite some time
afterwards. After I had floated close
to the ceiling for a short time, I was
sucked into a tunnel… It was black
and dark around me, somewhat
frightening, but this did not last
long; at the end of the tunnel I saw a
clear light towards which I travelled.
The author of this book is an experienced anaesthetist. He takes on
three questions:
♦ What is the true nature of
death?
♦ What will I experience as I
die?
♦ Will some part of me survive
my death?
The quest has not long begun before he must tackle the big issue: can
the soul exist apart from the body?
My perception is that most people
have an inner conviction about this
and feel no need to prove that it can.
The existence of the soul is a given. A
mature and intelligent friend was
about to explain to me why she, a
nurse and an exponent of science
and reason, followed the
Rosicrucians. “We only ask you to
make just one simple assumption —
that the soul is immortal.” It never
occurred to her that this might be
two assumptions.
Dr Woerlee ponders the existence
of the soul in detail. People believe
in the soul because of convincing
experiences of many types. The book
becomes very interesting as he considers these experiences and shows
how they can be explained without
the need for a soul. You would expect
an explanation of out-of-body experiences and near-death experiences
but you also get auras (yes, people

really see them), paranormal senses
and diabolical nightmares.
Our dreams reflect what we are. I
am a barrister. Most nights, despite
my best endeavours to the contrary, I
have long dreams about appearing in
Court or working hard on preparing
a case. I wake up to find that I have
done all this work but there is no one
to pay me. A lawyer’s nightmare.
This book describes the nightmares that seem like a real experience of being removed from the body,
taken far away and molested by demons. No one was molested in any
way that is outside their cultural
background. Christians used to confront the devil and other Christian
demons; Muslims faced their own
tormentors. Now aliens have mostly
taken over, because writers have
invented them.
There is enough fascinating stuff
in this book to make up for the somewhat sludgy repetitive style. Don’t
be deterred, but I have warned you.
Whenever something is to flow from
a proposition, it will be stated even if
it this has already been done several
times before. I suppose the author
has decided that extra verbiage is a
fair price for guaranteeing that the
reader does not lose their way. And
perhaps something is lost in translation between the publisher in
Utrecht and us here. We find sentences such as: “Mild oxygen starvation is the mildest degree of oxygen
starvation.” Very well.
This reminded me of when I discovered that, in any field, the most
confident expert is to be found in a
London pub. I overheard two old
codgers discussing how people die in
fires. Imagine this, pronounced with
total authority in heavy cockney, like
a combination of Justice Michael
Kirby and Arthur Daley: “First you
smell smoke; then you get smoke inhalation; then you get acute smoke
inhalation; then you die.”
Now if you’re thinking, “Fair go
Hadders, that last paragraph should
have been put in a footnote”, you will
feel likewise when you read this
book. For example, when he is considering the idea of predicting the
future, he takes roulette, which has

a pre-set negative return unless your
‘luck’ is better than probability. People play for fun, but anyone who
seriously expects to come out ahead
is implicitly claiming to be able to
predict which numbers will come up.
Interesting, but was it necessary to
spend a few hundred words giving
the entire rules of roulette in detail?
I find it hard to conceive how anyone
savvy enough to want to read this
book, would not know those rules.
Perhaps this flows from the author being in a profession where
caution must prevail over agility. His
own personality must play a part
too. I see a man who would think it
more fun to drive a tractor than a
motorbike — preferably a Volvo, if
they make tractors*; I cannot believe
they make motorbikes. If they play
rugby in Utrecht he would be quite
happy to see a match decided by
lumbering forwards with no
Ellamagic back-line movements. As
for music, Mozart? Acceptable.
Beethoven? Unreliable. Haydn? That
is more like it…
Don’t get me wrong. I wish I had
read a book like this in my early 20s.
It reveals much about how we perceive the world and what others are
on about when they describe their
experiences. I would never have suspected a correlation between religious enlightenment and altitude.
And how to live after death? True
eternity would entail an infinite
repetition of every conceivable experience, Ho hum. But if we live only
once and for good we will have eternity through the memories that others will have of us. Compared to the
carrots and sticks of religious dogma,
that is a better reason to treat people
well; as if the worst thing would be
to do wrong to a good person, and to
die before apologising.
* I once had the pleasure of seeing,
at an Agricultural Field Day near
Orange, a tractor bearing the proud
badge Lamborghini. A fine thing if
you want to plough your wheat paddocks at 180km/h. Ed.
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Neverending
Quest
Looking for answers that
might not exist

Has Science Found God? Victor
Stenger; Prometheus 2003
ISBN 1-59102-018-2
One of my all-time favourite songs is
Positively Fourth Street by Bob
Dylan. One of the features of the
song is that the words of the title
have nothing to do with the lyrics of
the song. I feel much the same about
the title of this book, which doesn’t
say much about scientists looking for
God and probably should be something like:
Have young-earth creationists,
pseudoscientists talking about intelligent design or deluded scientists
using apologetics to hammer the
square peg of science into the round
hole of the Bible proved the existence
of God, or have real scientists proved
not only the non-existence of God but
also the impossibility of His existence, or have people misunderstood
what Stephen Hawking wrote, and
what the hell is Paul Davies on
about, he’s a physicist?

Peter Bowditch is Vice President of NSW
Skeptics and, although he’s not a ratbag, he
owns a website called www.ratbags.com that is
worth looking at.
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Put another way, I don’t think
that the book answers the question
posed in the title at all. But then, it
is probably a question which can
never have a simple “yes” or “no”
answer.
Having said that, Professor
Stenger does a good job of demolish-

ing the more usual supposedly scientific arguments for the existence of
God. He spends a bit too much time
on the young-earth creationists because what they do hardly fits any
definition of “science”, but they are
the noisiest of the ilk and the ones
which most people would be familiar
with. The proponents of “intelligent
design” are a bit more slippery, but
they are exposed as just more creationists with better disguises, relying
mostly on retreaded versions of the
ancient “Argument from Design” (if
something was designed, there must
have been a designer), the “Doctrine
of First Cause” (if everything has a
cause, something uncaused must
have been the first thing to happen),
and “The God of the Gaps” (if it can’t
be explained, God did it).
People practising apologetics are
much more difficult to deal with.
Instead of adopting the creationist
argument that the Bible tells the
literal truth of what happened in the
past, an argument open to scientific
rebuttal, the apologists accept that
science is correct and then, through
a combination of semantics, sophistry and wishful thinking, try to
explain how the words of the Bible
accord with reality. Because apologists accept science, the
counterarguments descend to semantics and theology, although there

can be some blatant torturing of the
facts to make them fit the theory.
Luckily for the skeptics, most of the
apologists eventually end up using
one of the three arguments above or
the Anthropic Principle (the universe
is like it is otherwise we would not
exist).
There is a lot of useful information in this book. One example is the
description of the overlap between
entropy theory and information
theory and how they work together
to refute the old creationist argument that evolution (either biological, geological or cosmological)
breaks the second law of thermodynamics. Professor Stenger shows
how the expansion of the universe
can provide the increase in entropy
necessary to (more than) compensate
for the increased order revealed in
the organisation of matter to form
stars, Galapagos finches and us.
Another example is his thought experiment to show how something can
come from nothing in the void without violating conservation of energy.
There are two things which concern me about this book, one major
and one minor (and really just a
personal irritant).
The major problem is that Professor Stenger adopts some of the techniques which he rightly criticises his
opponents of using. In his discussion
of the Anthropic Principle, he brings
up the idea of multiple universes. He
rightly points out that according to
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle
there is a sphere with the diameter
of the Planck length (10-35 metres)
around every point in the universe,
and we cannot know anything about
what is inside that sphere. As our
own universe evolved from inside
such a sphere it is possible that this
is still going on and we live in a universe that is just one in a foam of
millions or billions of other universes, all of which are undetectable
from and cannot interact with any
other than themselves. If the argument against a deist god is that such
a god cannot possibly be measured or
detected, then the Multiverse has
similar problems.

In another example, Professor
Stenger counters the First Cause
argument by positing that time is
zero-sum symmetrical across both
sides of the big bang. He says, correctly, that with almost no exceptions, all events and interactions in
our universe could be run in reverse
without violating any physical laws.
Some of the backward transactions
may be very unlikely, but very improbable is not impossible. A sticking
point in arguing against First Cause
has been that time has been described as starting at the big bang,
with nothing that we can talk about
inside our universe happening before
that instant. This allows God to exist
outside of time to kick-start time and
our universe. Professor Stenger proposes the possibility of t=0 being a
mid-point, with a universe existing
before the big bang where time ran
in the opposite direction to ours.
Beings in that universe would not
see it contracting towards a point (as
the oscillating universe theorists
believe) but would see themselves in
a universe with an infinite future
and a limited past, just as we do.
This would allow time to stretch to
infinity in both directions, so there
would be no “time before time” for
God to exist in.
Hmmm. Multiple universes which
we cannot know anything about,
events which might not happen even
once in infinity and places where
maybe things work differently, all
suggested to explain the unexplainable. I seem to hear the phrase
“Physics of the Gaps”.
The other personal matter which
annoys me is one of Professor
Stenger’s hobbyhorses. He really
doesn’t like the idea that in medicine
and the social sciences a relatively
high level of possible error is acceptable. He points out that, for initial
research at least, a doctor or psychologist is prepared to say that they
have found an effect if there is less
than a 5% chance of being wrong,
but in physics it might have to be a
thousandth of one percent or even
less. He seems to suggest that this
means that medical research is
somehow less rigorous than physics.

This is wrong on two counts. The
first is what the accountants call
materiality. Drug effects can be
measured in time intervals from
fractions of a second up to months or
years. The variability in the results
can be quite wide, unlike physical
reactions which may have little or no
variability within the equations
which describe them (much of the
variability can be an artefact of the
measuring instrument anyway).
Medicine does not have equations
based on universal constants.
The second count is that you can
only measure things to the accuracy
of the measuring instrument and the
granularity of what is being measured. Physicists may be able to intelligibly talk about things like the
Planck length and the charge on the
electron and measuring the cosmic
background temperature to within
one twenty-millionth of a degree
Kelvin, but human beings are not
that precise. Professor Stenger
should have left this discussion out
of this book.
So, would I recommend this book?
Yes, with the reservations above.
The question posed in the title is not
answered, but I didn’t expect it to be
answered. If, as I suspect, there are
aspects of the universe which are
inherently hidden from ever being
discovered then the question will
never be answered to everyone’s
satisfaction, but that doesn’t diminish the intellectual fun of the search.
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Delving into Delusion
How Mumbo-Jumbo Conquered
the World. A Short History of Modern Delusions. Francis Wheen.
Fourth Estate, London, 2004.
Many of us were brought up with the
concept that natural phenomena
could be explored by rational experiment and thus lead to the formulation of laws that are universally
valid. Wheen rightly traces this idea
back to the Enlightenment philosophers of the 17th century, who thus
generated two centuries of productive rational argument. We are increasingly aware of how this rational
and scientific approach has been
infiltrated and indeed overcome by
the return of superstition and illogicality; the wholesale adoption of
Wheen’s Mumbo-Jumbo.
Wheen fixes on the year 1979 as
the turning point in this change in
attitudes, for 1979 was the year that
both the Ayatollah Khomeini and
Margaret Thatcher acceded to power.

Hugh Crone graduated with a PhD in Biochemistry from Cambridge. Having spent most
of his career with Australian defence science,
reaching the position of Research Leader
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defence and
Disarmament, he has now retired.
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It is a little hard to understand this
choice of a date until one discovers
that a major part of this book deals
with how Thatcherite and
Reaganite economics replaced
Keynesian ideas in the UK and USA.
The two first and the two last chapters deal with this theme and expand it, rather strangely divided
from the rest of the book. This emphasis on economics is probably a
result of Wheen’s previous successful
study of Karl Marx.
In between these chapters, Wheen
deals deftly with the topics most of
interest to us skeptics. He discusses
the “post-modern, post-industrial”
post-everything cultures that seek to
deny reality and any basis for logical
argument. He describes how structuralist and deconstructionist arguments developed into the unintelligible arguments of post-modernist
“progressives”, thus generating a
situation where no argument can be
refuted because there are no rules,
and in any case there is no comprehensible meaning to the various
statements. Obscurantism can thus
reign unchallenged.
There is a public obsession with
impending catastrophe which is
nourished by the lack of critical
thinking. Thus our old mate
Nostradamus is an extremely popular authority on the future, as is
astrology. We are told that 48 per
cent of Wall Street stockholders use
horoscopes when deciding to buy or
sell. More worryingly, heads of state
are subject to irrational beliefs.
President Reagan was influenced by
astrological predictions when making decisions of state, and the Blairs
mix some odd cult practices with
more orthodox religion. Wheen sees
Cherie Blair’s interest in alternative
therapies as having some influence
upon the acceptance of Indian
ayurvedic medicine into the UK Na-

tional Health Service. He also discusses the continuing belief in homoeopathy, especially by members of
the Royal Family, despite recent
demonstrations of its ineffectiveness.
The inability of the public to distinguish between fact and fiction is
illustrated by the use of The X-files
as an authority by students in essays. This blurring of the boundary
between observation and invention
is enthusiastically promoted by the
popular press. The latter deservedly
gets a serve in relation to the reaction to the death of Princess Diana,
an outpouring described by Wheen
as “Diarrhoea”. He is not a kind man
with words.
What of the book as a whole? I
find the structure a little odd, since
the reader returns in the last two
chapters to themes that open the
book. This is not too disturbing, but I
feel that the overall argument could
be better sequenced. The promise of
the title is not quite fulfilled. The
“How” is covered by a description of
the manner by which the conquest
occurred, but the book does not describe how, in a mechanistic sense, it
was done. I gather that Wheen believes that mumbo-jumbo conquers
simply because people believe what
they wish to believe, but he does not
develop this argument. I believe that
it is largely correct; the environment
of beliefs and behaviours that we are
brought up in strongly influences
what we will later accept as right
and can adopt into our belief system.
Occasionally, an overbearing early
indoctrination produces a reaction to
contrary beliefs.
However, in addition to this, I
believe the post-modern and
obscurantist movements have developed as a jealous reaction to science.
If one finds scientific notions difficult
to understand, it is easy to take refuge in verbiage that has as an axiom

Review
the idea that nothing has meaning
and thus cannot be refuted. It also
has elements of mental laziness. No
need to puzzle out complex arguments your solutions to which will
often be proved wrong by experiment.
Take a position that cannot be proved
wrong.
In a way it is the engineer rather
than the scientist who is the front
line defender of the rationalist position. For it is the products of the engineer that prove the correctness of the
science. If the aerodynamics are
wrong, the plane crashes. Or if the
software has a glitch, the program
will not run. The faults in the aerodynamics or in the software are discoverable and fixable; they do not show
variations in the reality of their existence. Thus in my estimation the best
exhibit of Enlightenment success is
the well known photograph of I.K
Brunel in front of the anchor chains
of the Great Eastern. You can hear
him say: “Here I am, steel real and
dirt on my boots. Bugger you doubters, I make it work!” Here is the practical disciple of Bacon and his colleagues.
Can Wheen write? Yes he can, and
how! I know of no book that I have
found written more clearly or entertainingly, despite the topics being
serious matters. He can destroy a
nutter with two words or a turn of
phrase, and is merciless in this execution. The reader is torn between a
feeling of gloom as the recital of
crackpot thinking progresses and
between great amusement as Wheen
demolishes the absurdities. I recommend it to all skeptics and believe
you will enjoy it. We have a hard battle ahead, and therefore must welcome Wheen as a powerful ally.
Meanwhile, the world persists in
its weird dual acceptance of two opposed philosophies. The products of
rational scientific and technical development (television, word processors, aerial transport) are happily
used to propagate irrational beliefs,
without any perception of incompatibility. Descartes got it wrong. He
should have written: “Credo ergo
sum”.

What a Load of Crop Circles
Crop Circles: Quest for Truth DVD film making, The Mighty Mitta Musand Video.115 min
ter Water Divining Test. Most of what
From the official web site:
I did on the day was to set the camera up in front of the diviners and
Crop Circles: Quest for Truth is a
just let them talk. I could never
compelling and provocative featurewrite a script that could match the
length documentary full of nevergems the believers themselves come
before-seen footage and interviews
up with to explain their world view.
with leading Crop Circles researchCrop circles are, for the most part,
ers and scientists, some of whom
quite
beautiful and should be consid.
agreed to be on camera for the first
ered
true
works of art. This docutime. The film is an in-depth examimentary is full of
nation of prevailstunning aerial
ing theories about
photos of best of
the origin and
them. They are
nature of Crop
however also a
Circles and the
form of vandallpossible implicaism, at least when
tions for us and
they are created
for the future of
without the perPlanet Earth.
mission of the
Crop Circles:
farmer. But there
Quest for Truth, is
is absolutely no
a close look at
evidence, none
those who believe
whatsoever, that
that strange
they are the result
things indeed are
of anything other
going on in the
than direct hucrop fields of Engman activity.
land and other
It was not easy
part of the world.
to find this docuThey call themselves ‘researchers’
mentary. I searched many video and
but what is evident from watching
DVD shops before I finally found it
them in action and hearing their far- in a Blockbuster video library. If this
fetched theories, is that these people film was indeed a revelation about
are after only one sort of truth. Crop visitations from space aliens or some
circles are messages from aliens. (Or other amazing phenomena, I’m sure
the collective human spirit. Or the
it would found be in everyone’s colplanet Earth. Take your pick.) Anylection. If you are interested in the
thing is preferable to the simple extruth, I recommend you visit
planation of pranksters. This ‘possi- www.circlemakers.org. Here you will
bility’ is covered for only five
learn how crop circles are really
minutes and only to give the believmade and how to make them yourers a chance to totally write it off. I
self. There is even a downloadable
doubt if any of them have tried to
radio report from the BBC in which
actually make a crop circle for them- the reporter joined the pranksters,
selves. But the effort they do put
helped make a crop circle and turned
into their research is truly impresup the next day only to hear the besive. I’m sure they’ll find their secret lievers declaring it as ‘real’.
coded message, whether it is there or
Richard Saunders
not.
This video reminded of my own
effort in the field of documentary
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Ghostly or Ghastly?
The Ghosts of England and
Belgrave Hall
This video, produced by the Californian based “International Society
for Paranormal Research”, claims to
document the presence of ghosts at
a number of sites in England. The
investigative team travels to these
sites, most of them historic buildings, and sets out to identify and
then communicate with the spiritual beings lurking within.
After a particular investigation is
complete, the data gained from the
spooks is compared to a local historian’s account of the past inhabitants of the house. In all cases the
historian’s version matched almost
exactly the information the
paranormalists had gleaned. They
claim that the team members have
no prior knowledge of this historical
information, however no references or
sources are provided, so this is impossible to verify.
The antics involved in communicating with the ghosts were sometimes comical but mostly just ridiculous. There was one instance where a
male team member was almost
choked, allegedly by a highly aggressive ghost. The female investigator,
who also happened to be a clairvoyant, often burst into tears during her
spiritual liaisons and like the rest of
the team, was always highly emotionally charged.
From a skeptical viewpoint, these
alleged ghostly encounters would be
pretty much impossible to either
prove or debunk because no objectively testable claims were ever put
forward. The encounters that are
claimed are based entirely on the
investigators’ personal experience
and emotional reactions, which could
just as easily be explained in terms of
well-known psychological phenomena
or straight out fakery.
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The ‘remarkable’ agreement between the paranormally obtained
data and the site’s historical facts is
highly questionable to say the least.
It seemed to me that the investigators knew the details of the former
inhabitants of these buildings prior to
‘communicating’ with their ghosts.
This was especially the case, I believe, in the “Jack the Ripper” episode. I cannot prove this — but I
don’t have to. They are the people
making this extraordinary supernatural claim and they need to produce the evidence; something they
have completely failed to do.
There was one testable claim
made, and that was the supposed
capturing on security video footage of
something vaguely resembling a
ghost. A fleeting white blob caused by
a raindrop was a more rational description, and to my surprise, this
was also the conclusion arrived at by
the so-called paranormal investigators.
On reflection, though, it should not

have been a surprise at all. I believe
these people were too smart to fall
into this trap. If they were to claim
the image as a ghost, it would have
been quickly and publicly debunked
by real scientists, thereby eroding
their overall credibility. By only
making claims that are untestable,
they avoided being exposed in this
way, and may in fact have even bolstered their perceived credibility by
debunking the video image.
My suspicion is that these people
are not simply deluded
paranormalists. They appear to have
a vested interest in ‘finding’ spiritual
entities wherever they look for them.
A quick look at their web site reveals
the charges you would be up for if
you wanted them to investigate
ghostly inhabitants in the family
home. Just to have a photo or video
analysed will cost you US$125.00. A
full testing and evaluation of your
house by one of their clairvoyants will
set you back US$1450.00. At this
price, I would feel a little ripped off if
no spiritual entities were discovered!
Ghosts of England and Belgrave
Hall: a mildly entertaining video
that, if nothing else, shows that to
successfully dupe the gullible and
credulous, you need only to act like a
complete idiot without any associated
embarrassment or sense of humour!

John Sweatman

Letters
Three Sisters defamed
Colin Bembrick.
Bathurst, NSW
In his article “Creationist Weds Three
Sisters” (24:1), Paul Blake soundly criticises (and rightly so) Dr Tasman Walker
for his creationist “interpretation” of the
Three Sisters. This tourist icon of the
Blue Mountains apparently formed in
Noah’s Flood!
The sub-title of Blakes’ article, “Evidence that creationists don’t know which
bed they are in”, should have been “Geologists (from Queensland) don’t know
where the Three Sisters are —
stratigraphically speaking that is”.
Blake specifically says “The Three Sisters are made of sandstone that is part
of the rock unit known as the
Hawkesbury Sandstone, ....” . This incorrect statement does not appear in
Walker’s website article, where he
(Walker) refers correctly (several times)
to “... the overlying Hawkesbury Sandstone...”.
The Three Sisters are in fact part of
the Narrabeen Group sandstones which
stratigraphically underlie the
Hawkesbury Sandstone. Most of the
western Blue Mountains spectacular
scenery is formed in these sandstones
— Grose Valley, Narrow Neck, Hassans
Walls, etc. The article on Walker’s
website has an excellent photo of the
Three Sisters which clearly shows they
are formed by three distinct horizontally layered rock units. The topmost
layer (the Three Sisters themselves) is
the Banks Wall Sandstone, underlying
this is a tree covered bench which is the
softer Mt York Claystone, while the
lowermost layer of massive clifflines is
the Burra-Moko Head Sandstone.
These are not “supposed to be” 230 million years old as Walker says, but are

well known early Triassic sediments.
The Triassic Period ranges in age from
approximately 210 to 250 million years
old. They were deposited in fluvial systems largely originating from the north
and north-west of the centre of the Sydney Basin — quite a different provenance from the overlying Hawkesbury
Sandstone which is derived from the
south-west.
By all means let’s demolish the patently absurd “geology” of the creationists
at every opportunity, but don’t let our
enthusiasm for doing this lead to misstating the facts of well-known geology.
In conclusion I would recommend as
a very good layman’s introduction to the
geology of the Blue Mountains the
glossy colour booklet Layers of Time by
John Pickett and Dave Alder. Published
in 1997 by the Geological Survey of
NSW (Dept of Mineral Resources), this
has excellent colour photos and diagrams. Make sure you get the accompanying map (Katoomba geological, 1st
Edition, 1997, at 1:50 000 scale) — originally compiled by Ron Goldbery in 1969
and revised by Bembrick in 1973. (Yes,
this is a plug). Both of these were at
one time on sale (for a miserly sum) at
the NPWS bookshop at Govetts Leap.

The Templeton Prize
John Warren
Annandale NSW
For a long, long time people who think
that supernatural forces or beings have
played a part in the world have had to
defend that belief against the encroachment of evidence from scientific investigation. The question arises: is Science
compatible with Religion?
Many books have been written to argue for compatibility and since 1973

those attempts have been financially
encouraged by the John Templeton
Foundation. Every year that Foundation gives a prize for progress in religion and, in particular, for research at
the boundary between science and religion. The prize is now worth $US1.4
million and is the biggest prize in the
world given to an individual. It is deliberately set above the level of the
Nobel Prize.
This year the prize was awarded to
Professor George Ellis, a South African
cosmologist and Quaker, for his book On
the Moral Nature of the Universe: theology, cosmology and ethics written jointly
with Nancey Murphy, a philosopher and
member of the Church of Brethren.
There is a touch of irony in the title since,
in their book The Cheating of America,
which is subtitled How Tax Avoidance
and Evasion by the Super Rich Are Costing the Country Billions - and What You
Can Do About It, Charles Lewis and Bill
Allison list John Templeton as one who
has benefited from the tax haven of the
Caribbean: not usually regarded as either moral or ethical.
Professor Charles Birch in 1990 and
Professor Paul Davies in 1995 have
been two Australian prizewinners.
There have been other well-known professional scientists including: Freeman
J Dyson, physicist; Arthur Peacocke,
physical biochemist and Anglican priest
and John C Polkinghorne, mathematical physicist and Anglican priest.
The contributions by these scientists
are all very thoughtful. They have all
been faced with the problem of marrying their spiritual feelings and their
practical investigation of the material
world, of rationalising faith-based belief in God with conflicting, evidencebased scientific knowledge, as have
many others. However, they are all committed believers and consequently the
major weakness in their argument is
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that it has had to be constructed so that
that belief in God remains unshaken.
In science such an approach of manipulating data to fit a predetermined
result is regarded as unacceptably bad;
it is not the way one elicits truth. Sir
John Templeton’s encouragement might
help to spread awareness of the point
of view of the prizewinners but it does
nothing to repair their argument.
(See also Liz Armstrong’s piece on the
same topic in this issue. Ed)

A mission for Skeptics
Geoff Sherrington
North Balwyn VIC.
Proposition one is that a work group in
society is paid in proportion to the suffering it relieves; and as a rider, the
sooner the more acute pains are relieved, the higher the fee.
Proposition two is that the greedy
gravitate to the work structures of highest reward, whether they have the requisite skills or not. As a by-product, this
explains, say, the medical charlatan.
People have made income lists for
various trades and professions and they
broadly fit with proposition one. Our
Journal is filled each issue with examples of proposition two.
The Australian Skeptics received a
magnificent bequest which enabled us
to move from being a minor, introspective interest group to a force in society
interacting with Universities and Museums and the like and providing information of benefit to those who choose
to accept it.
It seems to me that the work of the
Skeptics, once unleashed and displayed,
should be given more of a long lead.
Absent an individual benefactor, we
might look to the social groups who
head the list of proposition one. (“Physician/dentist/vet, heal thyself”).
With some thought and planning, I
think that we could convince a group
like the AMA to make a substantial donation to the work of the Skeptics. The
benefit would be a weeding out of the
free-riders from proposition two. I am
sure that there are many genuine professionals who detest the fringe element
but lack a mechanism to rid them.
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I have no troubled conscience about
Skeptics acting as guardians of the
moral good. Years of membership and
reading has demonstrated a responsibility and a capacity by Skeptics to do
this well.
Why do we not discuss a plan along
these lines?

Religions - are gods to blame?
Keith Birney
Ngunnawal ACT
As always in any discussion (argument,
brawl) over religion, people keep on
dragging the idea of some kind of overall creator (God or Gods) into it.
Surely there are two different hypotheses here: one is the concept of some
sort of creator and the other is that
somehow people — special people with
special insights, of course — can receive
instructions direct from this entity and
impose those on others less well endowed.
The first hypothesis — the creator
one — is probably unverifiable and
unfalsifiable and, therefore, not worth
the effort. If anyone insists on foisting
it on the rest of mankind, the onus is
on them to provide third party evidence
of the event, not on others to do the
impossible and prove a negative.
Religions involve people. Those promoters of religions want the rest of us
to believe, without any evidence, that
certain events happened and, as a consequence of these unverifiable events,
we must obey certain people — not God
or Gods — otherwise some disaster will
occur. Religions involve people not gods
and those promoting them should provide at least the same level of evidence
as we require of any other activity.
Whether or not people choose to believe in certain religions is entirely their
own business. However, I do not see why
the community should facilitate the promotion of dubious and sometimes dangerous superstitions and myths by providing tax-free benefits to these cults
and to assist them, through financial
assistance to their schools, to inflict
their myths upon future generations.
Until the religionists can provide
some verifiable evidence for the safety

and efficacy of their therapies, I suggest that they be treated as any other
group of scamsters.

More please
Geoff Sherrington
North Balwyn VIC
Please, can we have more of the promised articles on Humbug by the delightful Jef Clark.
In my opinion, he is correct to point
to the need for critical evaluation of topics of life beyond the occult, charlatans
and anti-scientists. Scepticism really is
a universal trait.
His short story on art appreciation
reminds me of a close parallel, the tasting of wine. It is preposterous that people making money by filling others with
a known poisonous chemical should resort to gushing poetry, when the reality is that they are rogues who should
be locked up for damage and huge costs
to the social structure.
Bravo, Jef Clark. May your students
prosper from your clear teachings.

Skeptical enough?
Tony Jurgensen
Innisfail QLD
I thought normal Skeptic practice included, among other things, examination of different viewpoints and rejection preferably refutation of those
considered improbable, unreal, false
etc, before arriving at a conclusion.
Colin Keay [whose articles I usually
find interesting] wrote in his article in
the Skeptic (24:1) that he considered
terminating his subscriptions to Scientific American and [horror of horrors!]
the Skeptic because they printed views
on Bjorn Lomborg’s book which were
contrary to his own.
Maybe the points made by Ian Lowe
[22:4] and for that matter Chris Guest
[22:2] have been refuted somewhere
else but I cannot recall any refutations
of their points in the Skeptic. Is Colin
being sufficiently skeptical in his writings?

Notice

NSW Dinner Meetings
For several years the NSW Skeptics has been running a highly
successful series of quarterly
Dinner Meetings at the
Chatswood Club, that regularly
attract 100 or more guests. Guest
speakers, usually selected from
among our talented subscribers,
inform and entertain a convivial
audience. They have covered topics as diverse as quackery, global
warming, magic (always a big
draw-card), plastic surgery,
UFOs, and many more. Speakers
have come from as far afield as
the UK and Tasmania.
Our 2004 series kicked off with
a dazzling presentation by The
Mystery Investigators, who demonstrated how scientific principles can be mixed with show-biz
pizzaz to make understanding
science fun.
An interesting story lies behind
the Mystery Investigators. Two
members of our committee, Richard
Saunders and Alynda, have put together this new venture to take critical thinking into science classrooms
in a fun and fascinating way, by testing paranormal phenomena and
demonstrating the relevance of science to the real world.
The idea came to them while they
and other Skeptics were developing
material for the Great Water Divining DVD. In order to test their ideas,
they asked a Sydney high school if
they could demonstrate to a science
class how to construct a proper double blind test. (The results are for all
to see on the DVD .) Feedback from

the school suggested that the students found it a fun and interesting
way to learn about double blind testing. During the filming they demonstrated other paranormal tricks and
noticed how receptive the students
were to seeing scientific method applied to paranormal claims.
This was followed up by demonstrations another school, where they
demonstrated several other tests of
paranormal claims, while keeping
within the science curriculum. For
example; applied kinesiology using
anatomy and levers, optical illusions
to show how easily the sense may be
fooled, and testing psychic claims by
playing the Heads and Tails game to

demonstrate statistics and statistical errors among many others.
These experiences encouraged
Alynda and Richard to set up a
professional unit to take their message to a wider school audience.
The NSW Education department
has a program called the Performing Arts Unit, through which they
were able to audition to receive
authorisation to take their show
into public schools.
This year they will be working
towards building their repertoire of
segments, as different age groups
have different areas of interest and
different curricula. They have received great feedback from the
shows they have performed in the
last few months of visiting schools
around Sydney, and they are planning to take the show on the road
to visit country area and interstate
in the future.
We wish them every success and
congratulate them on their enterprise. For more information about
The Mystery Investigators, visit
www.mysteryinvestigators.com
For the next Dinner meeting at
the Chatswood Club, on Saturday
July 24, our Special Guest will be
Lynne Kelly, author of The Skeptic’s
Guide to the Paranormal (reviewed
in this issue). Lynne will talk about
her book, and no doubt will have
much to say about the perils faced by
an author during a major book promotion as well as demonstrating her
own impressive ‘psychic’ skills.
Please note it in your diaries now.

July Dinner Meeting
Chatswood Club, 11 Help St Chatswood
$35
Reserve places at Australian Skeptics Inc; PO Box 268 Roseville NSW 2069
Ph: 02 9417 2071, Fax: 02 9417 7930, email: skeptics@bdsn.com.au
online shop at www.skeptics.com.au
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Notices

The Great Skeptic CD
We all knew it had to come to an end
sometime, and now that day is upon
us — the Great Skeptic CD, that wonderful compilation of all issues of the
Skeptic from 1981 to 2000 (plus
much more) has ceased to be. We
have sold out. (No, not our principles — the disc.)
Don’t despair if you missed out,
however, because the good news
is that the Great Skeptic CD 2 is
NOW on sale (detils on the web
site). It contains not only all the
text of the previous best seller, but
another three years of the Skeptic, plus even more extra works,
and it has been made even more
user-friendly. (So friendly, in fact,
that it will almost certainly wag
its tail and lick your face.)
Ah, we hear you cry, but do you
expect me, having forked out $55
to buy CD 1, to again cough up a
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similar sum to get this new and improved version, even if you are including a set of steak knives?

2

No you don’t — if you don’t already
have one it will still cost $55, but if
you were one of those adventurous individuals who got in on the ground
floor, then we will let you have
the new improved Great Skeptic CD 2 (with hexachlorophe
enhancers and polarised theodolites) for only $25.
How will we know if you
have the old version? We could
ask you to send it back — but
we’d rather you donate it to a
local school or library — so
we’ll simply leave it to your
conscience. Trusting Skeptics,
aren’t we?
And don’t forget, you can
still get the Skeptics Water Divining Video Tape for $20 and
the DVD for $30 (reduced to
clear).
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